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ABSTRACT
The thesis begins by providing an introduction to transformer theory. An ideal transformer is
examined first, followed by full core transformer theory. The partial core transformer is then
introduced and compared to the full core design. An introduction to superconductors is then
presented where a simplified theory of superconductivity is given. High temperature supercon-
ductors are then examined including their physical structure, superconducting properties and
the design of the superconducting wire.
The early development of high temperature superconducting partial core transformers at the
University of Canterbury is then examined. Early partial core development is discussed followed
by some material testing at cryogenic temperatures. This work lead into the development of the
first high temperature superconducting partial core transformer. This transformer failed during
testing and an examination of the failure mechanisms is presented. The results of the failure
investigation prompted an alternative winding insulation design which was implemented in a
full core superconducting transformer.
The modelling used to design a high temperature superconducting partial core transformer is
then presented. Based upon the reverse design method, the modelling is used to determine the
components of the Steinmetz equivalent transformer circuit. The modelling includes a com-
bination of circuit theory and finite element analysis. An ac loss model for high temperature
superconductors is also presented.
A new 15 kVA, 230-230V high temperature superconducting partial core transformer was de-
signed, built and tested. The windings are layer wound with first generation Bi2223 high tem-
perature superconductor. The modelling was used to predict the performance of the transformer
as well as the ac losses of the high temperature superconductor. A series of electrical tests were
performed on the transformer including open circuit, short circuit, resistive load, overload, ac
withstand voltage and fault ride through tests. The test results are compared with the model.
The transformer was found to be 98.2% efficient at rated power with 2.86% voltage regulation.
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The following glossary contains a list of the commonly used nomenclature and abbreviations
found in this thesis.
NOMENCLATURE
|k| Magnitude of k
R Magnetic reluctance
µ Magnetic permeability in henries per meter
µ0 Magnetic permeability of free space equal to 4pi × 10−7
ω Angular frequency in radians per second
φk Magnetic flux of k in webers
ρk Resistivity of k in ohm meters
a Nominal turns ratio
Ak Area of k in square meters
B Magnetic field density in tesla
ek, Ek Induced emf of k in volts
f Frequency in hertz
H Magnetic field intensity in ampere-turns
ik,Ik Current of k in amperes
jk,Jk Current density of k in amperes per square meter
Lk Inductance of k in henries
lk Length of k in meters
Nk Number of turns of winding k
Pk Power dissipated from k in watts
Rk Resistance of k in ohms
vk, Vk Voltage of k in volts
WTk Weight of k in kilograms
Xk Reactance of k in ohms
EC Electric field criterion equal to 100µV/m
HC Critical magnetic field
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JC Critical current density
TC Critical temperature
ABBREVIATIONS
CuO Copper oxide
LN2 Liquid nitrogen
ac Alternating current
BSCCO Bismuth strontium calcium copper oxide
CAM computer-aided manufacturing
CTM Circuit theory method
dc Direct current
DMM digital multi-meter
emf Electromotive force
FEA Finite element analysis
FEM Finite element method
HTS High temperature superconductor
HTSPCT High temperature superconducting partial core transformer
IR infra red
LED light emitting diode
mmf Magnetomotive force
PCT Partial core transformer
PIT Powder in tube
RABiTS Rolling assisted biaxially textured substrates
RDM Reverse design method
RMS Root mean squared
TDP Transformer Design Program
UoC University of Canterbury
VBA Visual Basic for Applications
YBCO Yttrium barium copper oxide
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 GENERAL OVERVIEW
Transformers have been around for over a century and their design and construction have ad-
vanced over the years to the point where there is little room for improvement and they can be
considered a mature technology. After the discovery of superconductivity in the early part of the
20th century it was thought that these new materials could be used in transformer construction.
Unfortunately, due to the extremely low temperatures required for superconductivity, < 5K,
expensive cryogenic technology using liquid helium was needed and the refrigeration energy re-
quired at room temperature to remove the low temperature heat generated was over 1000 to 1.
These factors limited the use of superconductors to dc applications such as MRI scanners and
large magnets where the losses were at acceptability low levels.
In the late 1980’s, a new class of superconductors was discovered which was previously thought
impossible. This new type of material had critical temperatures greater than the boiling tem-
perature of liquid nitrogen and became known as high temperature superconductors. These
new superconductors could be cooled far more economically using liquid nitrogen and the ratio
of room temperature energy input required to remove low temperature energy was reduced to
around 25 to 1. With the development of high temperature superconducting wire into long
lengths and high current densities it became far more feasible to use this material in power
frequency applications including transformers.
Many research groups around the globe have developed various high temperature superconduct-
ing transformers [Therond et al. 1998, Schwenterly et al. 1999, Pleva and Schwenterly 2004, Kim
et al. 2005]. These designs have tended to be rather conventional in terms of transformer design
where a standard copper winding set was replaced with a superconducting coil. One of the
major advantages to using superconductors is the extremely high current density possible in the
winding compared to that of conventional materials such as copper. This allows for the winding
window to be much smaller than a similar rated copper transformer reducing the size and weight
of the transformer.
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Another way to further reduce the size and weight of a transformer is use a partial core. This
differs from the conventional design because the outer limbs and connecting yokes are absent.
Instead the flux return path is air. By combining the partial core concept with high temperature
superconductors, a new novel and compact transformer will be possible. With careful design,
the performance of this type of transformer should be comparable to similar rated conventional
transformers at a reduced size and weight.
1.2 THESIS OBJECTIVES
The objective of this thesis is to develop a design methodology for a high temperature super-
conducting partial core transformer. To be able to demonstrate this design methodology, a
prototype high temperature superconducting partial core transformer was designed, built, and
tested.
To be able to achieve this objective, various modelling and analysis techniques were developed
and a program was written that was able to design partial core transformers with either copper,
aluminium or high temperature superconducting windings.
1.3 THESIS CONTRIBUTION
The work in this thesis has lead to the production of the world’s first, fully functional, high
temperature superconducting partial core transformer. This has been achieved through three
significant steps;
• The testing to failure of the original prototype high temperature superconducting partial
core transformer and subsequent failure investigation. This work lead to the development
of an alternative winding design enabling greater cooling of the superconductor wire whilst
maintaining excellent structural properties.
• The development of an ac loss model for the superconductor used in the transformer. This
model uses a combination of empirical and theoretical calculations combined with detailed
finite element analysis of the magnetic field in the winding space to obtain the losses for
every turn in the winding space. The losses are then added together to obtain the overall
winding loss.
• The proof of the design via the construction and thorough testing of a new high temper-
ature superconducting partial core transformer. The validity of the modelling was tested
through comparisons to measured data with good results. The structural integrity and
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thermal properties of the winding design were validated through extensive testing of the
transformer prototype.
1.4 THESIS OUTLINE
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the basic theory behind high temperature superconducting
transformers. This overview begins with examining an ideal transformer followed by intro-
ducing typical loss mechanisms. A look at some of the properties of full core transformers
is next, then the concept of partial core transformers is developed. The chapter finishes
with a section on superconductors where the origins and basic theories of the material are
discussed with a special emphasis on high temperature superconductors.
Chapter 3 details the steps taken to develop working superconducting transformer prototypes
at the University of Canterbury. It contains a look at early partial core development with
copper windings at room temperature and the design methods used during this develop-
ment, including experiments testing materials at cryogenic temperatures. A prototype
15 kVA high temperature superconducting partial core transformer is presented including
design, construction details and test results. A failure of this prototype occurred and an
investigation into the failure was conducted. This lead to an alternative winding design
that is also presented in this chapter. A discission of the lessons learned throughout the
development process finishes off the chapter.
Chapter 4 is where the modelling of the transformer is developed. A general model of partial
core transformers is given based on the Steinmetz equivalent circuit for transformers. This
includes a new modelling method for calculating the eddy current losses in partial core
transformers. The second part of the chapter relates to developing a model for calculating
ac losses for superconducting tapes, specifically 1G BSCCO, which is then verified by
experimental data.
Chapter 5 discusses the design and construction of a new high temperature superconducting
partial core transformer. A program for designing high temperature superconducting par-
tial core transformers was written in Visual Basic and is presented here. The program
is used to design and construct a new prototype transformer based on some design con-
straints from the previous failed transformer in Chapter 3. Details of the construction of
the new transformer are given including the insulation design, a cooling system, and a
quench detection system.
Chapter 6 tests the performance of the high temperature superconducting partial core trans-
former. The test results are compared to the modelling from Chapter 4. A discussion of
the results follows.
4 CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
Chapter 7 discusses possible directions for future research and development
Chapter 8 presents the main conclusions of this thesis
Chapter 2
BACKGROUND
2.1 INTRODUCTION
There are many different types of transformers available in the world today such as pulse trans-
formers, isolating transformers and motor starting transformers. One of the most common types
of transformer is the power transformer. This type of transformer is designed to change the volt-
age of an alternating current (ac) electric system from one level to another. Doing this usually
allows for a higher efficiency of power transfer and a near constant output voltage regardless of
the load.
Power transformers, and indeed the electric power system as we know it today, became possible
in part by the discovery of electromagnetic induction by Michael Faraday in 1831 [Faraday 1834].
He was the first to perform experiments on induction between coils of wire by winding the coils
around an iron ring creating the first transformer. Faraday’s experiments showed that the
induced electromotive force (emf) in any closed circuit is equal to the time rate of change of the
magnetic flux through the circuit,
|e| =
∣∣∣∣dφdt
∣∣∣∣ (2.1)
where |e| is the magnitude of the induced emf in volts and φ is the magnetic flux in webers.
Researchers soon discovered that by adding more turns to the secondary coil, the induced emf
in the secondary could be increased.
The first transformers, known as induction coils, were used by scientists and inventors to obtain
larger voltages from batteries [Dolbear 1896]. This was achieved by using a vibrating interrupter
to create the time varying flux. It was not long however, before transformers started to be used
in electrical lighting systems. These first systems consisted of a number of series connected coils
with near unity turns ratio, and were used to connect low voltage lights to a higher voltage
transmission system. The drawback of this system was that if one light switched off, the voltage
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across all the other lights was affected. These first induction coils were primarily open core
devices and were not very efficient.
In 1884, a team of engineers lead by K. Zipernowsky, O. Bla´thy and M. De´ri from the Ganz
factory in Budapest invented the first closed core, shunt connected device. The Ganz team
were the first to use the term transformer in their patent application [Zipernowsky et al. 1886].
The Z.B.D. transformer, as it became known, had an efficiency of 98%, much higher than the
existing induction coils of the time. Around the same time, George Westinghouse Jr. of the
Westinghouse company assigned William Stanley to develop a device for commercial use in the
United States. Stanley’s device used an adjustable air gap for voltage regulation [Stanley and
Westinghouse 1886]. Westinghouse quickly followed up this design in 1887 with the first E
shaped laminated core [Westinghouse 1887].
These early practical transformer designs enabled the efficient transformation of voltage from
low voltage ac generators to high voltage transmission lines. The higher voltages greatly reduced
the current in the transmission lines and therefore the power losses, because the power loss is
proportional to the square of the current. This was one of the main reasons why the ac electrical
system prevailed over the direct current (dc) system in the War of the Currents between George
Westinghouse and Thomas Edison in the 1880s and is still dominant today [Surhone et al. 2010].
2.2 TRANSFORMER FUNDAMENTALS
In order to understand the operation of a transformer, it is useful to look at an ideal transformer
and then the departure from the ideal.
2.2.1 Ideal Transformers
Ideal transformers consist of two or more coils of wire wound around a common core of perfect
ferromagnetic material. The core provides a path for the magnetic flux linking the two windings.
Furthermore, by using coils of wire with N1 primary turns and N2 secondary turns, an emf
proportional to the number of turns of that winding is produced.
|e1| = N1
∣∣∣∣dφdt
∣∣∣∣ (2.2)
and
|e2| = N2
∣∣∣∣dφdt
∣∣∣∣ (2.3)
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(a) The schematic.
(b) Equivalent circuit.
Figure 2.1 An ideal full-core transformer.
By changing the ratio of N1 to N2, the induced emf in the secondary winding can be changed
with respect to the primary. In an ideal transformer, such as that depicted in Figure 2.1, e1 = V1
and e2 = V2 which leads to,
e1
e2
=
V1
V2
=
N1
N2
= a (2.4)
where a is the nominal turns ratio.
Generally in transformers, the flux varies sinusoidally so that the induced emf linking an N turn
winding is given by Faraday’s law as
e = ωNφmcos(ωt) (2.5)
where ω is the frequency in radians per second and φm is the peak amplitude of the magnetic
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flux. From Equation 2.5, the root mean squared (RMS) value of the induced voltage is therefore,
E =
ωNφm√
2
= 4.44fNφm (2.6)
where f is the frequency in hertz (Hz). Equation 2.6 is often referred to as the emf or Transformer
equation.
In an ideal transformer, the magnetomotive force (mmf) required to produce the flux in Fig-
ure 2.1(a) is negligibly small. The mmf is due to a combination of the primary current, i1, and
the secondary current, i2 so that,
N1i1 = N2i2 (2.7)
and
i1
i2
=
N2
N1
=
1
a
(2.8)
From Equations 2.4 and 2.8 it can be shown that,
e1i1 = e2i2 (2.9)
Thus the apparent power of the primary winding is equal to the apparent power of the secondary
winding. The primary winding absorbs power from the source while the secondary winding
delivers it to the load. In an ideal transformer there is no internal power loss so that these two
quantities are equal.
2.2.2 Departure From The Ideal
As with all things in the physical world, power transformers are not ideal. While they are quite
efficient at power transfer, typically in the high 90% region, they do experience losses due to
their design and the physical properties of the materials used. Figure 2.2 is an equivalent circuit
for a power transformer operated at power system frequencies. The diagram shows an ideal
transformer coupled with other components to model the various non ideal characteristics.
When a conductor, such as the copper or aluminium used in transformer windings, has a current
flowing in it, heat is dissipated. This process is known as Joule heating or resistive heating and is
caused by the interaction of particles (normally electrons) that form the current and the atomic
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Figure 2.2 Equivalent circuit for a mains frequency transformer.
ions of the conductor. The electrons are accelerated by an electric field and can collide with ions,
converting some of their kinetic energy into heat. J. P. Joule discovered that the heat produced
was proportional to the square of the current multiplied by the resistance of the conductor, (R1
and R2 represent the resistances of the primary and secondary windings respectively).
The time varying magnetic flux in the core of the transformer also causes heating of the core.
The heating is due to a combination of hysteresis and eddy current losses. Hysteresis losses
are caused by movement of the magnetic dipoles of the core material as they align themselves
with the external time varying magnetic field. The eddy current losses are Joule heating due to
induced currents circulating in the core material. The time varying magnetic field in the core
induces a current in the core in a direction that opposes the field according to Lenz’s law. The
hysteresis and eddy current losses are proportional to the square of the induced emf and so the
core resistance, Rc, is sized so that the power dissipated in it is equal to the combined hysteresis
and eddy current losses.
In order to set up a time varying magnetic field in the core a mmf is needed.
mmf = φR (2.10)
where R is the magnetic reluctance of the core material. Because a real world core material
has a finite reluctance, a finite current is needed to produce the ampere-turns required to drive
the flux through the core. This current is referred to as the magnetising current and is present
regardless of the load. Xm is the magnetising reactance and is valued such that the current
through it is equal to the magnetising current.
In an ideal transformer, all the flux generated by the primary winding links with the secondary
winding. In a real world transformer, some of the flux generated traverses through the air and
does not couple with the other winding, (flux φl1 and φl2 of Figure 2.3). This is referred to as
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Figure 2.3 Diagram of leakage and mutual flux in a two winding transformer.
leakage flux and is modelled by an inductance in series with the ideal transformer. The leakage
flux contributes to the voltage regulation of the transformer causing the voltage ratio to no
longer be equal to the turns ratio under heavy loads. X1 and X2 are referred to as the leakage
reactances of the primary and secondary windings respectively, where in general X = ωL.
2.3 FULL CORE TRANSFORMERS
The most common type of power transformers are full core transformers. There are many
different types of full core transformer such as single phase, three phase three limb, and three
phase five limb. These devices all use a closed core of low reluctance magnetic material to contain
the time varying flux. This means that the mmf required to drive the flux is minimised and the
magnetising current is negligibly small when compared to the load current. The drawbacks are
that the cross sectional area of the core needs to be maintained over the whole length of the
magnetic path to prevent magnetic saturation, which adds to the overall weight and losses of
the transformer.
A phasor diagram for a typical two winding full core transformer with an inductive load of
lagging power factor cosθ2 is depicted in Figure 2.4. The open circuit current, Ioc, is comprised
of two components, the core loss component, Ic, and the magnetising current, Im. This current
is present regardless of the load conditions and is often referred to as the no load current. The
primary load current, I1, is a phasor summation of the open circuit current and the primary
load current, I ′2. The primary load current is a transpose of the secondary load current I2 scaled
by the transformer turns ratio.
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Figure 2.4 Phasor diagram of a full core single phase transformer supplying a partially inductive load.
The magnetising current produces the magnetic flux, φm, which creates an induced emf, E,
according to Faraday’s law. The terminal voltages, V1 and V2, are a phasor sum of the induced
emf and the voltage drops across the resistances and reactances of the primary and secondary
windings.
In order to produce a sinusoidal voltage, there must be a sinusoidal flux present in the magnetic
circuit as shown in Equation 2.5. The flux in the transformer core is related to the magnetising
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Figure 2.5 Diagram of non linear magnetising current in a full core transformer.
current by the B-H curve of the core material. The steel used in most transformer cores has a
non linear B-H relationship as seen in Figure 2.5 which results in a non sinusoidal magnetising
current. While this current has a high harmonic content, the magnitude of the current tends to
be very small when compared to normal load currents and has minimal effect. In this thesis,
sinusoidal voltages, fluxes and currents are assumed.
2.4 PARTIAL CORE TRANSFORMERS
Partial core transformers (PCT) have been designed as an alternative to full core transformers
[Liew and Bodger 2001, Bodger et al. 2005, Bell 2008], the difference being that the outer limbs
and connecting yokes are absent from the PCT, Figure 2.6. This means that the magnetic
circuit for a PCT consists of the core and the surrounding air, which results in a high magnetic
reluctance when compared with similar full core transformers. Despite this, it is possible to
design a PCT that performs comparably to a full core transformer under full load conditions
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Figure 2.6 A cross-sectional view of the differences between full core and partial-core transformers.
while making significant savings on core material and weight.
Figure 2.7 is a phasor diagram of a partial core single phase transformer supplying an resis-
tive/inductive load. Comparing this diagram with the one from Figure 2.4, it is noticed that the
magnetising current is much larger for the partial core transformer. This results in the primary
current increasing, but it has a minimal effect on the voltages and secondary current.
Figure 2.8 illustrates the effect of an air gap in the magnetic circuit on the B-H curve of a typical
partial core transformer and the resulting magnetising current. When an air gap is introduced,
the B-H curve will “flatten out”. This results in a larger but more sinusoidal magnetising
current compared to that of a full core transformer. In addition, the distortion due to magnetic
saturation is greatly reduced.
A significant reason why there are not PCTs in the power system is because the copper losses
and efficiency can be poor due to the high magnetising current. The transformer can be large
because of the larger cross-section of conductor size required due to the extra magnetising
current. However, the application of high temperature superconductors (HTS) eliminates these
issues, i.e. they have very low conductor losses and small cross-sectional areas, allowing for very
compact and light PCTs. Furthermore, the problematic magnetising current reduces with the
square of the number of turns,
Xm = ωL = ω
N2
R
(2.11)
where L is the inductance of the winding and R is the reluctance of the magnetic flux path.
Small increases in HTS wire length and therefore number of turns, gives significant reductions
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Figure 2.7 Phasor diagram of a partial core single phase transformer supplying a partially inductive load.
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Figure 2.8 Diagram of the magnetising current in a partial core transformer.
in magnetising current without necessarily increasing losses. A disadvantage of using supercon-
ductors in the PCT is the cost of the HTS wire. However, as with other technologies, the price
of HTS is likely to reduce significantly as the technology matures.
2.5 SUPERCONDUCTORS
As a conductor is cooled, its electrical resistance decreases. However, even at temperatures
approaching absolute zero, a measurable resistance still exists in most conductors such as copper.
This is due to impurities and imperfections in the material. In some materials, the electrical
resistance suddenly drops to zero when the material is cooled below a critical temperature.
These materials are known as superconductors. The discovery was made by Dutch physicist
Heike Kamerlingh Onnes in 1911 for which he was awarded the Nobel Prize [Onnes 1911].
While investigating the electrical properties of metals at temperatures approaching absolute
zero, Onnes noticed the resistance of mercury abruptly disappear below 4.2K. Onnes called
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Figure 2.9 Advancement in the critical temperature of superconductors against time. Information gathered
from [Poole et al. 1995].
this phenomenon supraconductivity but later adopted the term superconductivity. Research
continued for many years to find other materials that exhibited superconductivity such as lead
and niobium (Figure 2.9).
At the same time, theories to explain the behaviour of this new found state were being inves-
tigated by many individuals. In 1933, experiments by Walter Meissner and Robert Ochsenfeld
found that superconductors expelled external magnetic fields [Meissner and Ochsenfeld 1933].
This phenomenon was later known as the Meissner effect. A phenomenological theory of su-
perconductivity was devised by Vitalij Ginzburg and Lev Landau in 1950 [Ginzburg and Lan-
dau 1950], giving a good explanation of the macroscopic properties of superconductors. A
complete microscopic theory was developed by John Bardeen, Leon Cooper and John Schrief-
fer in 1957 [Bardeen et al. 1957]. This theory became known as the BCS theory and lead to
Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer being awarded the Nobel Prize in 1972 making John Bardeen
the only person to be awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics twice! His first Nobel Prize in Physics
was for inventing the transistor in 1956.
It was widely believed, due to BCS theory, that the maximum critical temperature for supercon-
ductivity was 30K. This all changed in 1986 when Johannes Bednorz and Karl Mu¨ller discovered
superconductivity in BaLaCuO system in the 30K range [Bednorz and Mu¨ller 1986]. The work
earned Bednorz and Mu¨ller the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1987. The following year, researchers
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from the universities of Alabama and Houston using yttrium instead of lanthanum were able to
observe superconductivity transitions between 80 and 93K [Wu et al. 1987]. These materials
came to be known as high temperature superconductors due to their greatly increased critical
temperature (TC). This discovery was important because liquid nitrogen (LN2) could then be
used as a coolant instead of liquid helium. LN2 has a boiling point of 77K at atmospheric pres-
sure and is cheap and easy to produce from the atmosphere thus avoiding some of the expenses
associated with liquid helium.
2.5.1 Theory of Superconductivity
In this section an attempt is made to give an overview into some of the theories of superconduc-
tivity. These theories explain the properties of non HTS quite well and the field was considered
mature. This changed with the discovery of HTS. While HTS has some similar properties to
these theories, there are also some differences. At the time of writing, a complete theory of HTS
has yet to be developed.
The London Equations and the Meissner Effect
In a perfect conductor, electrons encounter no resistance to motion. Therefore, if a constant
electric field E is applied, a continuously increasing current occurs given by,
J˙S =
nsq
2
m
E (2.12)
where JS is the current density in the conductor, ns is the number of superconducting electrons
per unit volume and m and q are their mass and charge respectively.
Using Maxwell’s equations applied to Equation 2.12 [Rose Innes and Rhoderick 1978], an ex-
pression for the magnetic field properties of a perfect conductor is given by,
∇2B˙ = 1
α
B˙ (2.13)
where α is the constant m/µ0nsq
2 and µ0 is the permeability of free space . For the simple case
where B is uniform and parallel to the plane boundary surface of a perfect conductor and x is
the direction normal to the boundary, Equation 2.13 simplifies to,
∂2B˙
∂x2
=
1
α
B˙ (2.14)
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Figure 2.10 When a superconductor drops below its TC , magnetic fields are expelled from within the conductor
due to the Meissner effect. This is explained by the London equations.
Which has the solution,
B˙(x) = B˙ae
−
(
x√
α
)
(2.15)
where B(x) is the flux density at a distance x inside the conductor and B˙a is the value of B˙
outside the material and e is the exponential constant. What this means is that changes in flux
density fall away exponentially and do not penetrate much below the surface of the conductor.
Thus, inside the conductor, the flux density is constant regardless of what is happening to the
applied field.
While Equations 2.12 and 2.13 describe the electromagnetic behaviour of a perfect conductor, it
does not describe those of a superconductor. Ochsenfeld and Meissner discovered that the applied
magnetic field induces screening currents in the superconductor which generate an internal flux
density equal and opposite to the applied field. The Meissner effect demonstrated that not only
is the magnetic field inside a superconductor constant, it is always zero as shown in Figure 2.10.
This means that both B˙ and B must decay below the surface.
German physicists Fritz and Heinz London developed a set of equations relating current to
electromagnetic fields in and around a superconductor [London and London 1935]. London and
London suggested that a superconductor would be correctly described if Equation 2.13 applied
not only to changing magnetic fields but also to B. The London equations are,
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∇× JS = −nsq
2
m
B (2.16)
and
∂JS
∂t
=
nsq
2
m
E (2.17)
The same logic that was used to arrive at Equation 2.15 can be used on the more restrictive case
of Equation 2.16. This shows the flux density falling exponentially inside the superconductor to
1/e of Ba at a distance x =
√
α, commonly referred to as the London penetration depth λL.
The Two Fluid Model
The zero resistance of superconductors is only true for a constant direct current. If the current
changes over time, Equation 2.12 states there will be an electric field developed and some power
will be dissipated. This can be explained by dividing the conduction electrons into two classes
below TC . Some of the electrons will behave as superconducting electrons and have no resistance
and some will behave as normal conducting electrons which encounter collisions and scatter.
At 0K, all of the conducting electrons are superconducting. As the temperature is increased,
some of the electrons become normal. Further heating increases the proportion of normal elec-
trons until the critical temperature TC is reached, whereby there are no more superconducting
electrons. Thus the current in a superconductor can be carried by both normal and supercon-
ducting electrons.
In the constant direct current case, all of the current is carried by the superconducting electrons.
From Equation 2.12, a constant current will result in zero electric field so there will be no field
to drive current through the normal electrons. If the current was to increase, there must be an
electric field present to accelerate the electrons and some of the current will be in the normal
electrons resulting in power dissipated.
The current flowing in the two fluids is analogist to superfluidity in liquid helium and was defined
in a paper by Cornelis Gorter and Hendrik Casimir [Gorter and Casimir 1934].
BCS Theory
A complete understanding of BCS theory involves complicated, many-body, quantum-mechanical
equations and is beyond the scope of what was intended for this section. Therefore, a simplified
overview of the important aspects of the theory are presented instead.
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(a) Diagram of electron-electron interac-
tion via phonon.
(b) Diagram of electron lattice interaction.
Figure 2.11 Formation of Cooper pairs.
The crystalline structure of a superconductor can be thought of as a lattice of positively charged
ions with electrons moving between. Depending on the masses and configuration of the ions, the
electrons can be in a number of different quantum mechanical states. At low temperatures, few
electrons are excited by thermal oscillations and all the states are filled up to an energy level
called the Fermi energy, Ef .
Interactions exist between the electrons, and between the electrons and the lattice. One interac-
tion is repulsion between electrons, due to Colomb’s law, because they are negatively charged.
On the other hand, the electron lattice interaction causes an attractive force between electrons
which can in some cases overcome the Colomb repulsion. Quantum-mechanically, if an electron
with wave vector k1 scatters to wave vector k
′
1 a phonon with wave vector q = k1−k′1 is produced.
The phonon q can be absorbed by another electron with wave vector k2 resulting in a new wave
vector k′2 = k2 + q. If q is small, the electron-phonon interaction is attractive, Figure 2.11(a).
More physically, this attraction occurs because the electron pulls the surrounding lattice creating
an area of positive charge distortion which attracts another electron, Figure 2.11(b).
The attractive force between the electrons is a weak attraction and normally not strong enough
to bind a particle. In 1956, Leon Cooper showed that if the electrons have equal and opposite
spins they can experience the attractive force in such a way as to have a lower energy than Ef
[Cooper 1956]. This causes them to condense into a pair of bound electrons which later became
known as a Cooper pair.
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Cooper’s work explored what would happen to two electrons added to a metal at absolute zero.
BCS theory took this idea and expanded it to a superconducting ground state. That is if one
pair of electrons can lower their potential energy by forming a Cooper pair then many electrons
can form pairs and lower the energy even further, until a point of lowest energy is reached called
the ground state. The pairing of the electrons and subsequent reduction in energy results in
an absence of single electron states and an energy gap is formed. When the temperature rises
above TC , the energy gap disappears.
By conservation of momentum, the electron-phonon interaction in Figure 2.11(a) can only occur
when k1 + k
′
1 = k2 + k
′
2. This means that every Cooper pair in the superconductor has the
same average momentum. To scatter a single electron or Cooper pair into a new momentum
would require breaking every Cooper pair. At low temperatures, no energy fluctuations are large
enough to overcome this attraction. Thus once the Cooper pairs have a momentum, i.e. current,
they will keep it indefinitely and experience no resistance.
2.5.2 High Temperature Superconductors
The previous section described theories for what are now known as conventional superconductors
that were well established. With the discovery of high temperature superconductors by Bednorz
and Mu¨ller, a new wave of research began into finding new materials and theories in this field.
However, at the time of writing, no single agreed upon theory exists to explain the observed
behaviour of these materials.
As mentioned in Section 2.5, BCS theory predicted an upper limit on TC of between 30K and
40K. However, Figure 2.9 indicates TC in excess of 120K for the new class of materials. This
implies that BCS does not fully explain the behaviour of these materials. Be that as it may, there
are similarities between HTS and the BCS theory. For example, in the superconducting state,
the electrons are paired together in HTS as demonstrated by experiments in 1987 [Emery 1987]
and an energy gap has been found to exist, although it is larger and anisotropic compared to
isotropic BCS values [Kirtley 1990].
There are also aspects that do not agree with conventional superconductor theory. These include
very high TC values, linear dc resistivity in the normal state and extremely small coherence
lengths.
Physical Structure
Although other high TC superconductors exist, the research in this thesis is restricted to cuprate
superconductors for they are the most common and have the highest TC values. Cuprates are
chemical compounds containing copper anions. More specifically, all cuprate superconductors
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Figure 2.12 Diagram of the CuO plane present in all cuprate high temperature superconductors.
contain planes of copper oxide, CuO, where it is believed that the superconductivity is mostly
confined. Figure 2.12 is a sketch of a CuO plane. Each Cu2+ ion is surrounded by four O2− ions
in a square planar arrangement. The CuO layers group into blocks and the blocks are separated
by other elements in the material. It is common for cuprate superconductors to be categorized by
their elements and the number of adjacent CuO layers. For example, Y Ba2Cu3O7−δ is referred
to as Y123 and Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10+δ is referred to as Bi2223.
The copper in the CuO plane has the potential to release a loosely bound electron which can
conduct electricity. How well this happens depends on the doping of the material (the value of
δ in the above chemical formula). With no doping, the material is a poor conductor, referred
to as a Mott insulator [Mott and Peierls 1937]. The electron repulsion is strong and there is
not enough energy to force another electron onto the copper atom. As the doping is increased,
vacancies appear in the CuO layer and the electrons are free to move. For a certain range of δ
the material becomes superconducting. This is illustrated in Figure 2.13.
As stated earlier, the superconducting phase contains pairs of electrons in the CuO planes.
The pairing up results in an energy gap in the material. The unusual property of cuprate
superconductors is that as the temperature is raised, the material ceases to be superconductive
but the energy gap remains until relatively high temperatures are reached. This region is known
as the pseudogap and is one of the aspects of HTS that cannot be explained by the BCS theory.
The pseudogap region is depicted in Figure 2.13.
Superconducting Properties
Zero resistance implies that there is zero electric field across a superconductor which has current
through it. While this is true for low current levels, all superconductors have a limit to the
current density they can handle while still maintaining zero electric field. In addition, the
transition between the normal and superconducting states is not instantaneous, it is instead a
smooth, non linear increase in electric field for increasing current density. This E−J relationship
is described well by the following power law,
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Figure 2.13 Phase diagram for a cuprate superconductor for increasing doping levels versus temperature.
E(J) = EC
(
J
JC
)n
(2.18)
where EC is the electric field criterion, usually taken as 100µV/m, and JC is the critical current
density. Different materials have different n values, with conventional superconductors tending
to have much higher n values than cuprate superconductors. At liquid helium temperatures,
there is a sharp transition in the E(J) relationship at JC , whereas at LN2 temperatures the
transition is less clear and JC is defined by the EC criterion, Figure 2.14.
Current in a superconductor from an external source such as a battery is referred to as transport
current. In Section 2.5.1 it was shown that an applied magnetic field produces screening currents
in the superconductor to oppose the applied field. So the total current in the superconductor
is a combination of these two currents. As stated above, there is a limit to the current density
that can flow in a superconductor. Therefore, it follows that there must be a limit to the
applied magnetic field and there must exist a critical field, HC , beyond which the superconductor
becomes normal. It is also apparent that HC is temperature dependent, with the critical field
decreasing to zero at the critical temperature.
Further to this, all cuprate superconductors are known to be type-II superconductors. In type-II
superconductors there are two critical fields, HC1 and HC2, called the lower and upper critical
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Figure 2.14 Electric field versus current density for different superconductors at different temperatures.
fields respectively, Figure 2.15(a). In fields below HC1 the material behaves exactly like a
conventional superconductor, i.e. the field is excluded via screening currents. For fields above
HC2 the magnetic field completely penetrates the material and superconductivity is lost, the
same as in conventional superconductors. The difference lies when HC1 ≤ H ≤ HC2, and the
superconductor is in what is known as the mixed state. Magnetic fields are able to penetrate
the superconductor in tubes of normal state material called vortices. The vortex tube is aligned
parallel to H. A circulating current around the vortex produces a magnetic field that screens
the outside superconducting region.
Figure 2.15(b) illustrates the mixed state of the HTS. It shows the tubes of normal state material
where each vortex carries a total flux equal to the fluxoid quantum φ0 = h/2e = 2.07fTm
2. The
vortices are arranged in a hexagonal array due to the repelling forces of the screening currents
around each vortex. As the magnitude of the applied magnetic field is increased, the number
and density of the vortices increases until HC2 is reached and superconductivity is lost.
If a transport current is applied to the superconductor in the mixed state, the vortices will
move in a direction perpendicular to the transport current due to Lorentz forces. This flux flow
corresponds to a change in the internal magnetic field of the superconductor and an electric
field is produced via Faraday’s law. The resistivity due to flux flow is usually higher than the
resistivity of a good conductor and is not a desired feature of HTS materials. The vortices are
able to be pinned at defects in the crystal lattice and prevented from moving. At high current
densities the vortices are de-pinned producing flux flow. The strength and density of the pinning
centers ultimately determines JC .
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(a) Critical magnetic fields of a type II superconductor ver-
sus temperature.
(b) A type II superconductor in the mixed state. The magnetic
field (black arrows) results in screening currents (grey arrows).
Figure 2.15 The magnetic properties of type II superconductors.
At higher temperatures, thermal activation can de-pin the vortices and flux flow occurs at lower
current densities. This thermally activated flux flow is called flux creep. It is the cause of the
slower transition from the superconducting state to the normal state for higher temperatures
illustrated in Figure 2.14.
Superconducting Wire
In order to successfully build power transformers with HTS, long lengths of wire will be needed.
Most of the scientific data on cuprate superconductors was achieved with small samples grown
onto substrates. These are too small to be used in power transformers. The first HTS tapes
to be made in lengths usable for power applications were made from Bi2223, commonly called
BSCCO wire. The tapes were manufactured using a process called powder in tube (PIT) , first
developed in 1979 by C. van Beijnen for Nb3Sn superconductors [van Beijnen and Elen 1979].
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Figure 2.16 Cross-sectional view of a 1G HTS tape.
The process involves filling tubes of silver with Bi based ceramic that has been ground into a
powder. The tube is drawn out to a thin wire. In multi-filament tapes, the most common form
of BSCCO wire, several tubes are stacked together and then inserted in another Ag tube. The
tube is rolled into a flat tape with an aspect ratio of ≈ 10 : 1. The superconducting ceramic is
then formed by a chemical reaction during a heat treatment process at a temperature between
800 − 900 ◦C. Ag is used as the tube material because it is permeable to oxygen and does not
react with the ceramic.
After the heat treatment, the tape consists of several irregular shaped filaments of BSCCO
surrounded by a silver matrix. Figure 2.16 shows a cross-section of a typical HTS conductor
made with the PIT process. The black superconducting filaments are largely orientated in the
ab plane and surrounded by a silver matrix, (grey). Sometimes the silver matrix has strips of
annealed copper or stainless steel, (white) attached for added strength to the tape.
As with all cuprate superconductors, BSCCO is highly anisotropic. The critical current is much
higher in the ab plane than in the c direction. This is due to the orientation of the CuO planes
in the material. The grains of the BSCCO material are flat, much thinner in the c direction
than the ab directions. By rolling the tape, the ab planes more or less align and adjacent grains
tend to be parallel. This alignment of the grains is what improves the overall critical current of
the tapes.
The multi-filamentary BSCCO wire tape is commonly referred to as first generation (1G) HTS
wire. In recent years, a second generation (2G) of HTS wire has come into production based on
YBCO . The grains of YBCO are cubical and do not align well in a PIT process. Wire using
this technique has very limited critical current. Instead, the superconductor is deposited onto
a metal strip epitaxially by a process called, “rolling assisted biaxially textured substrates” or
RABiTS . 2G HTS tapes are what is known as coated conductors.
In this system, a metal wire substrate, typically 4mm wide, has three buffer layers of Y2O3,
Y SZ and CeO2 deposited on with high-rate reactive sputtering. This is followed by a thin film
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of YBCO which is then heat treated and oxygenated to form the HTS. The conductor is then
laminated between two metallic stabiliser strips. Using the RABiTS technique, manufacturers
have been able to produce long lengths of 2G YBCO wire with similar critical currents and
superior mechanical properties to 1G BSCCO tapes [Xiaoping et al. 2009].
The primary focus of this thesis is for transformers using 1G BSCCO HTS wire. This is because
1G wire was all that was procurable for the manufacture of the high temperature superconducting
partial core transformer.
Chapter 3
PROTOTYPE HIGH TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTING
TRANSFORMERS
3.1 OVERVIEW
In this chapter, a background on the development of a high temperature superconducting partial
core transformer (HTSPCT) at the University of Canterbury (UoC) is given. Early development
of PCTs including design ideas and some motivation behind the partial core idea is presented
first. This is followed by a look into the operation of transformers at the cryogenic tempera-
tures required for HTS. Some material characteristics are investigated including the electrical
breakdown of LN2 and the mechanical properties of insulation materials.
A detailed description of the first HTSPCT includes construction details of the windings, core
and a vacuum Dewar for containment of LN2. Experimental results follow with open circuit,
short circuit and load testing of the transformer being performed. Unfortunately, a failure of
the primary winding occurred during a full load endurance test leading to an investigation as to
the cause of the fault. The investigation found that the likely cause of failure was a combination
of operating too close to critical conditions and insufficient cooling of the windings.
The results of the failure of the first HTSPCT lead to the development of an alternative winding
design to enable greater cooling of the HTS wire. This design was developed for a full core
transformer with both a copper winding mock-up and a HTS winding version constructed. The
new design demonstrated the ability to remove heat from the conductor while operating around
critical limits.
3.2 EARLY PCT DEVELOPMENT
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the first transformers were actually open/partial core devices. Fig-
ure 3.1 is a photograph of one of the world’s first open core transformers. It was designed and
constructed by the same engineers that invented the Z.B.D. transformer at the Ganz factory in
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Budapest. The core consists of bundle of soft iron wire with the windings placed on a former
around the core. This design of the transformer was largely superseded by full core equiva-
lents except in high frequency applications. However, the use of partial core transformers at
power frequencies was not entirely left for museum pieces with research into PCTs at UoC being
developed over a number of years.
Figure 3.1 An open core transformer from the Budapest Electrotechnical Museum.
The research began with the development of a reverse design method (RDM) for transformer
design [Bodger et al. 2000, Bodger and Liew 2002]. Traditional transformer design usually
involved specifying a set of parameters such as voltage ratings, VA ratings and frequency. From
these design parameters, the materials and dimensions for the transformer can be determined.
The short coming from this design method is apparent when the materials of the designed
dimensions are not economically available. Compromises are then made and there may be
differences between the predicted and actual performances of the transformer.
The RDM differs from the conventional design by using the physical dimensions and charac-
teristics of the core and the windings as the specifications. By manipulation of the materials
actually used in the design of the transformer, the performance can be calculated and tailored
to design needs. This approach to transformer design is the opposite of the conventional method
described above. PCT were developed using this reverse method of transformer design [Liew
and Bodger 2001, Liew and Bodger 2002, Liew 2001].
A computer program implementing the RDM was written by Bodger and Liew and used to
design several PCT. Testing of the built transformers was used to improve the modeling. An
example of the test results compared to those calculated from the computer program is given in
Table 3.1. The transformer was a 230V to 20V step-down device and is shown in Figure 3.2.
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The results show good agreement between measured and calculated values with the largest error
being in the secondary side voltage. The source of this error would be the over estimation of
the series resistance component, R1, from Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Calculated and measured test results for the Liew PCT [Liew and Bodger 2002].
Equivalent Circuit Calculated Measured Error (%)
Rc(Ω) 522 551 5
Xm(Ω) 42.0 42.6 1
R1(Ω) 3.7 3.5 6
Xl1(Ω) 4.5 4.6 3
Equivalent Circuit Calculated Measured Error (%)
V1(V ) 234 234 0
I1(A) 23 23 0
V2(V ) 21 25 16
I2(A) 112 109 3
P1(W ) 4.4 4.2 5
Effy.(%) 56 60 7
Reg.(%) 53 51 4
Figure 3.2 Two partial core transformers used for model verification.
In later years, finite element analysis (FEA) was used to refine the modeling of the magnetic
components [Bell and Bodger 2007, Bell and Bodger 2008]. This system was used to design a
high voltage resonant kit-set comprised of three partial core transformers and a common core set
[Bell 2008]. The transformers are used for reactive power compensation in high voltage testing
of insulation systems at mains frequency (50Hz)[Enright and Bodger 2002].
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3.3 CRYOGENIC MATERIAL TESTING
Concurrently with the PCT development, research was undertaken into material testing of in-
sulation, winding and core materials at ambient and cryogenic (LN2 boiling temperature, 77K)
temperatures. One of the first facets of research was to find the dielectric strength of LN2.
O’Neill made several measurements on LN2 to BS5874:1980 standards [O’Neill et al. 2000b].
Traditional transformer oil has average breakdown voltages of greater than 40 kV for good oil
and less then 20 kV for bad oil for gaps of 2.5mm when tested with the BS5874:1980 standard.
The results of the testing, presented in Table 3.2, show that LN2 has comparable dielectric
strength to standard transformer oil.
Table 3.2 Breakdown voltage for liquid nitrogen [O’Neill et al. 2000b].
Gap separation Breakdown voltages (kV rms)
(mm) Average Minimum Maximum
1 27.9 25.4 30.5
2 47.4 40.9 54.1
2.5 49.5 45.9 53.5
Also by O’Neill, was research into the mechanical strength of transformer insulating paper.
Kraft paper and NomexR© paper were tested. The research found that mechanical strength
of Kraft paper was adversely affected by exposure to LN2 and was not suitable for use at
that temperature. NomexR© however, increased in strength in LN2 when compared to that in
room temperature oil. Thus the NomexR© paper was found to be suitable for use in cryogenic
transformer applications [O’Neill et al. 2000b].
Following this work, a set of full core distribution transformers were tested [Bodger et al. 2002a,
Bodger et al. 2002b]. Four 11 kV / 230V, pole-top distribution transformers were tested. Two
transformers had silicon steel cores (10 kVA) and two amorphous steel cores (15 kVA). The differ-
ence in kVA rating between the two core types was an unintentional mistake by the manufacturer
of the distribution transformers. One of each type of transformer was tested in oil at room tem-
perature and the others were tested in LN2 at 77K. Capacitance and dissipation factor tests
were performed on each of the transformers as well as open circuit and short circuit tests. The
results of the testing is given in Tables 3.3 and 3.4.
The transformers show a drop in capacitance of the insulation under LN2 for both the amorphous
and silicon steel core types. This increases the first natural resonant frequency resulting in any
resonant frequency problems occurring at much higher frequencies. The dissipation factor was
also reduced under LN2, implying that LN2 has fewer dielectric losses. The open circuit tests
showed very little difference in core loss between room temperature and 77K although the
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Table 3.3 Capacitance and Dissipation factor test results for 10kVA transformers [Bodger et al. 2002b].
Silicon Steel Core
Transformer Insulation Capacitance (nF ) Dissipation Factor
Oil 1.119 0.00670
Liquid Nitrogen 0.363 <0.00001
Amorphous Steel Core
Transformer Insulation Capacitance (nF ) Dissipation Factor
Oil 1.003 0.00527
Liquid Nitrogen 0.419 0.00211
Table 3.4 Open and short circuit test results for 10kVA transformers [Bodger et al. 2002b].
Silicon Steel Core
Transformer Insulation
Open Circuit Test Short Circuit Test
V (V) I (A) P (W) V (V) I (A) P (W) Isec (A)
Oil 240 1.15 65 368 0.90 145 41.2
Liquid Nitrogen 240 1.05 62 345 0.86 57 41.4
Amorphous Steel Core
Transformer Insulation
Open Circuit Test Short Circuit Test
V (V) I (A) P (W) V (V) I (A) P (W) Isec (A)
Oil 240 0.69 19 336 0.95 131 41.5
Liquid Nitrogen 240 0.73 20 304 0.95 22 41.5
amorphous core was more efficient than the silicon steel. This result suggests that the core can
be submerged in LN2. Significant reduction in winding losses was also noted for the LN2 case
and attributed to the reduction in resistivity of the copper at this temperature.
3.4 A 15KVA HTSPCT PROTOTYPE
The following section gives details of the transformer design, construction, and test results
of a 15 kVA HTSPCT prototype. With knowledge gained from the research discussed in the
previous two sections, a prototype HTSPCT was designed, built and tested in 2005. However,
the HTSPCT was unable to be load tested at that time due to a failure of the LN2 Dewar.
Repairs to the Dewar were made in 2009 by the author and electrical tests were performed.
The prototype failed during a full load endurance run and an investigation into the cause of the
failure was undertaken [Lapthorn et al. 2011].
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3.4.1 Transformer Design
The design of the HTSPCT involved computer modelling and empirical experimentation using
a program developed from traditional transformer design theory and a reverse as-built design
approach [Bodger et al. 2000, Bodger and Liew 2002, Liew and Bodger 2002]. The program
proved to be approximately 10% accurate in modelling mains frequency transformer and induc-
tor units, where empirical data helps form the simulation models [O’Neill et al. 2000a, O’Neill
et al. 2000b, Liew and Bodger 2001, Bodger et al. 2002a, Bodger et al. 2002b]. The computer
program was altered to account for the rectangular profile of HTS conductors and used criti-
cal current as a parameter for the HTS tape rather than resistivity. The program modifications
have been validated through a process of designing and building a number of experimental units.
A mock superconducting transformer was built using aluminium tape for its windings [Bodger
et al. 2002c]. Empirical data recorded was checked against the program predictions for voltages
and currents, with very high correlation on most parameters, typically around 2 to 5%. The
program was used to design a single phase, 50Hz, 230/115V, 15 kVA, HTS power transformer.
Winding Design
The HTSPCT was designed as a three winding transformer with one 230V winding and two
115V windings. The windings were wound with 1G-HSP wire from American Superconductors.
This tape is a Bismuth based superconductor, Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10 (Bi2223), in which many su-
perconducting filaments are encased in a silver alloy matrix using a powder-in-tube process. The
high strength version of the tape includes thin stainless steel laminations sandwiching the silver
alloy matrix. The manufacturer’s wire specification of the critical dc current at 77K is 124.2A
in a self field. However, the alternating magnetic fields present in the transformer result in a
reduction in critical current [Zhu et al. 2004, Leghissa et al. 2007, Oomen et al. 2003]. For this
reason the maximum current for the windings was set to 65A rms.
The HTS wire was insulated from turn to turn short circuits by using two layers of NomexR©
Figure 3.3 A schematic of the winding layout for the HTSPCT.
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(a) Connection of the copper lead-outs to
the bushing busbars.
(b) The upper portion of the copper lead-
outs.
(c) The lower portion of the copper lead-
outs.
(d) Photograph of a sample joint between
the copper lead-outs and the HTS wire.
Figure 3.4 Photographs of the copper lead-outs connecting the transformer bushings to the HTS windings.
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Figure 3.5 A cross-sectional view of the winding layout, insulation and relative position of the core of the
HTSPCT.
T-410 (0.13 x 10mm) tape. The insulation was applied parallel to the wire length on the wide
surface of the conductor with the excess insulation folded over the conductor’s thin edge to the
opposite wide surface. A second layer of insulation was applied and folded on the opposite side
to the first so that the conductor was completely covered. The overlap of insulation on the wide
surfaces of the conductor was between 3 and 4mm throughout.
The windings were layer wound with 80 turns per layer as shown in Figure 3.3. The high voltage
winding, A1-A2, was located on the inside of the transformer and consisted of four layers for a
total of 320 turns. The first low voltage winding, a1-a2, located in the middle of the transformer
consisted of two layers and a total of 160 turns. The second low voltage winding, a3-a4, was
wound over the a1-a2 winding and also consisted of two layers with 160 turns in total. This
arrangement of windings was to allow for the investigation of multiple winding configurations,
including autotransformer mode.
Copper lead-outs were used to connect the HTS windings to the transformer bushings as shown
in Figure 3.4. The lead-outs consisted of two 1.2mm x 5mm copper conductors and were
positioned radially around the transformer. The lead-outs were connected to the bushing busbars
using a compression joint as shown in Figure 3.4(a), which was located above the LN2 level
(Figure 3.4(b)). The bends in the lower section of the lead-outs photographed in Figure 3.4(c)
were present to allow for thermal expansion and contraction of the copper without pulling or
pushing on the HTS windings. The copper lead-outs were soldered to the HTS wire using
Indium based solder, (97% In 3% Ag), and Ersin Red Jelly flux paste. The joint was made by
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sandwiching approximately 10 cm of HTS wire between two specially formed copper lead-outs
as shown in Figure 3.4(d) and soldering with a temperature limited soldering iron. Too high
a temperature during this process would result in the HTS wire delaminating; the soldering
temperature was limited to 160 ◦C.
The winding insulation system used a combination of uncalendered NomexR© 411 and calendered
NomexR© 410 insulation paper. Six layers of NomexR© 411 were used directly on the former to
provide friction between the windings and the former. Four layers of NomexR© 410 were used
either side of the HTS layers to allow room for the copper lead-outs. In addition, four extra
layers of NomexR© 410 insulation paper were used for inter-winding insulation. A diagram of
the relative spacing of HTS wire to insulation is detailed in Figure 3.5. The uneven insulation
spacing is due to allowances for the copper lead-outs as well as extra inter-winding insulation.
Core Design
The core was designed as a parallel stacked circular core, 420 laminations of 0.23mm, high
permeability, grain orientated silicon steel (ABB product code 23JGSD085). The laminations
were 484mm long. They were cut to different widths to provide a circular shape when stacked.
The approximate diameter of the circular core was 80mm. The core was bound with Vidatape
S, a woven high shrink polyester tape, and hot dipped twice in an electrical baking varnish. A
hole in the center of the core is for a 1240mm long G-10 fibreglass 5/8” UNC threaded rod. The
threaded rod allows for correct positioning of the core inside the core vessel wall relative to the
HTS windings.
Main Assembly Design
The transformer main assembly is comprised of three parts, the liquid nitrogen vacuum Dewar,
the core vessel, and the head unit as shown in Figure 3.6. The majority of the transformer main
assembly was constructed using G-10 fibreglass.
The vacuum Dewar consists of an inner vessel for the containment of LN2 and an outer vessel
exposed to room temperature with a vacuum between them. The vacuum is present to limit
thermal convection losses to the LN2 from the outside. To limit radiation losses, several layers
of aluminized non-stretch polyester were wrapped around the inner vessel. Care was taken not
to create shorted turns by insulating the aluminized non-stretch polyester with vacuum rated
tissue paper. A pressure relief port is present on the outside of the Dewar in case a failure of
the inner vessel results in nitrogen gas venting into the vacuum chamber.
In the original 2005 design, the bottom of the inner vessel consisted of a flat disc attached to
tube of the inner vessel. However, the disc and the tube contracted at different rates causing a
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Figure 3.6 An exploded view of the main transformer assembly.
failure of the joint and nitrogen gas entering the vacuum chamber. This triggered the pressure
relief port and meant that testing was unable to proceed. In 2009, the bottom of the inner vessel
was changed to be dome shaped so that the joint between the dome and the tube of the inner
vessel, when exposed to LN2, expanded and contracted evenly.
The core vessel is similar to the vacuum Dewar in that a vacuum is formed between the core and
the LN2. A similar arrangement of aluminized polyester and tissue was used in the core vessel.
With the core vessel at a vacuum of about 1 × 10−4 torr and the Dewar filled with LN2, the
core temperature fell to approximately -40 ◦C over a 16 hour period. In addition to providing
insulation between the LN2 and the core, the core vessel was used as the winding former. A
float is attached to the core vessel to indicate the minimum and maximum LN2 levels. A filling
tube for the LN2 is also fitted to the outside of the core vessel. A pressure relief port is present
on the top of the core vessel in case a failure vents nitrogen gas into the vacuum chamber.
The head unit provides mountings for the transformer bushings, nitrogen venting valves, a
rupture disc for emergency venting, purging lines and a pressure gauge for the LN2 chamber
pressure. The transformer bushings, located on the top of the head unit, are connected to the
bushing busbars via a short piece of braided copper wire. Two nitrogen venting valves are
present, adjacent to the rupture disc. One valve is a full LN2 rated manual vent to be used
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during initial filling and the other valve is a non return valve for normal operation venting. In
case the non return valve is unable to vent sufficient quantities of nitrogen gas, for example
during fault conditions, an emergency venting rupture disc is fitted to prevent the pressure in
the LN2 chamber from reaching dangerous levels. The rupture disc consists of a thin aluminium
sheet between two flanges of G-10 fibreglass. The diameter of the rupture disc is 80mm. The
purging lines consist of a vacuum line and a dry nitrogen gas line. Prior to filling the chamber
with LN2, a vacuum is held for 24 hours, then the vacuum is broken with dry nitrogen gas.
3.4.2 Experimental Results
A series of electrical tests were conducted on the HTSPCT by the author and Irvin Chew to
determine its performance. These tests included an open circuit test, a short circuit test, a load
test and a load endurance test. The results from the testing are detailed in Table 3.5. For the
open circuit test, the secondary windings (a1-a2 and a3-a4) were left open circuit while for the
short circuit test and the load test they were connected in series.
Table 3.5 Electrical test measurements.
Open Circuit Test
Parameter Measured
Inside winding voltage (V) 230
Inside winding current (A) 19
Outside winding voltage(s) (V) 113 and 111
Inside winding real power (W) 200
Short Circuit Test
Parameter Measured
Inside winding voltage (V) 25
Inside winding current (A) 65
Outside winding current (A) 65
Inside winding real power (W) 80
Load Test
Parameter Measured
Inside winding voltage (V) 230.9
Inside winding current (A) 65
Inside winding real power (kW) 13.8
Outside winding voltage (V) 223.6
Outside winding current (A) 61
Outside winding real power (kW) 13.6
Real power loss (kW) 0.2
Efficiency (%) 98.6
Voltage regulation (%) 3.2
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The transformer was also used by the author in a demonstration of a large Lightning Arc Drawing
[Bell et al. 2007] where the load was approximately 25-30A at 230V with a power factor of about
0.8 lagging. The transformer performed well during several demonstrations each of which lasted
no more than 5 minutes.
Unfortunately, when the HTSPCT was placed on a full load endurance run, a catastrophic failure
occurred. Approximately 1 minute 30 seconds into the test, the secondary voltage collapsed and
a surge in nitrogen gas venting was observed, at which point power was removed from the
transformer. Resistance tests were conducted on the transformer, and the inside winding, A1-
A2, was found to be open circuit. The secondary windings, a1-a2 and a3-a4, appeared normal.
The sight level indicated that the LN2 level was within normal operating levels. During the
failure, a surge of nitrogen gas was created by the heating of the conductors. The emergency
venting rupture disc was successful in preventing excessive build up of nitrogen gas in the LN2
chamber.
3.4.3 Failure Analysis
After the LN2 was removed, a visual inspection of the windings was undertaken. The initial
inspection revealed contamination of the NomexR© insulation with a black substance as shown
in Figure 3.7. Closer inspection revealed that the contaminants were only on the surface of the
insulation as evident in Figure 3.7(a) and appeared to be attracted to the windings. On the
lower half of the windings, shown in Figure 3.7(b), the vertical white traces in the contamination
suggests nitrogen bubbling was occurring.
(a) The contaminants appear only on
the outside of the insulation.
(b) The contaminants found on the
lower portion of the windings.
Figure 3.7 Photographs of the contaminants found on the insulation after the failure of the A1-A2 winding.
The visual inspection revealed a small area of burnt insulation at the top of the A1-A2 winding
with an area of burnt fibreglass immediately above it. It was anticipated that the damage to the
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(a) Outside Winding. (b) Middle Winding. (c) Inside Winding.
Figure 3.8 Photographs of unwinding the HTSPCT after the failure.
A1-A2 winding was localised to the solder joint with the copper lead-outs so a decision was made
to unwind the transformer and attempt to repair the damage. Photographs of the unwinding
are displayed in Figure 3.8. The outside winding, a3-a4, appeared normal. It was not until the
middle winding, a1-a2, was exposed that NomexR© damage was found. The insulation of the
a1-a2 winding was burnt in an area in the upper region of the winding. The HTS wire of this
winding was not visibly damaged. The same could not be said of the inside winding, A1-A2,
where extensive thermal damage was found over a significant area.
Of interest is the combustion of the NomexR© and the G-10 fibreglass, suggesting the presence of
liquid oxygen. Figure 3.9 is a closeup photograph of the burnt insulation. It illustrates how the
insulation has become fully carbonised. The source of the oxygen could have been from the LN2
as the supplier of the LN2 was having equipment problems at the time of the noted transformer
tests and oxygen levels in the LN2 were approximately 4-5%. Alternatively, there could have
been residue oxygen in the NomexR© because the purging lines were not used prior to filling with
LN2 for the endurance run and the filling was not performed under vacuum; a procedural error.
Also, radial buckling was found on the inner winding layers as shown in Figure 3.10. It is believed
that this buckling has been caused by thermal expansion of the HTS wire rather than short circuit
forces referred to in traditional transformer literature [Bertagnolli 2007]. As stated in [Weiss
et al. 2007], the thermal expansion of the HTS wire over the temperature range experienced
could have been 2-3mm/m. This would result in thermal expansion of the A1-A2 winding of
nearly 400mm over the length of the winding. As the inner winding was tightly wrapped in
NomexR© insulation and the layers of HTS wire of the outer windings, the thermal expansion of
the inner layers could result in the radial buckling observed.
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Figure 3.9 A closeup photograph of the burnt NomexR© insulation.
Figure 3.10 A photograph of the radial buckling that occurred on the inside windings.
It was presumed that the failure was because the HTS tape quenched due to a combination of the
transport current, magnetic field and temperature of the windings. With the HTS in a resistive
state, the losses dissipated would have increased the temperature in the inner windings where
the cooling was poorest. Eventually the increase in temperature would result in the insulation
failing, shorted turns in the windings and final breakdown of the HTS.
Ooman et al. provides a model for calculating the decrease in critical current with respect to
magnetic field [Oomen et al. 2003]. Applying Ooman’s model to the HTS tape gives Figure 3.11.
Subsequent finite element modelling of the magnetic field by the author has indicated that the
peak parallel and perpendicular fields in the winding area were 60.4mT and 49.2mT respectively.
The conclusion is that the selected transformer ac rating of 65A (92A peak), present during
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Figure 3.11 Predicted critical current at 77K of the Bi2223 HTS tape with increasing magnetic field.
the full load test, meant that the transformer was operated close to the critical conditions. A
lesson from this work is that a 92A peak load current in comparison with a design adjusted
critical current of approximately 92A for the tape in a perpendicular field is a poor choice. In
the future, a reasonable margin between these two figures should be selected.
Insufficient cooling from the large amount of insulation material used to pack out the windings
also required some reflection. In hindsight, it is believed that this packing should have used
axial G-10 fibreglass sticks to allow for better contact of the HTS wire with LN2. Experiments
performed by Kim et al. on the over current characteristics of HTS tapes indicate that with
sufficient cooling, HTS tapes can be operated at currents higher than the critical current for
short periods of time [Kim et al. 2008]. The radial sticks may also help keep the coil in form
during conductor expansion/contraction associated with temperature change and may eliminate
the radial buckling observed.
3.5 THE CHEW TRANSFORMER
Following the failure of the partial core HTS transformer and the subsequent investigation into
the cause of that failure, a new design for the windings was developed by the author and Chew
[Chew 2010]. This design was to incorporate cooling channels in the winding area to enable
greater contact of the liquid nitrogen with the HTS windings and prevent another thermal
related failure. Chew designed two full core transformers, a copper mock-up and an HTS design,
using a combination of RDM and computer aided design software. The two transformers would
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(a) The full core assembly of the Chew
transformer.
(b) The Chew transformer core with the
top yoke removed for winding assembly.
Figure 3.12 The core design of the Chew transformer [Chew 2010].
share the same core and have the same winding dimensions so that their performance could be
compared directly. Due to financial constraints, the transformers were designed to be completely
submerged in liquid nitrogen rather than designing a winding Dewar.
3.5.1 Core Design
The two winding designs, copper and HTS, shared the one core. Therefore, the core was designed
so that it could be easily pulled apart and put together again. The core was also designed to
minimise the weight and core losses. The core was constructed from high permeability, grain
orientated silicon steel. It was designed as a circular core of parallel stacked laminations with a
square limb and yokes present to keep construction simple as shown in Figure 3.12(a).
The design parameters used in the RDM for the core are given in Table 3.6. Of note is the lower
than usual stacking factor for a laminated core which was due to the use of polyurethane for
gluing the lamination sections together. These sections, comprised of ten laminations, enabled
the core to be assembled and disassembled easily. Figure 3.12(b) shows the partially assembled
core with the top yoke removed to enable assembly of the transformer windings.
3.5.2 A Full Core Copper Mock-up
With the core construction complete, a set of copper windings were constructed on a fiberglass
former. The design data used in the RDM for the copper mock-up is given in Table 3.7. The
priority of the design was to ensure enough cooling of both windings. Working with the materials
available in the university, 2mm thick composite fibreglass spacers were used for the inter-layer
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Table 3.6 Chew transformer full core design data.
Parameter Dimension
Core length 200mm
Core diameter 75mm
Winding window 42mm
Lamination thickness 0.23mm
Stacking factor 0.85
Operating temperature 77K
insulation. The spacers were placed radially around the winding as depicted in Figure 3.13. As
the number of layers increased, the width of the spacers was also increased to ensure a firm
circular/round winding and to prevent kinks in the HTS conductor.
Table 3.7 Chew transformer copper mock-up design data.
Parameter Inside winding Outside winding
Winding height 190mm 190mm
Number of layers 8 8
Turns per layer 37 37
Conductor length 92.6m 125.6m
Wire width 4.83mm 4.83mm
Wire thickness 0.30mm 0.30mm
Wire insulation thickness 0.11mm 0.11mm
Insulation layer space 2mm 2mm
Operating temperature 77K 77K
To prevent inter-turn short circuits, the copper wire was insulated with NomexR© tape. The
windings were wound on a composite former made with an epoxy-resin lacquered fabric. Both
these materials were tested by submerging them in LN2 to observe material contraction or other
adverse effects. No significant contraction was observed.
Copper Mock-up Test Results
A series of electrical tests were performed on the copper mock-up transformer submerged in
liquid nitrogen. The tests included an open circuit test, a short circuit test and a load test. The
results of the testing are presented in Table 3.8.
For the open circuit test, the inside winding (referred to as the primary winding) was energised
to 230V with the outside winding (referred to as the secondary winding) left open circuit. Open
circuit test results demonstrate how the full core design has a significantly lower magnetising
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(a) Trimetric view of the copper winding
assembly.
(b) Top-down view of winding assembly detailing the former, windings
and spacers.
Figure 3.13 CAD drawings of the winding and spacer arrangement for the copper mock-up for the Chew
transformer [Chew 2010].
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Table 3.8 Test results for the copper mock-up transformer.
Open Circuit Test
Parameter Measured
Primary voltage (V) 230
Primary current (A) 0.12
Primary real power (W) 19
Primary apparent power (VA) 28
Primary power factor 0.7
Secondary voltage (V) 226
Voltage ratio 0.98
Short Circuit Test
Parameter Measured
Primary voltage (V) 35.3
Primary current (A) 30.6
Primary real power (W) 410
Primary apparent power (VA) 1080
Primary power factor 0.38
Secondary current (A) 30.9
Current ratio 1.01
Load Test
Parameter Measured
Primary voltage (V) 229
Primary current (A) 49.3
Primary real power (kW) 10.2
Primary apparent power (kVA) 11.3
Primary power factor 0.9
Secondary voltage (V) 189
Secondary current (A) 49
Secondary real power (kW) 9
Secondary apparent power (kVA) 9.3
Secondary power factor 0.97
Efficiency (%) 88
Voltage regulation (%) 17
current compared to that of the partial core design of Section 3.4.2. Also there is a small
reduction of the secondary voltage attributed to leakage reactance.
The short circuit test was performed with the secondary winding short circuit and the primary
winding voltage increased until 31A was measured in the primary winding. The short circuit
test results show that even at the cryogenic temperatures, the resistance of the copper windings
is enough to cause 410W of losses. However, the current density during the short circuit test
was approximately 20A/mm2, which is a much larger current density than copper is usually
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operated at.
Finally, a load test was performed by connecting the secondary winding to a resistance and
applying a voltage to the primary winding. The load current was set to a value beyond that
of the short circuit test which would normally be the rated current. The difference between
the short circuit current and load current was due to significant nitrogen boil off from 30A.
Chew believed there would not be enough LN2 to complete the experiments so the short circuit
test was completed at a lower current rating. The load test shows quite large voltage regulation
indicating a significant series impedance. This is likely to be caused by the 2mm spacing between
each layer increasing the leakage flux.
3.5.3 A Full Core HTS Transformer
Following the testing of the copper mock-up transformer, a design using HTS BSCCO wire was
completed by Chew. The spacers and insulation design of the HTS winding was the same as
used in the the copper mock-up design. The HTS wire differed in wire width to the copper
wire by 0.73mm less than the copper tape. The windings in the HTS design still had the same
number of turns per layer as the copper version. Design data for the HTS transformer is given
in Table 3.9.
Table 3.9 Chew transformer HTS design data.
Parameter Inside winding Outside winding
Winding height 190mm 190mm
Number of layers 8 8
Turns per layer 37 37
Conductor length 92.6m 125.6m
Wire width 4.10mm 4.10mm
Wire thickness 0.30mm 0.30mm
Wire insulation thickness 0.11mm 0.11mm
Insulation layer space 2mm 2mm
Operating temperature 77K 77K
Copper lead-outs were used to connect the HTS windings to the terminals. The lead-outs were
soldered to the HTS wire using the same technique as used for the partial core HTS transformer
of Section 2. Due to the poor voltage regulation of the copper mock-up transformer, Chew
decided to wind some extra turns on the secondary winding of the HTS transformer as a means
of compensation. Unfortunately, the exact number of extra turns is unknown. The completed
transformer is illustrated in Figure 3.14(a).
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(a) The completed full core HTS transformer ready for testing.
(b) Testing of the full core HTS transformer while submerged in LN2.
Figure 3.14 The Chew HTS transformer before and during electrical testing.
HTS Test Results
A series of electrical tests were performed on the HTS transformer while submerged in LN2 Fig-
ure 3.14(b). Once again, open circuit, short circuit and load tests were performed. Measurements
were taken of the inside (primary) and outside (secondary) winding’s voltage and current. The
temperature of the core and windings were also monitored throughout the duration of testing.
The results of the testing are summarised in Table 3.10.
The open circuit test results show a higher power loss and a larger current than that of the copper
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Table 3.10 Test results for the Chew HTS transformer.
Open Circuit Test
Parameter Measured
Primary voltage (V) 232
Primary current (A) 0.25
Primary real power (W) 30
Primary apparent power (VA) 57
Primary power factor 0.57
Secondary voltage (V) 238
Voltage ratio 1.03
Short Circuit Test
Parameter Measured
Primary voltage (V) 75.1
Primary current (A) 64.9
Primary real power (W) 185
Primary apparent power (VA) 4878
Primary power factor 0.04
Secondary current (A) 62.4
Current ratio 0.96
Load Test
Parameter Measured
Primary voltage (V) 226
Primary current (A) 64.5
Primary real power (kW) 12.97
Primary apparent power (kVA) 14.60
Primary power factor 0.89
Secondary voltage (V) 207
Secondary current (A) 62.0
Secondary real power (kW) 12.72
Secondary apparent power (kVA) 12.86
Secondary power factor 0.99
Efficiency (%) 98.1
Voltage regulation (%) 9.1
mock-up. This could be due to the reassembly of the core being slightly different compared to
the copper mock-up. It could also indicate that the core material may have been damaged
through thermal cycling. The test also shows an increase in secondary voltage due to the extra
turns on the final secondary layer that was added to compensate for the loaded volt-drop of the
copper mock-up.
The short circuit test results show a dramatic reduction in the real power losses compared to
the copper mock-up, from 185W to 410W, even though the current density was much higher
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(53A/mm2 compared to 20A/mm2). This demonstrates the HTS winding’s ability to transport
very high current densities with low losses while superconducting. The losses may well be
associated with the copper leads connecting the HTS tapes to the transformer terminals.
The load test results show an improvement across the board compared to the copper mock-up.
The efficiency has been greatly improved over the copper transformer from 88% to 97% even
though the load has been increased from 9kW to 12 kW. The voltage regulation, at 9%, is
still quite large compared to conventional transformers of similar ratings. Once again this is
due to the excess leakage flux caused by the 2mm spacers. The load test was performed for
around 60 minutes with no measurable increase in winding temperature. This suggests that the
cooling channels are beneficial to the ability of the superconducting windings to continue to be
superconductive under high transport currents and magnetic fields.
3.6 DISCUSSION
Development of the RDM for transformer design has been successful. The RDM was adapted
to PCT with good agreement between measured and calculated results for the Liew designed
transformer. The enhancement of the modelling by using FEA was also successful. Further
discussion of the modelling is given in Chapter 4.
The cryogenic material testing provided some useful information, not the least of which was
discovery of what is a common material in traditional power transformers being unsuitable for
use in LN2 cooled transformers. The fact that Kraft paper’s strength is adversely affected
when exposed to LN2 temperatures is an important finding. Fortunately, the performance of
NomexR© proved to be sufficient. The dielectric strength of LN2 was comparable to that of
regular transformer oil and as such it is a suitable dielectric material.
In the work by Bodger et al. there was very little difference between the oil tested core losses
and the LN2 core losses, Table 3.4, leading to the belief that the core can be fully submerged
in LN2. However, subsequent research by Chew suggests that the thermal cycling of the silicon
steel could be damaging. The open circuit tests, usually a good measure of core losses, that
Chew performed showed an increase in core losses between the copper winding tests and the
HTS winding tests. While this may be attributed to the fact that the core was disassembled
and reassembled between tests, it is also possible that damage has occurred to the crystalline
structure of the steel. Inspection of the core material revealed that corrosion has appeared on
the surface of the core steel, Figure 3.15. The rust was likely to have formed due to condensation
buildup during the heating of the core from cryogenic temperatures. Mitigation methods could
include encasing the core in epoxy resin, using a closed warm up system to prevent moisture
ingress, or isolating the core from the LN2 by using a Dewar such as the one from Section 3.4.1.
The third option will be used in this thesis work.
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Figure 3.15 Corrosion forming on the core steel of the Chew transformer.
The 15 kVA HTSPCT prototype, whilst failing catastrophically, had some success. The perfor-
mance of the vacuum Dewar and core vessel were as expected with the outside of the Dewar
remaining at room temperature for the duration of testing. Degradation of the Dewar material
did not occur over several thermal cycles filling and draining of the Dewar with LN2. The copper
busbar system for joining the HTS winding to the transformer bushings was also a success with
no damage to the windings from thermal expansion of the copper busbars.
Some aspects of the design could have been improved upon and concern the winding layout.
Firstly, is the uneven voltage distribution between the three winding sections. This is apparent
from the open circuit test results from Table 3.5, the nominal voltage for the middle and outside
windings is 115V, whereas the measured voltage was 113V and 111V. This is caused by leakage
flux increasing as the windings are positioned further from the core. An alternative winding
layout to that of Figure 3.3 would be needed.
Secondly, is the failure of the windings during high loading. The investigation into the cause of
the winding failure proposed that a combination of operating too close to the critical limits of the
transformer and a poor cooling layout for the windings contributed to the failure. Subsequent
work by Chew has shown that with adequate cooling the Chew transformer can be operated
at high loading and the windings will not fail. Furthermore, dc testing on samples of the tape
used in the Chew transformer has revealed that the tape used had a critical current of around
90A, Figure 3.16, whereas the tape used in the HTSPCT prototype had a critical current
of approximately 125A. This data tends to suggest that for part of the ac cycle, the Chew
transformer was operating beyond the critical limits of the tape though the transformer did not
fail. The implication of this result is that provided there is sufficient cooling to remove the excess
heat from the winding, the HTS conductor can be operated beyond the critical limits, albeit
with a reduction in the transformers’ efficiency.
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Figure 3.16 Critical current test results from samples of tape used in the Chew transformer.
While the ability of the Chew transformer to remove heat is beneficial, the large series impedance
is problematic to the voltage regulation of the transformer, as illustrated in the load test results
of Tables 3.8 and 3.10. A careful redesign will be necessary to improve the regulation without
impeding the flow of LN2 to the HTS conductor surface.
3.7 CONCLUSIONS
A method for designing partial core transformers using a computer program has been developed
by Bodger et al. The program employs a unique transformer design concept called the reverse
design method. This method determines the transformer performance based on the physical
characteristics and dimensions of the materials used. The program was used to design several
PCTs including a HTS transformer.
Research on cryogenic material testing was also completed. The research found useful properties
for materials to use in HTS transformers. The research found that the dielectric breakdown
strength of LN2 was comparable to that of standard transformer mineral oil. It also found
that NomexR© was a suitable insulation material for use with LN2 and had superior mechanical
strength to Kraft paper.
The design and construction of a high temperature superconducting partial core transformer
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prototype has been completed. The windings were layer wound with Bi2223 HTS wire. The
partial core was a slug of laminated silicon steel. A composite material Dewar was constructed to
contain the liquid nitrogen. A series of electrical tests were performed on the transformer while
submerged in liquid nitrogen. The open circuit test illustrates the relatively high magnetising
current that is present with the partial core design. Nevertheless, the performance under full
load shows good efficiency and regulation and demonstrates the viability of the partial core HTS
transformer design. Failure of the transformer occurred as a result of operating the transformer
too close to the HTS tape’s critical current density in a magnetic field. It is also the case that the
design does not allow for heat removal once produced and conductor movement during thermal
cycling. Some observations were made about the damage to the windings, the possibility of
oxygen in the LN2 and the buckling of the HTS wire.
Finally, an alternative winding design has been developed and a full core HTS transformer
constructed using this design. Testing of the full core transformer has demonstrated the winding
design’s capability at removing heat and preventing a winding failure despite operation of the
windings beyond the critical limits of the conductor. Further refinement of the winding design
will be needed to improve the series impedance of the transformer while still retaining the thermal
properties.
Chapter 4
MODEL DEVELOPMENT
4.1 OVERVIEW
This chapter presents the modelling techniques used in the design of a HTSPCT. It is built upon
a modification of the existing PCT modelling techniques previously developed by Bodger et al.
As there already exists in the literature a thorough explanation of the reverse design method
of PCT design [Bodger et al. 2000, Liew and Bodger 2001, Liew and Bodger 2002, Bodger and
Liew 2002, Bell and Bodger 2007, Bell 2008, Chew 2010] only a brief description of this method
will be given here. Instead emphasis will be given to new modifications to the models developed
for this thesis. These modifications are largely based on the ac loss modelling for HTS wires.
The PCT modelling will be introduced, starting first with the core loss modelling. This includes
the first implementation of a new eddy current loss model developed by Xi Ting Huo [Huo 2009].
The core loss modelling is followed by a brief examination of the winding losses in traditional
transformer winding materials such as copper. Following the winding losses, the reactive com-
ponents of the model, the leakage and magnetising reactances, are presented where two separate
methods, a circuit theory and a finite element method for calculation are used. The two methods
are compared through a series of simulations and electrical tests on PCTs.
Finally, an ac loss model for HTS wire, specifically Bi2223, is developed and presented. The ac
loss is comprised of two parts, a transport current component and a magnetisation component.
Each component is developed from a combination of applied theory and empirical models based
on measured data from some samples. The ac loss model is influenced by the dc characteristics
of the tape and also the magnetic field, hence these aspects are also discussed.
4.2 PARTIAL CORE TRANSFORMER MODEL
The PCT model is based upon the reverse design method of transformer design where the physi-
cal dimensions and characteristics of the core and the windings determine the performance of the
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Figure 4.1 Equivalent circuit for a mains frequency transformer.
transformer. By manipulation of the materials actually used in the design of the transformer,
the performance can be calculated and tailored to design needs. The model is based upon the
Steinmetz ‘exact’ transformer equivalent circuit [Lynch et al. 2007] as depicted in Chapter 2 and
repeated here in Figure 4.1. The model uses a combination of circuit theory and finite element
analysis to determine the equivalent circuit components for the Steinmetz model. The perfor-
mance of the transformer can then be determined by solving the Steinmetz model for various
load and supply conditions.
4.2.1 Core Loss Modelling
The core losses of a PCT are due to two components, magnetic hysteresis of the core material
and induced eddy currents due to changing magnetic fields. The core losses are represented by
a resistance Rc in the Steinmetz model of Figure 4.1. The hysteresis and eddy current losses are
proportional to the square of the induced emf in the core, e1. The core resistance, Rc, is sized
so that the power dissipated in it is equal to the combined hysteresis and eddy current losses
such that,
Rc =
RhRec
Rh +Rec
(4.1)
where Rh represents the core hysteresis losses and Rec represents the core eddy current losses.
The resistances, Rh and and Rec are derived from the associated hysteresis and eddy current
power losses, Ph and Pec, and the induced emf, e1.
Rh =
e21
Ph
(4.2)
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and
Rec =
e21
Pec
(4.3)
Core Hysteresis Losses
The hysteresis losses are caused by movement of magnetic domains, called Weiss domains [Kit-
tel 1949], of the core material as they align themselves with the external time varying magnetic
field. This loss is proportional to the frequency and depends on the area of the hysteresis loop
depicted in Figures 2.5 and 2.8 of Chapter 2. The hysteresis loop is a characteristic of the
core material and is a function of the peak flux density in the core. A formula for calculating
the hysteresis power loss can be found in many transformer text books [Heathcote 2007, Sle-
mon 1966, Matsch and Morgan 1986] and is given by,
Ph = khfB
x
maxWTc (4.4)
where kh is a material constant (typically kh can vary from about 0.11 for older steel to 0.011
for modern transformer steel), f is the frequency of the changing magnetic field, Bmax is the
peak magnetic flux density of the field in Tesla, x is the Steinmetz exponent, and WTc is the
weight of the core in kg. The Steinmetz exponent can vary between 1.6 and 2.2 depending on
the core material used. Boglietti et al. give an average value of 1.86 which is the value used in
this thesis [Boglietti et al. 2003].
Core Eddy Current Losses
The eddy current losses are Joule heating due to induced currents circulating in the core material.
The time varying magnetic field in the core induces a current in the core in a direction that
opposes the field according to Lenz’s law. The classical equation for calculating the eddy current
losses in traditional full core transformers is, [Heathcote 2007, Matsch and Morgan 1986],
Pec =
c2lam
12ρc
lc
N21Ac
e21 (4.5)
where clam is the thickness of a lamination in meters, ρc is the core resistivity, lc is the core flux
path length in meters and Ac is the cross sectional area of the core in square meters. While this
formula is widely used in full core transformer design, the tendency is for it to underestimate
the eddy current power loss [Bertotti 1998, Boglietti et al. 2003, Zirka et al. 2008], especially in
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Figure 4.2 Diagram illustrating how the magnetising flux (grey arrows) spreads radially in a PCT.
PCTs. The original PCT model introduced an eddy current scaling factor to compensate for the
loss calculation error. The scaling factor modified the calculated eddy current resistance and
was typically equal to 0.1, i.e. this increased the calculated eddy current losses by ten times.
A reason for the inaccuracy in the eddy current power loss calculation is due to radial spreading
of the magnetic flux in the end regions of the partial core. It was originally believed that the
magnetic flux was contained within the core and then spread out from the ends of the core
[Liew 2001]. Subsequent investigation using FEA software suggests that radial spreading of the
flux occurs throughout the end regions of the core. Figure 4.2 illustrates the flux spreading effect
on a typical PCT geometry.
Xi Ting Huo proposed a new method for calculating the eddy current power loss in PCTs which
takes into account the radial spreading of the flux [Huo 2009]. Huo developed simple quantitative
expressions, based on theory and empirical methods, for the eddy current loss by representing
the flux in any rectangular lamination in three orthogonal directions. Figure 4.3 depicts the
orthogonal flux directions labeled a, b and c for a single lamination and includes other key
dimensions used in the model. Each lamination is divided into three sections, a top, middle,
and bottom section. The flux is assumed uniform and in direction a only in the middle section.
The top and bottom sections contain flux in all three directions.
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Figure 4.3 Diagram illustrating the orthogonal flux vectors used in eddy current loss model and the key
dimensions of a single lamination.
Three factors (βa, Kec and L
′) are used to determine the nature of the spreading flux. βa, the
transformer aspect ratio, is the ratio of the winding axial length and winding thickness and is
equal to,
βa =
lw
τ12
(4.6)
where lw is the average axial length of the windings in meters and τ12 is the winding thickness
factor, the radial thickness of the windings and insulation. L′ is a percentage of the core length,
lc, which indicates the region of the flux spreading at the ends of the core and is calculated by
the fitted formula,
L′ =
[
9.34
(
lc
lw
)
+ 16.83
]
% (4.7)
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Finally, Kec is a spreading factor which indicates how much of the total flux spreads at the ends
of the core. The spreading factor can be found by the fitted formula,
Kec = 0.013βa + 0.39 (4.8)
Having determined the parameters defining the spreading flux for the PCT, the eddy current
resistance for a single lamination can then be calculated. A separate eddy current resistance
for each of the orthogonal flux vectors, a, b, and c, is calculated for the top section of the core,
denoted with the subscript T , and the bottom section, denoted with the subscript B. As the flux
in the middle section, subscript M , of the core is assumed to be uniform and in the a direction
only, the eddy current resistance in the a direction is all that is calculated.
Assuming that the skin depth of the eddy current, δ, is greater than half the lamination thickness,
clam, which is almost always the case, the resistances for the top section are,
Rec Ta = ρc
4W
L′clam
(4.9)
Rec Tb = ρc
2W + 2L′ + 4δ
δclam
(4.10)
Rec Tc = ρc
4L′
Wclam
(4.11)
where ρc is the resistivity of the core material in ohm meters. The resistance of the middle
section is,
Rec Ma = ρc
4W
(lc − 2L′)clam (4.12)
Finally because the flux spreading is symmetrical between the top and bottom sections the eddy
current resistances for the bottom section are the same as for the top section. The resistances
for the bottom section are,
Rec Ba = ρc
4W
L′clam
(4.13)
Rec Bb = ρc
2W + 2L′ + 4δ
δclam
(4.14)
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Rec Bc = ρc
4L′
Wclam
(4.15)
The resistivity of the core material is temperature dependent such that,
ρc = ρc20◦C (1 + ρc∆T (Tc − 20)) (4.16)
where ρc20◦C is the core resistivity at 20
◦C, ρc∆T is the thermal resistivity coefficient of the core
material, and Tc is the core operating temperature.
With the resistances for a single lamination calculated, the eddy current power loss for a number,
nlam, of stacked laminations of equal dimensions can be calculated. The power loss for the top
section is given by
Pec Ta =
(
e1(1−Kec)
N1nlam
)2
Rec Ta
nlam (4.17)
Pec Tb =
(
e1Kec
N1
)2
Rec Tb
nlam (4.18)
Pec Tc =
(
e1Kec
N1nlam
)2
Rec Tc
nlam (4.19)
The power loss for the middle section is given by,
Pec Ma =
(
e1
N1nlam
)2
Rec Ma
nlam (4.20)
The power loss of the bottom section is the same as the top section so that,
Pec Ba = Pec Ta (4.21)
Pec Bb = Pec Tb (4.22)
Pec Bc = Pec Tc (4.23)
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Figure 4.4 Diagram illustrating the generic arrangement of circular core comprised of thirteen sections.
Finally the eddy current power loss for the entire block, Pec1, is the summation of all the
calculated power losses for the top, middle and bottom sections.
Pec1 = 2 (Pec Ta + Pec Tb + Pec Tc) + Pec Ma (4.24)
If the PCT is designed with a rectangular shaped core, the power loss calculated for the stacked
block, Pec1, will be equal to Pec. However if the PCT is designed with a circular shaped core of
parallel stacked laminations, the eddy current power loss of several blocks, 1 through n, will need
to be calculated and added together. A generic arrangement of thirteen stacked blocks with a
stacking factor of 0.96 has been developed and is illustrated in Figure 4.4. In this arrangement,
the blocks labeled 1 through 7 have a thickness, Bn, of rcor/10, the blocks 8 through 12 a
thickness of rcor/20 and block 13 a thickness of rcor/40. The widths of each block, Wn, can be
determined from the inner, rcir, and outer, rcor, core radii.
The equations for calculating the eddy current power loss for each block are the same as Equa-
tions 4.6 to 4.24 with appropriate substitutions for the dimensions of the core blocks and number
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of laminations of those blocks. The exception is that the induced emf in the block is no longer
e1 but instead must be scaled by the area of the block being calculated.
ecbn =
An
Ac
e1 (4.25)
where ecbn is the emf for the n
th core block being calculated and An is the cross sectional area of
the nth core block. Furthermore, due to the spreading flux penetration between adjacent blocks
in the b direction, the emf for the b direction is modified further by the following equation,
ecbn b =
An b
A(n−1) b
ecb(n−1) b + ecbnKec (4.26)
where ecbn b is the emf in the b direction for the n
th core block, An b is the spreading area,
L′×Wn, of the nth core block, A(n−1) b is the spreading area for the (n−1)th block, and ecb(n−1)
is the emf calculated for the b direction of the (n− 1)th block.
The eddy current power loss for each block, Pecn, is the summation of the power losses calculated
from Equation 4.24 with the appropriate substitutions, and the total eddy current power loss
for the circular partial core is,
Pec = 2
13∑
n=1
Pecn (4.27)
4.2.2 Winding Loss Modelling
The winding losses are represented by the resistances R1 and R2 of Figure 4.1 which are sized
such that power dissipated in them is equal to,
P1 = I
2
1R1 (4.28)
and
P2 = I
2
2R2 (4.29)
where P1 and P2 are the power loss of the primary and secondary windings respectively and I1
and I2 are the rms currents through each winding which is dependent on the applied voltage
and the load conditions.
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In a traditional transformer, the windings are usually made from copper or aluminium wire and
the resistance of the winding depends on the conductor resistivity and its dimensions.
Rw = ρw
lw
Aw
(4.30)
where Rw is the resistance of the winding, ρw is the resistivity of the winding material in ohm
meters, lw is the length of the winding wire in meters and Ac is the cross sectional area of
the winding wire in meters squared. Furthermore, the resistivity of the winding changes with
temperature such that,
ρw = ρw20◦C (1 + ρw∆T (Tw − 20)) (4.31)
where ρw20◦C is the resistivity of the winding material at 20
◦C, ρw∆T is the thermal resistiv-
ity coefficient of the winding material, and Tc is the winding operating temperature. A list of
resistivity and thermal coefficients for common transformer winding materials is listed in Ta-
ble 4.1 [Davies and Simpson 1979, Davies 1990, Stansel 1949, Smith and Fickett 1995, Zinn and
Semiatin 1988].
Table 4.1 Resistivity of common transformer materials.
Metal
ρ20◦C ρ∆T
(Ωm× 10−8) (/◦C × 10−3)
Aluminium 2.67 4.3 4.9
Copper 1.68 3.9 - 4.4
Silver 1.47 60×10−9
Mild Steel 9.71 - 16.0 6.5
For the superconducting transformer, part of the winding losses are due to ac losses of the HTS
material which is covered in Section 4.4. The rest is due to the connecting lead-outs and bushings
whose resistance can be calculated in the above manner.
4.2.3 Reactive Component Modelling
The reactive components of the Steinmetz model, X1, X2 and Xm, represent the magnetic
energy of the transformer. Two methods to calculate these reactive components have been
developed. The first method, called the circuit theory method (CTM), uses a combination of
text book theory and empirical calculations to determine the reactive components. The second
method, called the finite element method (FEM), uses a commercial finite element modelling
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program called MagNetR© from Infolytica Corporation to model the PCT and derive the reactive
components. The CTM is computationally faster than the FEM and does not require commercial
software but the FEM has proven to be more accurate [Bell 2008].
Circuit Theory Method
The CTM for determining the reactive components is split into two parts. The magnetising
reactance and the leakage reactance.
Magnetising Reactance
The reluctance of the magnetic circuit for a PCT is comprised of the reluctance of the core, Rc,
and the reluctance of the air path, Rair. The reluctance of the core is given by,
Rc =
lc
µ0µrAc
(4.32)
where µ0 is the permeability of free space equal to 4pi× 10−7 and µr is the relative permeability
of the core material which for grain orientated silicon steel is around 2500.
The reluctance of the air path is given by [Liew 2001],
Rair = 338712
[(
1
Ac
)0.345( 1
lc
)0.31]
(4.33)
so that the total reluctance is,
RT = Rc +Rair (4.34)
The total relative permeability of the magnetic circuit is derived from the total reluctance and
a magnetising function. This magnetising function takes into account the winding aspect ratio
of the PCT and scales the reactance accordingly [Liew and Bodger 2002]. The magnetising
function is,
γ (βa) = 1− e
( −βa
0.32βa + 0.8
)
(4.35)
where, βa is the transformer winding aspect ratio from Equation 4.6.
The total relative permeability then becomes,
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µrT =
lc
µ0RTAc
γ (βa) (4.36)
and the magnetising reactance of the PCT is,
Xm =
2pifN21µ0µrTAc
lc
(4.37)
Leakage Reactance
In the CTM the leakage reactance for each winding is assumed equal. The leakage reactance is
calculated from the physical dimensions of the windings and the core. Figure 4.5 illustrates the
key dimensions used in the leakage calculation.
The total leakage reactance for a PCT is derived from,
X1 = a
2X2 =
1
2
(
2pifµ0N
2
1
lwΓ (βa)
)(
l1d1 + l2d2
3
+ l12∆d
)
(4.38)
where, lw is the winding height, Γ(βα) is the leakage function, l1 is the mean circumferential
length of the primary winding, d1 is the primary winding radial thickness, l2 is the mean cir-
cumferential length of the secondary winding, d2 is the secondary winding radial thickness, l12
is the mean circumferential length of the inter-winding space and ∆d is the inter-winding space
radial thickness.
The leakage function for a PCT is derived from the transformer aspect ratio and is given as
[Liew and Bodger 2001],
Γ (βa) = 1− e
( −βa
0.4βa + 1.59
)
(4.39)
Finite Element Model
The finite element method (FEM) is based on 2D magneto-static finite element analysis from
a commercial computer simulation to model the reactive components of the Steinmetz ‘exact’
transformer equivalent circuit. This package removes the assumption of a uniform flux density
and the empirical constants of the CTM [Bell and Bodger 2008].
Each layer of the PCT was modelled as a block of solid copper that covers all turns of that
winding layer. The insulation between the layers was modelled as air. This model is considered
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Figure 4.5 Key dimensions for calculating the leakage reactance for a PCT.
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(a) Magnetic field plot for an open circuit test. (b) Final solution mesh for static 2D simulation.
Figure 4.6 Finite Element Model of a partial-core transformer.
sufficient as the winding turns were packed close together. Inter-winding eddy currents were
assumed to have negligible effect on the global field distribution.
The core was modelled as a single block of isotropic linear material with a relative permeability
of 2500. This model does not take into account the non-linear effects such as core saturation
and radial flux not being restricted to the lamination plane. These non-linearities were assumed
to have minimal effect on the global field distribution.
The modelling of the PCT is considered an open-bounded problem because the flux return path
is air. For this reason a simple truncation method was used where the outer air boundaries
were located far from the transformer and a Dirichlet (flux tangential) constraint was applied.
Figure 4.6 shows an example of the finite element flux plot and solution mesh for a sample PCT.
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Reactance Parameters
A permeance matrix (P) for an n layer PCT is defined as,
P =


P11 · · · P1n
...
. . .
...
Pn1 · · · Pnn

 (4.40)
where Pij = Pji
P is obtained from the finite element model by performing n simulations. In each simulation a
single winding layer, assigned with a unity number of turns, is excited with unit-current and a
row of P is calculated.
The winding section inductance matrix, L, can then be obtained from P. The elements of L are
calculated as [Ong 1997],
Lij = NiNjPij (4.41)
where Ni and Nj are the number of turns of the i
th and jth winding sections.
The primary and secondary windings are formed via series connections of one or more layer
sections. Let W = WS1, . . . ,WSn be the set of n winding layer sections (numbered from the
inside) and P and S be subsets of W containing nP and nS elements respectively. Let P (i) and
S(j) denote the ith and jth elements of P and S. The inside and outside winding self-inductances
are given by [Wirgau 1976]
LP =
nI∑
i=1
LP (i)P (i) +
nP∑
i=1
nP∑
j=1
i6=j
LP (i)P (j) (4.42)
LS =
nS∑
i=1
LS(i)S(i) +
nS∑
i=1
nS∑
j=1
i6=j
LS(i)S(j) (4.43)
The primary-secondary mutual-inductance is given by
MPS =
nP∑
i=1
nS∑
j=1
LP (i)S(j) (4.44)
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The inductances are transformed into the reactance components of the Steinmetz exact trans-
former equivalent circuit using [Bell and Bodger 2008]
Xm = jω(aMPS) (4.45)
X1 = jω(LP − aMPS) (4.46)
a2X2 = jωa
2(LS − 1
a
MPS) (4.47)
4.3 A COMPARISON BETWEEN CTM AND FEM REACTIVE COMPONENTS
To test the validity of the two different methods for calculating the reactive components of the
Steinmetz model, a combination of simulation and experiments were conducted on a variety of
PCTs’ designs.
4.3.1 Simulation
The first step in the comparison was a series of simulations on hypothetical PTCs.
Simulation Setup
A program was written in Visual Basic which reads in data from an Excel spreadsheet on the
dimensions and material properties of the transformer being designed. From this data, the
equivalent circuit elements are calculated for both the CTM model, and the FEM model via
data calculated by the commercial FEA software including the reactive components discussed
in Section 4.2.3. Chapter 5 contains more details on the program.
Seven different transformers were investigated with winding aspect ratios ranging from 36.36
to 0.62. Figure 4.7 shows an example of three of the simulated transformers. The dimensions
were determined by increasing the number of layers on the simulated PCT while decreasing the
winding height so that the total number of turns was constant. Also, to ensure that the different
aspect ratio transformers were as similar as possible, the core weight was kept constant. The
simulations used a former thickness of 10mm. Information on the material properties of the
core is presented in Table 4.2 and the dimensions used for each of the winding aspect ratios are
presented in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.7 Cross sectional diagram of simulated PCTs for different winding aspect ratios. Note: only half of
each transformer is shown for clarity.
Table 4.2 Material properties of the core.
Core Type Partial-Core
Core Shape Circular
Lamination Thickness 0.23 mm
Stacking Factor 0.95
Relative permeability 3000
Resistivity at 20˚C 47.2E-9 Ω−m
Thermal resistivity coefficient 6.0E-3 ˚C−1
Operating Temperature 20 ˚C
Material Density 7650 kg/m3
Table 4.3 Core Dimensions for the different aspect ratio simulations.
Radius (mm) Length (mm) Weight (kg)
50.00 400 24.03
63.25 250 24.03
70.71 200 24.03
89.44 125 24.03
100.00 100 24.03
111.80 80 24.03
141.42 50 24.03
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The simulations modelled a 1 to 1 PCT with 2000 turns on both the primary (inside) and
secondary (outside) windings. To change the winding aspect ratio whilst keeping the number
of turns constant, the height of the winding window was decreased while the number of layers
was increased as shown in Table 4.4. The wire size was chosen to be 1mm in diameter with no
inter-layer insulation, and a stacking factor of 1 for simplicity in calculating the number of turns
per winding. There was a 1mm gap between the two layers.
Table 4.4 Winding data.
Length (mm) Primary Layers Secondary Layers Aspect Ratio
400 5 5 36.36
250 8 8 14.71
200 10 10 9.52
125 16 16 3.79
100 20 20 2.44
80 25 25 1.57
50 40 40 0.62
Simulation Results
The results of the simulation are given in Table 4.5 and are plotted in Figure 4.8. Figure 4.8(a)
shows how the magnetising reactance changes with respect to the winding aspect ratio. It can be
noted that there is a significant difference between the CTM and the FEM. The CTM suggests
the magnetising reactance will tend towards zero as the winding aspect ratio approaches zero.
This is because of the magnetising function Equation 4.35 which is an exponential function
forcing the reactance to zero for small aspect ratios. The FEM in contrast is tending towards
infinity for small aspect ratios. For aspect ratios above 15, both models have a reasonably
constant magnetising reactance although there is a 13% difference.
The primary side leakage reactance of Figure 4.8(b) shows good correlation between both models
for aspect ratios above 10. For lower aspect ratios the CTM calculation increases rapidly as
governed by the leakage function of Equation 4.39, whereas the FEM value increases much
slower. For the secondary winding leakage reactance shown in Figure 4.8(c), the CTM calculation
is exactly the same as that of the primary winding as defined by Equation 4.37. The FEM
calculation however, is about 50% less at high aspect ratios and starts to increase from an
aspect ratio below 5. From Table 4.5, it is apparent that for large winding aspect ratios, the
primary leakage reactance is larger than the secondary, but for small winding aspect ratios the
opposite is true. The cross over point where X1= X2 occurs between aspect ratios of 2.44
and 1.57, which is similar to traditional full core transformer aspect ratios and justifies the
assumption made in Equation 4.37.
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(a) Plot of simulation results for magnetising reactance
against winding aspect ratio.
(b) Plot of simulation results for inside leakage reactance
against winding aspect ratio.
(c) Plot of simulation results for outside leakage reac-
tance against winding aspect ratio.
Figure 4.8 Results from simulations investigating the CTM and FEM reactive components.
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(a) Plot of simulation results for magnetising reac-
tance against winding aspect ratio with magnetising
function set to 1.
(b) Plot of simulation results for primary leakage reac-
tance against winding aspect ratio with leakage func-
tion set to 1.
(c) Plot of simulation results for secondary leakage re-
actance against winding aspect ratio with leakage func-
tion set to 1.
Figure 4.9 Results from simulations investigating the CTM and FEM reactive components after removal of
magnetising and leakage functions.
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Table 4.5 Results from simulation.
Aspect Ratio
CTM
Xm X1 X2 X1 +X2
36.36 484.88 3.93 3.93 7.87
14.71 486.56 11.94 11.94 23.88
9.52 482.90 20.93 20.93 41.87
3.79 454.83 76.18 76.18 152.35
2.44 425.24 151.25 151.25 302.50
1.57 381.73 318.25 318.25 636.51
0.62 255.74 1845.92 1845.92 3691.84
Aspect Ratio
FEM
Xm X1 X2 X1 +X2
36.36 416.53 5.16 1.73 6.89
14.71 435.38 13.64 5.93 19.57
9.52 452.40 21.36 10.92 32.28
3.79 495.54 51.20 39.47 90.67
2.44 517.20 73.86 70.22 144.08
1.57 538.91 102.40 119.45 221.85
0.62 591.11 179.35 299.20 478.55
Table 4.6 Results from simulation with magnetising function and leakage function set to 1.
Aspect Ratio
CTM
Xm X1 X2 X1 +X2
36.36 512.40 3.52 3.52 7.04
14.71 522.73 10.27 10.27 20.55
9.52 527.26 17.35 17.35 34.69
3.79 536.49 53.68 53.68 107.37
2.44 540.81 92.80 92.80 185.59
1.57 545.12 161.38 161.38 322.76
0.62 554.25 526.84 526.84 1053.68
Aspect Ratio
FEM
Xm X1 X2 X1 +X2
36.36 416.53 5.16 1.73 6.89
14.71 435.58 13.64 5.93 19.57
9.52 452.40 21.36 10.92 32.29
3.79 495.54 51.20 39.47 90.67
2.44 517.20 73.86 70.22 144.09
1.57 538.91 102.40 119.45 221.85
0.62 591.11 179.35 299.20 478.55
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Due to the added magnetising function of Equation 4.35 and leakage function of Equation 4.39
resulting in large deviations from the FEM results for small aspect ratios, the simulations were
then repeated with the magnetising function and the leakage function set to 1, i.e. essentially
removing them from the calculations. The results of those simulations are given in Figures 4.9
and Table 4.6.
With the magnetising function set to 1, the CTM magnetising reactance in Figure 4.9(a) is no
longer forced to zero and increases with small aspect ratios. There is still a difference of about
18% between the two models at high aspect ratios. Correlation between the two models has
been improved with the leakage function set to 1 as shown in Figures 4.9(b) and 4.9(c).
4.3.2 Test Results
The results from the second simulation show an overall improvement in the correlation between
the CTM and FEM techniques suggesting the removal of the leakage function and magnetising
function. Three PTCs were constructed and used for high potential testing of hydro generator
stator insulation [Enright and Bodger 2002]. A series of tests were conducted on these three
PCTs to ascertain which modelling method is more accurate, Figure 4.10 shows testing of the
Manapouri PCT. The specifications of the PCTs are outlined in Table 4.7.
Measurement of the applied voltage and current were taken on each of the PCTs in both open
circuit and short circuit configurations with a calibrated Fluke 41 meter. The measurements
were used to determine the open circuit and short circuit impedance of the transformers and
this was compared to simulation results from both the finite element model and both the circuit
Figure 4.10 Testing the Manapouri Partial-Core Transformer.
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theory models. These results are presented in Table 4.8 where CTMm is the modified circuit
theory model with the leakage and magnetising factors set to 1.
Table 4.7 Partial core transformer specifications.
Lynch Matahina Manapouri
Core
Length 700 710 1200
Radius 37.5 125 175
Lamination Thickness 0.5 0.5 0.5
Stacking Factor 0.96 0.95 0.95
Primary Winding (outside)
Length 600 680 900
Layers 2 1 1
Total Turns 160 65 62
Voltage (V) 230 230 443
Secondary Winding (inside)
Length 700 735 995
Layers 37 13 9
Total Turns 1600 8840 502
Voltage (V) 80000 30800 32000
Aspect Ratio 12.69 22.87 35.35
Table 4.8 Comparison between test results and simulation results.
Lynch Matahina Manapouri
Re Im Re Im Re Im
Parallel Impedance OCT(Ω)
Measured 62.05 3.25 9.37 0.65 21.40 1.10
FEM 59.44 3.23 7.15 0.66 20.38 1.13
CTM 55.82 3.26 8.98 0.77 17.84 1.03
CTMm 55.58 3.25 8.96 0.77 17.83 1.03
% difference from measured
FEM -1.9 1.6 -23.9 -0.7 -3.0 2.9
CTM -7.9 2.6 -4.4 16.4 -15.1 -6.7
CTMm -8.3 2.3 -4.6 16.2 -15.2 -6.8
Series Impedance SCT(Ω)
Measured 0.167 0.161 0.048 0.016 0.041 0.015
FEM 0.145 0.155 0.056 0.017 0.033 0.016
CTM 0.139 0.140 0.055 0.017 0.033 0.013
CTMm 0.140 0.120 0.055 0.015 0.033 0.012
% difference from measured
FEM -13.0 -3.8 15.7 5.7 -19.8 9.3
CTM -16.5 -12.8 14.4 5.9 -20.6 -12.5
CTMm -16.4 -25.6 14.5 -6.6 -20.6 -21.7
The open circuit test gives an indication of the magnetising current and the core losses, as the
leakage reactance and winding resistance of the excited winding tend to be small by comparison.
From Table 4.8, it can be seen that the partial-core transformer has quite a low magnetising
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reactance, the Im part of the impedance, when compared to the core loss component, the Re part
of the impedance. The calculated impedance has generally underestimated the real component
when compared to the measured impedance, by as much as 25%. The reactive component of the
modelling was much closer to the measured value with the FEM model being the most accurate
(within %3). The FEM model showed an unusual result for the Matahina transformer. The
real part of the impedance was overestimated for this transformer and underestimated for the
other two transformers. This could be due to the relatively low impedance of the transformer
compared with the other two.
The short circuit test results show the winding loss and leakage reactance. The results show
a larger percentage difference between measured and calculated values when compared to the
open circuit test results. This indicates that the models for the leakage reactance components
are not as accurate as the models for the magnetising reactance. The short circuit connecting
wire was not modelled, which could contribute to this error as the measured impedance is quite
low. In practical terms, the model will tend to give incorrect results for a short circuit test,
but will be more accurate for a loaded transformer because the load impedance is much larger
compared to the series impedance of the transformer.
Simulation vs Field Testing Conclusions
During the simulations it was found that the magnetising function, Equation 4.35, and leakage
function, Equation 4.39, were resulting in deviations in the CTM results when compared to
the FEM results. By removing those functions, an improvement was made in the correlation
between the two models at lower aspect ratios, βa < 7. Comparisons with measured results
show that overall, the FEM was more accurate and there was little difference between the two
forms of the CTM for the magnetising reactance. However, the leakage function improved the
results for the leakage reactance calculations. Thus it is proposed that the following equations
replace those of Equation 4.35 and 4.39.
γ (βa) =


1 forβa < 7
1− e
( −βa
0.32βa + 0.8
)
forβa ≥ 7
(4.48)
Γ (βa) =


1 forβa < 7
1− e
( −βa
0.4βa + 1.59
)
forβa ≥ 7
(4.49)
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4.4 AC LOSS MODEL FOR HTS WIRE
Under DC conditions, HTS tapes have essentially zero resistance, and therefore losses, provided
that the current, temperature, and external magnetic field remain below critical values [Mawatari
et al. 1995]. However, with alternating currents and magnetic fields this is not the case. The
total ac loss for Bi2223 tape is dependent on both the ac current through the conductor and any
external magnetic fields [Oomen et al. 2003, Rabbers et al. 2001a], both of which are present in
a superconducting transformer. Furthermore, the orientation of the magnetic field to the tape
surface has a large impact on the losses with fields perpendicular to the wide surface of the
transformer causing larger losses than parallel fields.
The ac loss for the HTS windings is comprised of two components which can be calculated
separately and is of the form,
PHTS = Ptc(I,B, θ) + PB(B, θ) (4.50)
where PHTS is the total power loss for the HTS winding, Ptc(I,B, θ) is the transport current
loss which is a function of the current through the winding, I, the magnetic flux density, B, and
the flux orientation θ, and PB(B, θ) is the power loss due to magnetic interaction of the HTS
and is a function of the magnetic flux density only. The angle θ is defined as between the normal
of the tape’s wide surface and the magnetic field and is illustrated in Figure 4.11.
Figure 4.11 Definition of θ for the HTS loss modelling.
To calculate the winding losses, the model assumes a zero resistance for the HTS windings in the
Steinmetz circuit and solves the circuit to obtain the currents and magnetic field in the windings.
PHTS for each turn in the winding is then calculated using Equation 4.50 and summed together
for the total power dissipated in the winding. The calculated power loss for each winding is then
converted into an equivalent resistance by the formulae,
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R1 =
PHTS 1
I21
(4.51)
and
R2 =
PHTS 2
I22
(4.52)
where PHTS 1 and PHTS 2 are the losses calculated for windings 1 and 2 respectively. Following
the calculation of R1 and R2 the Steinmetz model is resolved and the process repeated until
sufficient accuracy is met. This is normally only one or two iterations as the winding resistances
tend to be small compared to other components in the model and have little effect on the current.
In order to calculate the transport current loss and the magnetising loss, knowledge of the dc
properties of the conductor and the magnetic field are needed.
4.4.1 DC Properties
As described in Chapter 2, the transition from a zero resistance superconducting state and a
resistive normal state is not an immediate transition but rather follows a power law,
E(J) = EC
(
J
JC
)n
(4.53)
where EC is the electric field criterion, usually taken as 100µV/m, and JC is the critical current
density. This increase of electric field is due to flux creep. The current through the HTS wire
creates a magnetic field which penetrates the superconductor in the form of flux vortices. The
de-pinning and movement of the flux vortices due to a Lorentz force (J × B) interaction with
the transport current results in the electric field. Larger currents result in more flux vortices
and therefore more flux creep until a point where superconductivity is lost.
The flux vortices can also be de-pinned via thermal energy. This leads to a temperature de-
pendance property of the critical current of a HTS wire, where the critical current decreases as
the temperature increases, until an upper limit of Tc is reached. The modelling in this thesis
assumes a constant temperature of 77K (the boiling point of LN2). This assumption can be
made provided there is sufficient contact of LN2 with the HTS wire and that the losses in the
wire are sufficiently small.
As the critical current is related to the movement of flux vortices in the HTS wire, it follows that
the critical current is also affected by externally applied magnetic fields. This is demonstrated in
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Figure 4.12(a). Because of the orientation of the grains in the HTS wire so that the c direction
lines up with the wide surface of the tape, there is a highly anisotropic effect on the critical
current. Magnetic fields parallel to the tape’s wide surface have less impact on the critical
current than fields perpendicular to the tape’s wide surface. In addition, the exponent n from
Equation 4.53 has a similar relationship to Ic in a magnetic field as shown in Figure 4.12(b).
The above relationships can, and have been, verified through experimentation by performing a
series of tests on a sample HTS wire in a dc magnetic field and measuring the voltage generated
for various dc transport currents using a standard four wire measurement system. Kim et al.
proposed a method for fitting calculated curves to measured data [Kim et al. 1962]. The Kim
method fits curves to data collected from measurement of Ic and n in perpendicular fields, θ = 0
◦
and parallel fields, θ = 90◦ by the formulae,
Ic⊥ =
Ic0
1 +
(
B
B⊥
)P⊥ (4.54)
and
Ic‖ =
Ic0
1 +
(
B
B‖
)P‖ (4.55)
where Ic⊥ is the critical current in the perpendicular field, θ = 0
◦, Ic0 is the critical current in
the self-field, and B⊥ and P⊥ are the fitted parameters. The subscript ‖ denotes parallel field,
θ = 90◦. Similar equations are used to fit the n value data. The fitting parameters were found
using a least squares approximation on the measured data from a sample piece of HTS wire used
in the HTSPCT and are listed in Table 4.9.
Table 4.9 Fitting parameters used in Equations 4.53 and Eqn:4.52 found using least squares approximation of
measured data.
Parameter Ic n
B⊥ 0.0712 0.0686
B‖ 0.5335 0.4025
P⊥ 1.3210 0.8560
P‖ 1.8520 1.4470
The angular dependence of Ic and n is approximately found by taking the minimum value
returned from Equations 4.54 and 4.55 where B is equal to Bsin(θ) for parallel fields and
Bcos(θ) for perpendicular fields such that,
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(a) Critical current for various external magnetic fields.
(b) n value for various external magnetic fields.
Figure 4.12 Plots of critical current and n value for various magnetic fields. The plots show measured data,
from a sample of HTS wire used in the HTSPCT, for two field orientations and curves plotted from the Kim
model.
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Ic(B, θ) = minmum
[
Ic‖ (Bsin (θ)) , Ic⊥ (Bcos (θ))
]
(4.56)
and
n(B, θ) = minmum
[
n‖ (Bsin (θ)) , n⊥ (Bcos (θ))
]
(4.57)
The model results are plotted in Figure 4.12 for various values of θ. Figure 4.13 shows the
angular dependance of Ic and n for a magnetic flux density of 70mT. Measured data on a
HTS sample is compared to the model results from Equations 4.56 and 4.57 and shows good
agreement, validating this method for determining the angular dependance.
4.4.2 Modelling the Magnetic Field
In order to use the model in Equation 4.50, it is necessary to know what the magnetic field
throughout the transformer is. This was achieved by using the finite element analysis software
from Section 4.2.3. Because of the radial symmetry present in the partial core transformer
design, a 2D time-harmonic simulation was used to model the magnetic field of the transformer.
Each layer of the PCT windings was modelled as a block of perfect conductor that covers all
turns of that winding layer. The insulation between windings was modelled as air. The core
was modelled as a single block of isotropic linear material with a relative permeability of 2500.
The model did not take into account non-linear effects such as magnetic field screening from
the Meissner effect, core saturation, and radial flux not being restricted to the lamination plane.
These non-linearities were assumed to have minimal effect on the global field distribution.
The time harmonic data from FEA software presents the magnetic field as a complex phasor
field. For a two dimensional simulation the phasor field is split into orthogonal components B⊥
and B‖ so that,
B⊥ = Re
[
A⊥e
j(ωt+φ⊥)
]
= A⊥cos (ωt+ φ⊥)
(4.58)
where Re represents the real part of the complex equation, A⊥ is the amplitude of the radial
component of the field and φ⊥ is the phase shift. The axial component of the field, B‖, is of the
same form as Equation 4.58 with the subscript ‖ instead of ⊥.
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(a) Critical current for various applied field angles.
(b) n value for various applied field angles.
Figure 4.13 Plots of critical current and n value for various field orientations at a magnetic flux density of
70mT. The plots show measured data for two field orientations and curves plotted from the Kim model.
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Figure 4.14 Diagram of the elliptical nature of the magnetic field for a partial core transformer.
Results from the simulation showed that the magnetic field at a point in the winding space did
not have a static orientation throughout the simulation cycle. Instead, the field tended to rotate
in an elliptical pattern with the magnitude and orientation changing over time, Figure 4.14.
4.4.3 Transport Current Losses
The power loss component due to the ac transport current through the HTS conductor, Ptc,
is comprised of a combination of different losses. These are resistive losses, Prl, a dynamic
resistance loss, Pdr, and the self field loss, Psf . These losses are assumed to be independent of
each other and so can be summed together such that,
Ptc = Prl + Pdr + Psf (4.59)
Resistive Losses
The superconducting filaments in the BSCCO HTS tape are encased in a silver or silver alloy
matrix. For currents well below Ic, the electric field in the HTS tape is essentially zero. Therefore,
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no current flows in the Ag matrix. As the current increases, an electric field develops and some
of the current starts to flow in the Ag matrix. The resistance of the Ag matrix, RAg, per unit
length is given by [Oomen et al. 2003],
RAg =
ρAg 77
Aw(1− λ) (4.60)
where ρAg 77 is the resistivity of silver at 77K which can be found using Equation 4.31 and
Table 4.1, and λ is the fraction of superconducting filaments in the cross sectional area of the
tape. Because the Ag matrix and the HTS are in parallel, the electric field per unit length
due to flux creep must be equal to electric field per unit length along the matrix due to ohmic
resistance. This leads to,
EHTS = 10
−4
(
Isc
Ic(B, θ)
)n(B,θ)
= RAg(I − Isc) (4.61)
where EHTS is the electric field developed per unit length along the HTS wire in volts per
meter, Isc is the portion of the current I flowing in the superconducting filaments. Isc is found
by numerically solving Equation 4.61.
The resistive losses per unit length are then,
PRL(I,B, θ) = f
∫ tper
t=0
EHTS(t)I(t)dt (4.62)
where tper is the period of the ac current in seconds.
Dynamic Resistance
When a HTS wire is exposed to an ac magnetic field while transport current is flowing, there has
been observed an increase in the electric field [Rabbers et al. 1998, Friedman et al. 2006]. This
loss has been called dynamic resistance because it is proportional to the square of the transport
current and also it depends on the amplitude of the magnetic field. Friedman et al. suggest
that the reduction in Ic, i.e. increase in electric field, is caused by the penetration of the ac
magnetic field and associated screening currents forcing the transport current into a smaller area
in the center of the conductor thereby increasing the transport current density. Rabbers et al.
proposed a formula for the calculation of dynamic resistance losses in [Rabbers et al. 2001a],
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Pdr = C4 (θ)BaI
2
a
= (C5cosθ + C6sinθ)BaI
2
a
= C5Ba‖I
2
a + C6Ba⊥I
2
a
(4.63)
where C4 (θ) is a constant which depends on the field angle and is found from measurements, Ba
is the amplitude of the magnetic flux density, and Ia is the amplitude of the transport current.
Ooman et al. noticed that the measured dependence of C4 (θ) given in Figure 6 of [Rabbers
et al. 2001a] was of the form shown in the second part of Equation 4.63 [Oomen et al. 2003].
This relationship suggests that the parallel and perpendicular field components independently
cause dynamic resistance losses and can be calculated separately.
Ooman goes on to estimate the dynamic resistance losses based on the critical state model for
a slab with ac transport current in a parallel field [Oomen 2000]. The equations Ooman derived
for the dynamic losses per unit length of conductor are
Pdr‖ = λ‖
fdHTS
Ic,avg
Ba‖I
2
a,sc (4.64)
and
Pdr⊥ = λ⊥
fwHTS
Ic,avg
Ba⊥I
2
a,sc (4.65)
where λ‖ and λ⊥ are the percentage of superconductor in the parallel and perpendicular direc-
tions respectively, dHTS and wHTS are the thickness and width of the HTS conductor in meters,
Ic,avg is the critical current averaged over the magnetic field cycle, and Ia,sc is the amplitude of
the current in the superconducting filaments.
Finally, the total dynamic resistance losses are,
Pdr = Pdr‖ + Pdr⊥ (4.66)
Self field losses
When an alternating transport current is flowing in a HTS wire, it experiences a loss known
as self field loss. It is due to the penetration of the self field into the surface of the conductor.
It is independent of any external magnetic fields. Rabbers et al. wrote that the self field loss
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Figure 4.15 Measured and modelled magnetisation loss for a sample HTS tape. Measurements were taken at
48Hz.
is described well with the critical state model description for an elliptical or thin rectangular
conductor cross-section and that it was equal to Qsf = C3I
q where C3 and q are determined from
measurement [Rabbers et al. 2001a]. Ooman suggested that the constants could be estimated
from theory [Oomen et al. 2003]. A modified version of the Ooman formula is used to calculate
the self field losses per unit length,
Psf =
µ0f
4pi
Iqsc
I1.5c,avg
Csf (4.67)
where q and Csf are constants to be determined from measured data.
4.4.4 Magnetising losses
The magnetising losses are due to an interaction of an external ac magnetic field with the
superconductor. It is present even in the absence of a transport current. While there is some
evidence that the magnetising losses are affected by transport currents [Oomen 2000], this occurs
only close to Ic where the transport current losses dominate and so this effect is ignored. The
magnetising losses result from a combination of hysteresis in the superconducting filaments,
coupling currents between the filaments and eddy currents in the normal-metal matrix.
The magnetisation losses can be split into parallel and perpendicular components and summed
together such that,
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PB = PB,‖ + PB,⊥ (4.68)
The magnetisation loss for a sample tape was measured using the pick-up coil method for a
perpendicular field. A model was presented in [Oomen et al. 2003] for fitting to the measured
data using a least squared approximation, Figure 4.15. The model was then used to estimate
the magnetising losses for parallel fields which have been shown to be up to 20 times less than
those of perpendicular fields. The formula for the parallel magnetising losses is,
PB,‖ =
pc0,‖B
m‖
a,‖
B
m‖
c0,‖ +Bc0,⊥B
m‖−1
a,‖
f (4.69)
where pc0 and Bc0 are the fitting parameters, and Ba is the amplitude of the magnetic flux
density. The formula for the perpendicular field is the same with the subscript ⊥
4.5 DISCUSSION
The two component method for core loss modelling, hysteresis and eddy currents, has been
used for full core transformers for a number of years although proven to underestimate the
losses. While the hysteresis power loss equation, (Equation 4.4), is applicable to PCTs, the eddy
current loss equation, (Equation 4.5), significantly underestimated the losses. The reason for
the underestimation was due to the magnetic flux spreading radially from the end sections of
the core. Traditionally this was compensated through an eddy current scaling factor equal to
0.1.
The introduction of a new method for the eddy current power loss calculation which takes
into account the spreading flux greatly improved the accuracy of the eddy current power loss
calculation as demonstrated in [Huo 2009]. The new eddy current calculation splits the flux into
three orthogonal directions, calculates resistances in each of the directions for a single lamination,
then finds the power loss for a stack of equal sized laminations. The model was expanded for
circular shaped cores by using a generic arrangement of 13 blocks of stacked laminations.
The winding loss model is based on the resistance of the windings and the current through them.
The resistance calculation is based on the resistivity and the dimensions of the winding material,
with the resistivity being temperature dependent. These calculations are well established and
found in many textbooks. However, these calculations do not apply to HTS windings as the loss
mechanisms are significantly more complicated.
The reactive components of the model are found via two differing methods, the circuit theory
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method and the finite element method. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages. The
CTM is computationally much faster than the FEM, also the FEM requires a commercial finite
element software package which has a licensing cost associated with it. However experimental
results have shown the FEMmethod is more accurate than the CTM. A series of simulations were
carried out investigating the characteristics of the two modeling methods. These simulations
showed discrepancies between the two modeling methods for low aspect ratios and resulted in
modifications to Equation 4.35 and 4.39. Comparisons to measured results show FEM was more
accurate.
The AC loss model for 1G HTS wire was developed using a combination of finite element analysis,
theory, and empirical modelling. The model is comprised of two main components, a magnetising
component, and a transport current component.
The magnetising component of the losses is related to the magnetic field in the winding space
of the transformer. The magnetic field was modelled using the finite element software in a two
dimensional time harmonic simulation of the winding space. The modelled field was used to
calculate the magnetisation loss of the winding based on a fitted formula. The loss equation
was fitted to measurement data for the magnetisation loss of a sample of HTS tape used in the
HTSPCT. This method should produce a good approximation of the magnetisation losses for
the HTSPCT.
The transport current component of the losses is related to the magnetic field and the ac current
flowing in the HTS wire. The resistive losses are a semi-empirical calculation derived from the
dc characteristics of the HTS wire. The dc characteristics were calculated using fitted models to
measured data of an HTS sample tape and are considered to be reasonably accurate. However,
the resistive losses component only makes up a small fraction of the transport current losses
except at high current densities. The majority of the transport current losses consist of the
dynamic resistance and self field losses. These loss components were derived from theory only
as ac loss measurements were unable to be made on sample tapes. These two loss components
are the least accurately known in the HTS ac loss model, but make up a significant percentage
of the losses.
4.6 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, a model for calculating the performance of a HTSPCT was presented. The model
uses a combination of empirical and theoretical calculations to determine the circuit components
of the Steinmetz ‘exact’ transformer equivalent circuit. The modelling was based on the reverse
design method with new additions to the core loss modelling and a new ac loss model for 1G
HTS wire. Static, and time harmonic, two dimensional finite element analysis of the transformer
were used to predict the global magnetic field distribution in the winding space.
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The model was developed to aid in the design of a new HTSPCT which is presented in the next
Chapter. By using the RDM, the performance of the new HTSPCT, subject to the physical
dimensions and properties of the materials used, can be determined prior to construction. The
design of the HTSPCT will be able to be optimised to meet desired performance criteria.
Chapter 5
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF A HIGH TEMPERATURE
SUPERCONDUCTING PARTIAL CORE TRANSFORMER
5.1 OVERVIEW
This chapter presents the design and construction of a new prototype HTSPCT. The chapter
begins by introducing the Transformer Design Program, an application written in VBA for the
purpose of designing HTSPCT. The design process used in the program is explained as well as
the basic function of the various subroutines used. The functions and content of each worksheet
in the program is briefly outlined in this section with a more detailed description given in the
Appendix.
This is followed by some detail on various aspects specific to the design of the new prototype
HTSPCT which was to replace the failed one from Section 3.4. Design considerations such as
winding dimensions and layout are discussed. The section concludes with details of the physical
specifications used in the design program and the equivalent circuit parameters given as an
output from the program.
Details of the construction of the new HTSPCT are then given. This includes discussion of
the core design, development of the inter-layer insulation used, the winding construction, and
the transformer assembly. This section concludes with details of some of the auxiliary systems
developed for use with the transformer including detail of the cooling system used and the quench
detection system.
5.2 TRANSFORMER DESIGN PROGRAM
A program has been written over the period of several years during this thesis in Visual Basic
for Applications (VBA) for the purpose of designing HTSPCT based on the RDM. The program
consists of a number of worksheets, which input or output various parameters of the design, and
user control buttons. A transformer is designed by the user filling out the Input Data Sheet
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Master Copy with the materials and dimensions to be used in the design. The Master Copy is
then saved as a new file which is loaded into the Transformer Design Program (TDP). The TDP
processes the design and displays the performance calculations for the user to review. The user
can then modify the design or accept and save the data file.
Figure 5.1 depicts a flow chart of the user controlled design process using the TDP. The round
elements in the flow chart represent clicking of the user control buttons, the rectangular elements
represent the inputting of data by the user or outputting of data by the program for review by
the user. The process involves developing a basic design using the CTM first and then refining
the design with the FEM later. This is because the solve time for the FEM is much larger than
the CTM and can take about 30 sec on a modern desktop PC. Also the FEM requires the use
of a commercial finite element program which needs to be installed on the same machine as the
TDP.
5.2.1 Input Data Master Sheet
The design process begins with the Input Data Master Sheet, a stand alone worksheet separate
from the TDP. The user is able to specify many aspects of the design including materials and
dimensions and save it as an Input Data Sheet. This saved file can then be loaded into the TDP
to be processed. When the transformer design has been finalised, the user can then save the
Input Data Sheet. The Input Data Sheet is divided into many sections where the user can specify
the supply and load conditions, core properties and dimensions, and the winding specifications.
The winding specification of the design is based upon layer type windings and has been split
into ten sections. Each section contains one or more winding layers of equal axial length and the
same inter-layer insulation thickness. At least two winding sections need to specified in the Input
Data Master Sheet in order to design a transformer. Each winding section can be designated as
being primary connected (connected to the supply voltage) or secondary connected (connected
to the load impedance).
5.2.2 Master Worksheet
The Master Worksheet contains all the user control buttons for the program, and a copy of
Figure 5.1. The operation of each button is as follows;
Read Data Sheet This button opens a dialog box where the user can select which Input Data
Sheet they would like to load into the TDP. Once chosen, the routine copies the data into
the TDP on the Input Data Worksheet
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Figure 5.1 Flow chart of the Transformer Design Program process.
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Save Data Sheet Saves the current design loaded into the TDP as a separate Input Data
Sheet.
Design Calculations & CTM This routine calculates the physical parameters of the trans-
former based on input materials and dimensions. Aspects such as the weights, number
of laminations, wire length, and number of turns are calculated here. The routine then
calculates the components of the Steinmetz equivalent circuit based on the CTM elements
outlined in Section 4.2. The user can then check the results in the Design Review Sheet,
and make changes to the Input Data Sheet if necessary.
FEM This button starts the finite element method from Section 4.2.3 for calculating the re-
active components of the Steinmetz model. The FEM routine requires that the Design
Calculations routine be run first to establish the geometry of the transformer. The geo-
metric data is fed into the commercial finite element program where scripts build the model
and return flux linkage data which is then processed by the TDP to calculate the reactive
components of the Steinmetz model. Depending on the number of winding sections used
in the design this routine can take some time to complete, (up to 1 minute).
Test Results This routine solves both the CTM and FEM versions of the Steinmetz model for
various load and supply conditions. It takes, as inputs, the equivalent circuit components
calculated from both the CTM and FEM models and solves the equivalent circuit for
open circuit, short circuit, and loaded cases. The results from the calculations, including
voltages, currents, and power losses are written to the Test Results Worksheet. The Test
Results routine can also be run without having run the FEM, although results from the
FEM section will not be calculated. This enables the design to be quickly adjusted to a
desirable performance level using only the CTM, and when the design is satisfactory, the
FEM can be run for greater accuracy in the reactive component section.
View Flux Plots This routine runs the commercial finite element program in visible mode to
allow the user to view the distribution of the magnetic field of the designed transformer.
The user can choose to use either the CTM results or the FEM results and view the field
associated with either the open circuit, short circuit or loaded test results. The routine
then builds the transformer model in the finite element software and loads the appropriate
current phase and magnitude data based on the user selection. The user is then free to
run static or time harmonic simulations and view the results as needed. When finished,
the user can return to the TDP which will close the finite element software.
HTS Model This routine calculates the ac losses for the HTS wire based on the modelling
presented in Section 4.4. The model requires the use of the finite element software, which
is executed by the routine, to obtain the magnetic field information. The calculated losses
are written to the Design Review Worksheet and the Test Results routine is then run again
to update the Test Results Worksheet with the ac HTS losses.
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5.2.3 Input Data Worksheet
The Input Data Worksheet is where the design data of the transformer is stored in the TDP.
When the Read Data Sheet user control is run, the cells in the Input Data Sheet are filled
with the design data. This worksheet contains all the data found in the Input Data Master
Sheet such as the supply conditions, and core and winding dimensions. In addition to this data,
when the Read Data Sheet user control is run, the material properties for each of the materials
selected in the transformer design, i.e. the core, winding, and former materials, are copied into
the worksheet. In this way the designer does not need to know the resistivity and density of
copper for example, to use the program. The user can just select copper as a winding material
from the drop down list in the Input Data Master Sheet and the program automatically uses
the appropriate data. A list of the properties and their values used for each of the materials in
the TDP is given in Table 5.1.
Once the data is in the Input Data Worksheet, the user can modify any of the cells to refine
their design. When the design is satisfactory, the user can save the data from the Input Data
Worksheet by using the Save Data Sheet routine.
5.2.4 Design Review Worksheet
The Design Review Worksheet contains all the calculated data for the design of the HTSPCT
based on the information entered into the Input Data Worksheet. The worksheet is divided
into several sections which are; Physical Parameters, Skin Effect Parameters, Circuit Theory
Model Parameters, Finite Element Model Parameters, Equivalent Circuit Parameters, and High
Temperature Superconductor Losses. Data is written to the cells when the Design Calculations,
the FEM, and the HTS Model routines are run. The user does not directly write to any of these
cells.
The Physical Parameters section calculates the physical properties of the transformer. For the
core, this includes the number of laminations, the resistivity, cross sectional area, the volume,
and the weight of the core. For the winding sections, this includes the number of turns, the
radial position of the layers, the length of the wire, and many other physical aspects. A full
description of each parameter is found in the Appendix.
The Skin Effects Section provides information on the frequency related properties of the core and
windings. For the core section, the penetration depth at the fundamental frequency is given as
well as the highest frequency for complete flux penetration. The winding section also calculates
the penetration depth at the fundamental frequency but includes the maximum frequency for
flux penetration in both the radial and axial directions. The RMS and maximum flux densities
in the core are also given.
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Table 5.1 The properties and values for each of the materials used in the Transformer Design Program.
Material Property Value Unit
Grain Orientated Silicon Steel
Relative Permeability 5000
Resistivity @20◦C 472×10−9 Ωm
Thermal Resistivity Coefficient 0.006 ΩmK−1
Material Density 8954 kgm−1
Copper
Volume Specific Heat 3.45 Jcm−3K−1
Resistivity @20◦C 16.8×10−9 Ωm
Thermal Resistivity Coefficient 0.0039 ΩmK−1
Material Density 8954 kgm−3
Aluminium
Volume Specific Heat 2.422 Jcm−3K−1
Resistivity @20◦C 26.7×10−9 Ωm
Thermal Resistivity Coefficient 0.00432 ΩmK−1
Material Density 2700 kgm−3
Bi-2223
Volume Specific Heat§ 2.44 Jcm−3K−1
Resistivity @273K§ 14.67×10−9ℵ Ωm
Thermal Resistivity Coefficient§ 60×10−12ℵ ΩmK−1
Material Density§ 10500 kgm−3
n-Value† 17.26
Critical Current† 136.7 A
Fraction of HTS in Tape 0.85
B⊥ for Ic
‡ 0.0712
B‖ for Ic
‡ 0.5335
P⊥ for Ic
‡ 1.321
P‖ for Ic
‡ 1.852
B⊥ for n
‡ 0.0686
B‖ for n
‡ 0.4025
P⊥ for n
‡ 0.856
P‖ for n
‡ 1.447
§ For the silver matrix
ℵ [Smith and Fickett 1995]
† @ 77K in self field
‡ Fitting parameters
The Circuit Theory Model Parameters section is where the parameters specific to the CTM
from Section 4.2 are calculated. This includes the core flux reluctance, the reluctance of the air
path, the magnetising and leakage correction factors from Equations 4.34 and 4.38, and the flux
spreading parameters from the eddy current core loss model from Section 4.2.1.
The Finite Element Model Parameters section contains the permeance matrix from Equation 4.40
which is obtained from the FEA software. This is then converted to an inductance matrix using
Equation 4.41. A coupling matrix is also present, which is an array of the coupling coefficient
k between each winding section. This section also includes the winding reluctance and the self
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and mutual inductances.
The Equivalent Circuit Parameters section is where the components of the Steinmetz model
are calculated. It is divided into two parts, CTM and FEM. The CTM part includes winding
resistances, core loss resistance, leakage reactance, and magnetising reactance calculated from
Section 4.2. The FEM part includes the same winding and core loss resistances as the CTM,
and the FEM reactive components from Section 4.2.3 as well as a comparison between the series
mutual method and the energy method.
Finally, the ac losses for each winding section that uses HTS wire are given in the High Temper-
ature Superconductor Losses section. The calculations are based on the modelling of Section 4.4.
Each type of loss is presented for transport, magnetising and resistive losses as well as the total
losses in the winding section.
5.2.5 Test Results Worksheet
The Test Results Worksheet contains the results from calculations solving the Steinmetz model
for both the CTM and FEM equivalent circuit parameters for various load conditions. The
worksheet is split into two main sections, Test Results - Circuit Theory Method and Test Results -
Finite Element Method where the equivalent circuit components from the respective methods are
used. Each main section is further split into the following sections; Open Circuit Performance,
Short Circuit Performance, and Loaded Circuit Performance.
The Open Circuit Performance section gives an indication of the magnetising properties of the
transformer. The primary (supply connected winding) and secondary (open circuit winding)
voltages are calculated as well as the magnetising current, and the real and reactive power draw.
An equivalent parallel impedance is calculated which would draw the same current from the
supply. Finally, the power dissipated in each winding and the core is also calculated.
The Short Circuit Performance section gives an indication of the series impedance of the trans-
former. The primary voltage for this test is specified in the Input Data Worksheet and the
primary and secondary currents are calculated, as well as the real and reactive power draw. An
equivalent series impedance is calculated which would draw the same current from the supply.
Finally, the power dissipated in each winding and the core is also calculated.
The Loaded Circuit Performance section is divided into several subsections and calculates results
based on connecting the Steinmetz circuit to the load impedance specified in the Input Data
Worksheet. The Voltages section includes the calculated input and output voltages, volts per
turn, volts per insulation layer, and the voltage regulation. The Currents and Densities section
includes the calculated primary and secondary current magnitude, phase, and density. The
Power Generation section calculates the power dissipated in the windings, the core and the load,
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and calculates the efficiency of power transfer. Finally, the power losses and apparent power are
calculated per unit volume, weight, surface area, and cost.
5.3 A NEW HTSPCT – DESIGN DETAILS
With the development of the TDP, a new HTSPCT was designed as a replacement to the failed
HTSPCT from Section 3.4. There were aspects to the original design that worked well enough
and in an effort to keep the costs as low as possible, some of the materials from the original
HTSPCT were reused. These included the fibreglass vacuum Dewar and the laminated steel
core. Other aspects of the original design were not beneficial to the operation of the transformer
and were changed in the new design. These included the winding insulation scheme and the
three winding layout.
5.3.1 Design Considerations
Because of the decision to reuse the vacuum Dewar from Section 3.4, a number of design con-
straints on the transformer had to be made. The dimensions of the former on the main assembly
meant that the design would be a solenoid based winding. It also placed a limit on the axial
length and the radial width that would fit. The size of the partial core that could be used was
also limited. Figure 5.2 illustrates the maximum dimensions for the winding window and the
core.
In addition to the above size limits, allowances needed to be made for better cooling of the
windings. The Chew transformer of Section 3.5 demonstrated that direct contact of the windings
with the LN2 enabled the HTS conductor to be operated at high current levels without failure
of the windings. However, structurally, the Chew transformer insulation design was inadequate
and a redesign was necessary. More information about the design of the winding insulation is
given in Section 5.4.2.
The original HTSPCT was a three winding transformer, with a 230V inside winding, a 115V
middle winding, and a 115V outer winding as shown in Chapter 3 and repeated here in Figure 5.3.
The problem with this design is that the leakage flux increases as the radial distance from the
core increases.
This effect is shown in the open circuit voltages that were measured on the original HTSPCT.
In an ideal transformer, voltages measured on the inside, middle, and outer windings would be
230V, 115V, and 115V respectively. Instead, the voltages that are actually measured decrease
as the radial distance from the core increases. From Table 3.5 the measured open circuit voltages
from inside out were 230V, 113V, and 111V.
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Figure 5.2 Diagram illustrating the maximum allowable dimensions for the new HTSPCT.
Figure 5.3 A schematic of the winding layout for the original HTSPCT.
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(a) First option.
(b) Second option.
Figure 5.4 Possible winding layouts for the 3 winding transformer.
Two possible arrangements for a three winding transformer design are given in Figure 5.4. These
layouts have an even amount of leakage flux on the two low voltage windings and therefore
will have the same induced voltage. The first option is simpler to manufacture but has the
disadvantage of having the a3 – a4 winding terminations out the bottom of the winding. This
will require longer copper lead-outs to the bushings located at the top of the Dewar, which
will result in larger winding losses for that winding. The second option has all the winding
terminations at the same end so that the lead-outs will all be the same length. However, the
second option has a complicated mid-layer transition that would be difficult to manufacture.
The original purpose for the three winding design was to investigate the coupling effects of the
different winding configurations. At the time of construction, it was not apparent how well the
transformer windings would be coupled, and a number of different winding configurations were
to be investigated. Since that time, the modelling of PCTs has improved and more confidence
is given to the modelling performance results. For this reason and to keep the design as simple
as possible, it was decided to revert back to a two winding design for the new HTSPCT.
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5.3.2 TDP Design
The TDP was used to design a new prototype HTSPCT. For reasons mentioned in 5.3.1, the
design is based on the original 15 kVA HTSPCT from Chapter 3 with the most significant
difference being that the transformer is now a two winding design. The design specifications for
the physical dimensions of the transformer used in the TDP are given in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2 Physical Specifications of the HTSPCT.
Core
Parameter Value
Length 470mm
Inside Radius 8.2mm
Outside Radius 40mm
Lamination Thickness 0.23mm
Number of Laminations 348
Material Grain Orientated Silicon Steel
Inside Winding
Parameter Value
Voltage Rating 230V
Current Rating 65A
Winding Length 338mm
Wire Radial Width 0.305mm
Wire Axial Width 4.1mm
Number of Layers 4
Total Turns 320
Material Bi-2223
Former Diameter 115mm
Outside Winding
Parameter Value
Voltage Rating 230V
Current Rating 65A
Winding Length 338mm
Wire Radial Width 0.305mm
Wire Axial Width 4.1mm
Number of Layers 4
Total Turns 320
Material Bi-2223
Entering the parameters of Table 5.2 into the TDP and running through the process outlined
in Figure 5.1, the program was able to determine the equivalent circuit parameters given in
Table 5.3. The parameters listed in Table 5.3 are for full load conditions and some of the
parameters, especially R1 and R2, change for different currents and magnetic field distribution.
This design gave an efficiency of 98.1% and a voltage regulation of 3.27% at full load.
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Table 5.3 The equivalent circuit parameters under full load conditions for the HTSPCT.
Parameter Value (Ω)
R1 0.01698
R2 0.01701
Rec 576
Rh 1233
Rc 392
X1 0.2397
X2 0.0745
Xm 12.81
5.4 CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
The construction of the new HTSPCT used a lot of aspects from the original HTSPCT of
Chapter 3 such as the core, the vacuum Dewar, the main assembly, and the copper lead-out
design. This was because these aspects performed well in the original design, and in the interests
of saving time and money the decision was made to reuse them.
5.4.1 Core
The core used in the new design was the same core from the original HTSPCT, although the core
had been cut into 8 sections as part of Huo’s work on the heat distribution of the core during
operation [Huo 2009]. The core was designed as a parallel stacked circular core; 348 laminations
of 0.23 mm, high permeability, grain orientated silicon steel as shown in Figure 5.5. The core
was bound with Vidatape S, a woven high shrink polyester tape, and hot dipped twice in an
electrical baking varnish. A hole in the center of the core allows for a 1240mm G-10 fibreglass
5/8 UNC threaded rod to allow for correct positioning of the core inside the warm bore tank
wall relative to the HTS windings.
Figure 5.5 Drawing of the core design.
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Figure 5.6 Photograph of the CAM machine cutting the inter-layer insulation.
5.4.2 Inter-layer Insulation
One of the most significant contributing factors to the original HTSPCT’s failure was the inter-
layer insulation design. The windings were bound in several layers of NOMEXR© insulation paper.
This prevented heat generated from the HTS conductor from being dissipated sufficiently by the
liquid nitrogen (LN2).
The new HTSPCT uses an alternative winding insulation design consisting of sheets of 2mm
thick, g10 fibreglass. The fibre sheets had 3mm wide vertical channels machined into the material
every 3mm using a computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) machine as seen in Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.7 Photograph of the new inter-layer insulation design.
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The depth of the cuts were 1.5mm leaving 0.5mm of fiber sheet. In addition to this, 85mm
long slots were cut into the vertical channels with slots on adjacent channels offset, as shown
in Figure 5.7. The result of this machining left the fibreglass very flexible in the horizontal
direction while still retaining strength, freely allowing the flow of LN2 around the HTS wire,
and for any nitrogen gas bubbles that form to escape.
(a) The first layer being wound directly onto the
former.
(b) The second layer being wound, showing the
inter-layer insulation.
(c) The force gauge used to measure the wire
tension.
(d) Photograph of the finished winding.
Figure 5.8 Photographs of the winding process for the HTSPCT.
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5.4.3 Winding Construction
The windings were wound with 1G BSCCO HTS wire from Trithor GmbH (now Zenergy Power
GmbH). The manufacture’s wire specification of the critical current at 77K is 136.7A in a
self field. However, as discussed in Chapter 4, the alternating magnetic fields present in the
transformer result in a reduction in the critical current [Zhu et al. 2004, Leghissa et al. 2007].
For this reason, the rated current for the windings was set to 65A rms. The HTS wire was
insulated from turn to turn short circuits by the manufacture with a spiral wrap of an electrical-
grade stretched polymer foil [Kellers et al. 2005].
The windings were layer wound onto a fibreglass former that was 115mm in diameter and
402mm long. The former was made to slide over the warm bore tank of the core vessel and was
held in place with a clamping ring also made of fibreglass. The purpose of this arrangement was
to allow for the removal of the windings so that other winding arrangements could be tested,
including a proposed fault current limiter (FCL) and a 2G YBCO winding.
The first layer was wound directly onto the fiberglass former as shown in Figure 5.8(a), followed
by a layer of the inter-layer insulation material which is held in place by the next layer of HTS
wire as shown in Figure 5.8(b). The wire tension was controlled using a spring system and
measured to ensure the wire tension remained below 15N as shown in Figure 5.8(c), as too
much strain can cause damage to the superconductor. The final layer was wrapped in fibre
reinforced tape to hold the windings in place as shown in Figure 5.8(d).
Copper lead-outs were used to connect the HTS windings to the transformer bushings as shown
in Figure 5.9. The lead-outs consisted of two 1.5mm × 5mm copper conductors and were
positioned radially around the transformer. The lead-outs were connected to the bushing busbars
using a compression joint as shown in Figure 5.9(a),which was located above the LN2 level. The
bends in the lower section of the lead-outs photographed in Figure 5.9(b) were present to allow
for thermal expansion and contraction of the copper without pulling or pushing on the HTS
windings.
The copper lead-outs were soldered to the HTS wire using Indium based solder, (97% In 3%
Ag), and Ersin Red Jelly flux paste. The join was made by sandwiching approximately 10 cm of
HTS wire between two specially formed copper lead-outs as shown in Figure 5.9(c) and soldered
with a temperature limited soldering iron. Too high a temperature during this process would
result in the HTS wire delaminating; the soldering temperature was limited to 160 ◦C using a
variac to control the voltage to the soldering iron.
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(a) The compression connection used to con-
nect the copper lead-outs to the bushing bus-
bars.
(b) bends in the copper lead-outs to allow for
thermal expansion and contraction.
(c) One of the copper lead-outs about to be soldered to the HTS wire.
Figure 5.9 Details of the copper lead-outs connecting the transformer bushings to the HTS windings.
5.4.4 Transformer Assembly
The transformer main assembly is the same as that used in the original HTSPCT and is com-
prised of three parts; the liquid nitrogen vacuum Dewar, the core vessel, and the head unit as
shown in Figure 5.10. The majority of the transformer main assembly was constructed using
g10 fibreglass.
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Figure 5.10 An exploded view of the main transformer assembly.
The vacuum Dewar consists of an inner vessel for the containment of LN2 and an outer vessel
exposed to room temperature with a vacuum between them. The vacuum is present to limit
thermal convection losses to the LN2 from the outside. To limit radiation losses, several layers
of aluminized non-stretch polyester were wrapped around the inner vessel. Care was taken not
to create shorted turns by insulating the aluminized non-stretch polyester with vacuum rated
tissue paper. The bottom of the inner vessel was dome shaped so that the joint between the
dome and the tube of the inner vessel, when exposed to LN2, expanded and contracted evenly.
A pressure relief port is present on the outside of the Dewar in case a failure of the inner vessel
results in nitrogen gas venting into the vacuum chamber.
The core vessel is similar to the vacuum Dewar in that a vacuum is formed between the core and
the LN2. A similar arrangement of aluminized polyester and tissue was used in the core vessel.
The HTS winding former is fitted over the core vessel and held in place with a clamping ring. A
float is attached to the core vessel to indicate the minimum and maximum LN2 levels. A filling
tube for the LN2 is also fitted to the outside of the core vessel. A pressure relief port is present
on the top of the core vessel in case a failure vents nitrogen gas into the vacuum chamber.
The head unit provides mountings for the transformer bushings, nitrogen venting valves, a
rupture disc for emergency venting, purging lines and a pressure gauge for the LN2 chamber
pressure. The transformer bushings, located on the top of the head unit, are connected to the
bushing busbars via a short piece of braided copper wire. Two nitrogen venting valves are
present, adjacent to the rupture disc. One valve is a full LN2 rated manual vent to be used
during initial filling and the other valve is a non return valve for normal operation venting. In
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case the non return valve is unable to vent sufficient quantities of nitrogen gas, for example
during fault conditions, an emergency venting rupture disc is fitted to prevent the pressure in
the LN2 chamber from reaching dangerous levels. The rupture disc consists of a thin aluminium
sheet between two flanges of G-10 fibreglass. The diameter of the rupture disc is 80mm. The
purging lines consist of a vacuum line and a dry nitrogen gas line. Prior to filling the chamber
with LN2, a vacuum is held for 24 hours, then the vacuum is broken with dry nitrogen gas.
5.4.5 Cooling System
In order for the HTS wire to become superconducting, it needed to be cooled below the critical
temperature (approximately 120K). This was achieved using LN2, which has a boiling point
of 77K. The use of the fibreglass vacuum Dewar for containing the LN2 limited the effect of
the outside temperature from evaporating the LN2. However, boil off of the LN2 still occurred
even when the transformer was not operating and increased with increased transformer load. To
prevent the transformer running dry, a system was developed to monitor the LN2 level inside
the Dewar and to top it up from a LN2 reservoir when necessary.
The system consists of a float mechanism inside the Dewar to gauge the LN2 level shown in
Figure 5.11(a). The float mechanism extends through the top of the transformer main assembly
(a) The float inside the LN2 Chamber. (b) The cooling system optical sensor arrange-
ment.
Figure 5.11 Photographs of the LN2 level sensing components for the cooling system.
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Figure 5.12 Schematic of the cooling system electronics.
inside a sight glass. Two optical sensors attached to the sight glass are used to measure the level
of the float and can be seen in Figure 5.11(b). The optical sensors connect to a cryogenic rated
solenoid valve via a controller circuit. The controller opens the solenoid valve, filling the LN2
chamber until the uppermost optical sensor is triggered by the float, the controller then closes
the solenoid valve. When the boil off of LN2 lowers the float below the lower optical sensor,
the controller opens the solenoid valve again to resume filling. The failure mode of the solenoid
valve is the open state so in the case of a controller failure the HTS windings will not run dry.
Figure 5.12 shows a schematic of the electronic circuit used in the cooling system. The operation
of the circuit is as follows; the LN2 level is measured with two sensor circuits, an upper sensor
and a lower sensor, consisting of an infra red (IR) light emitting diode (LED), an IR photo-
transistor and a comparator circuit. Current flows through the IR LED, L-53F3, producing
light which switches on the phototransistor, L-53PX. When the float blocks the light from the
LED, the phototransistor switches off. The analogue signal from the phototransistor is fed into
a comparator circuit where it is converted to a logic level. The logic of the upper sensor is 1
when the LED is blocked and the lower sensor is 1 when the LED is exposed.
The logic output from the comparators is connected to a set-reset flip-flop. The output of the
flip-flop controls a LN2 rated solenoid coil through a BC547 transistor. The three diodes are
used to protect the transistor and flip-flop from switching transients associated with the relay
coil.
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Figure 5.13 Schematic of the quench detection system electronics.
5.4.6 Quench Detection System
A quench detection system was used to protect the transformer from being damaged if the HTS
wire was to quench during operation. Quenching can occur in HTS wire operating at high current
density. Localised heating can increase the temperature in a section of the wire by a few degrees
and may result in that section of wire changing to the normal resistive state. In the normal
state, ohmic losses cause more localised heating and result in an unstable escalating process.
This quenching process can be seen as an increase in resistance of the HTS wire [Meerovich
et al. 1995, Weijers et al. 1995, Xiao et al. 1999, Coway et al. 2000].
The increase in the winding resistance during quenching will result in an increase in the series
impedance of the transformer. As noted in [Lapthorn et al. 2011], the quenching process results
in a rapid collapse of the secondary voltage of the transformer. This can be measured as an
increase in the percentage voltage regulation.
The quench detection system monitors the primary and secondary voltage of the HTSPCT us-
ing two remote operated digital multi-meters(DMM). The DMMs are connected to a desktop
computer where the voltages measured are read into a computer program. The computer pro-
gram continuously reads the primary and secondary voltages of the HTSPCT and calculates the
voltage regulation. When the voltage regulation reaches a threshold level, the quench detection
system opens a circuit breaker via the computer’s parallel port and de-energises the transformer.
The typical response time from quench detection to breaker operation was measured at 200ms.
Figure 5.13 is a schematic of the electronics required to operate the circuit breaker from the
parallel port of the computer. The circuit breaker used has two 24V dc relay coils with a common
ground, one to open the breaker and one to close the breaker. The computer program energises
one coil at a time for one second in order to change the state of the breaker. The computer
parallel port was chosen to control the two coils because it was easy to program. However, the
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computer parallel port has very limited electrical capability and needs to be protected from the
24V supply, otherwise it may be damaged. This protection is achieved with an optical-isolator.
The circuit works as follows; the output of the parallel port is used to drive the LED in an
optical-isolator, 4N3S. When the LED is on, this switches on the phototransistor, which pulls
down the base of the PNP transistor, BD140, switching on the relay coil. The diode, 1N4001,
is used to absorb the magnetic energy from the relay coil when the PNP transistor opens.
5.5 CONCLUSIONS
In this Chapter, the design and construction of a new HTSPCT has been presented. The
transformer was designed using a computer program written in VBA. The TDP is based upon
the reverse design method described in Chapter 4. By combining with a commercial finite
element analysis software package and using the FEM data and theoretical modelling, the TDP
was able to calculate a set of equivalent circuit parameters for the transformer design that gave
satisfactory performance.
The design of the new HTSPCT used certain aspects of the first prototype HTSPCT from
Chapter 3 that were considered to have performed well, such as the vacuum Dewar, the copper
lead-out design and approximate dimensions for the winding space. Aspects of the design that
were improved upon from the original were inter-layer insulation design, and the winding layout
was simplified from three windings to two.
Details of all aspects of the construction of the HTSPCT were given. This included the laminated
core, the inter-layer insulation, the HTS winding and the transformer assembly. Some auxiliary
systems used in the transformer operation were also discussed; specifically these were the cooling
system and the quench detection system. The cooling system used optical sensors on a LN2
float system, combined with an electronic circuit to control a cryogenic rated solenoid valve. The
valve was able to supply the HTSPCT with LN2 from a storage Dewar. The quench detection
system used voltage measurements combined with computer software and electronics to monitor
the state of the HTS windings and control a circuit breaker supplying the transformer.
Chapter 6
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
6.1 OVERVIEW
A series of electrical tests were performed on the transformer to ascertain its operating charac-
teristics. These tests include insulation resistance, DC resistance of the windings, open circuit,
short circuit, and resistive load testing. Where applicable, the tests were undertaken accord-
ing to the International Electrotechnical Commission, (IEC), standard on power transformers,
IEC 60076. During the testing, the windings were submerged in LN2 supplied from a storage
Dewar.
The chapter begins with an overview of the experimental setup used throughout the testing
with a discussion of the equipment used during the testing, including the meters used and
other auxiliary equipment. In addition, the procedure used for preparing and filling the vacuum
Dewar with LN2 is presented. Also, the methods used in taking the electrical measurements are
examined.
The results of the testing are then presented. This includes key performance indictors such
as the open and short circuit characteristics, as well as results of other testing including short
circuit faults and dielectric testing. The test results are then compared with the modelling from
Chapter 4 and discussed.
6.2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The testing of the HTSPCT was conducted in the UoC’s high voltage laboratory. This facility
has a controllable single phase supply capable of delivering up to 600A at 400V that was used
to supply the HTSPCT. The room is also sufficiently large with plenty of ventilation to help
minimise the risk of asphyxiation due to large amounts of LN2 evaporation in the event of an
accident. In addition, the laboratory is fitted with several emergency trip buttons located in
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Figure 6.1 Circuit diagram of the test circuit for HTSPCT.
easily accessible positions. When activated, these buttons switch off the supply to the whole
laboratory and sound an alarm.
The various tests discussed in this chapter were conducted over several test days. Prior to each
test day, the transformer was filled with LN2 using the procedure described in Section 6.2.3.
After completion of the tests, the HTS windings were allowed to return to room temperature.
Plastic tubing was used to vent the nitrogen gas to the outside.
6.2.1 Safety
A number of hazards do exist when performing electrical testing on a superconducting trans-
former. Nitrogen in a liquid state can cause serious burns, and sufficient boil off can reduce
the oxygen content in a room resulting in asphyxiation. Other hazards relate to the electrical
side with exposed terminals present during the test. Because of these hazards, a procedure used
before testing was to fill out a hazard identification form (or Tailgate as it is commonly referred
to). A typical tailgate filled out for the testing of the HTSPCT is given in Appendix B.
6.2.2 Equipment
The test circuit for the HTSPCT, shown in Figure 6.1, was used for the open circuit, short
circuit, resistive load, overload and fault ride through tests. It consists of a variable voltage,
50Hz, ac supply connected in series with a 70A variac. The resistive load, adjustable from about
3.5Ω to open circuit, is connected in parallel with a short circuiting switch. The voltmeters and
ammeters shown in the circuit diagram indicate the positions of where the voltage and current
measurements were taken.
A movable desk, seen in Figure 6.2(a), was setup to contain the main equipment for taking
measurements and for control of the supply of the HTSPCT. This desk contained two calibrated
Fluke 41B power quality meters for measuring the voltage, current and power of the primary
and secondary windings. These meters were connected to two separate desktop computers via
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(a) Main measurement and control desk. (b) The variac used to control the supply
to the HTSPCT.
(c) 15 kW resistive load bank and switch
for short circuiting the transformer out-
put.
(d) The turbomolecular vacuum pump.
Figure 6.2 Photographs of the some of the equipment used for testing the HTSPCT.
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a serial connection for storage of the logged measurement data. The desk also contained two
HP digital multimeters used for measuring the voltage for the quench detection system. These
meters were connected to the desktop computer running a MATLAB script via a IEEE-488
interface (GPIB).
Other measurement equipment used in the testing included two additional Fluke 43 power quality
meters to compare with measurements taken from the calibrated Fluke 41B meters. A MPK254
Digital Micro-Ohmmeter from Megabras was used for dc resistance measurements. A S1-5005
insulation tester from Megger was used for insulation resistance measurements.
The supply voltage was controlled via two variacs in series. The first variac was the high voltage
lab’s 600A supply. The second variac was a 70A continuous rated portable unit pictured in
Figure 6.2(b). The advantage of this system was to enable fine control of the supply voltage
while monitoring the measurements being taken. This was especially useful during the short
circuit test where fine control of the supply voltage is necessary.
Figure 6.2(c) shows the 15 kW resistive load bank used during some of the electrical tests. The
amount of load is variable in discrete steps by switching in additional resistive elements in
parallel. Also shown in the middle right of Figure 6.2(c) is the throw switch used to short circuit
the secondary windings of the HTSPCT.
To pull a vacuum in the vacuum Dewar and the core vessel, a turbomolecular vacuum pump
was used, Figure 6.2(d). This pump was able to pull a vacuum in the Dewar of 2×10−5 Torr.
The pump was used to first make a vacuum in the core vessel, which was then sealed, then the
pump was moved to the vacuum Dewar where it remained in operation during the entire test.
Without the use of the vacuum pump, the outer surface of the vacuum Dewar would become
frosted, indicating a loss in the insulating properties of the Dewar. With the vacuum in place,
this frosting did not occur, thus demonstrating the importance of the vacuum in preventing heat
from the room getting into the LN2 chamber.
6.2.3 Filling Procedure
Before the commencement of the electrical testing, the vacuum Dewar was filled with LN2.
Because of the combustion noted in [Lapthorn et al. 2011], it was suspected that there could
be oxygen present in the LN2. To prevent the ingress of oxygen into the LN2 chamber, the
following filling procedure was performed.
• Close the two nitrogen venting valves.
• Apply a vacuum to the LN2 chamber through the purging line.
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• Hold the vacuum for 24 hours.
• Fill the LN2 chamber through the dry nitrogen gas line.
• When positive pressure is obtained open the normal nitrogen venting valve.
• Fill with LN2 through the LN2 filling tube.
6.2.4 Taking Measurements
An important aspect in taking measurements is making sure the measuring devices are used
correctly. This includes ensuring that the impedance of the probes used match the equipment
they are used with. The voltage measurements were taken with 1:1 probes matched to the Fluke
meters. The current clamps used were also matched to the Fluke meters. However, even with
properly matched current clamps, it is important to locate the current clamps as far as possible
from the HTSPCT to prevent stray flux from the transformer core affecting the measured current.
At least 3m clearance is recommended.
6.3 KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
The key performance indicators of a power transformer are the efficiency of power transfer, the
voltage ratio and regulation, and the distribution of losses. Also of importance in a partial core
transformer are the magnetising characteristics. These factors can be found by conducting a
series of electrical tests on the transformer. The tests for traditional power transformers are
outlined in the IEC 60076 series of standards. While not strictly applicable to superconducting
transformers, the IEC standard can act as a guide in conducting the relevant tests.
The tests include an open circuit test, a short circuit test and a load test. These tests were
performed on the new HTSPCT built in Chapter 5 to ascertain the performance of this device
as a power transformer. Measurements of the inside and outside winding’s voltage and current
were taken using calibrated Fluke 41B Power Meters. The measurements were taken every 10
seconds throughout the open circuit, short circuit, and resistive load tests.
6.3.1 Open Circuit Test Results
An open circuit test on a traditional transformer is often referred to as a no load loss test
(IEC 60076-1 Section 10.5). This is because very little current is needed to energise the core as
compared to the full load current, and the losses measured are almost entirely core losses. The
core losses are proportional to the induced voltage in the core and the frequency of the applied
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voltage which are both constant in steady state conditions. Hence, the core losses are constant
and independent of the load of the transformer.
Because of the magnetic circuit in a PCT, a much higher excitation current is expected. Some-
times several 10s of a percent of the full load current can be measured. Therefore, losses measured
during an open circuit test on a PCT will contain a significant amount of winding loss and this
needs to be taken into account.
Another term often used when referring to an open circuit test is the ratio test(IEC 60076-1
Section 10.3). This is because with very little current flowing, the effects of leakage flux are
minimised and the ratio of primary to secondary voltage is equal to the turns ratio of the
transformer. Again, because of the high magnetising current in PCTs, the open circuit voltage
ratio will not equal the turns ratio of the transformer and leakage flux effects will be evident.
For the open circuit test performed on the HTSPCT, the incoming supply was connected to the
inside winding, with the outside winding left in open circuit. The voltage was slowly increased
from 0V to just over the rated voltage while measurements were taken. A summary of the
measured results from the test are given in Table 6.1 and they are compared to calculated values
using the modelling of Chapter 4.
Table 6.1 Open Circuit Test Result Summary.
Parameter Measured Calculated % Difference
Inside winding voltage (V) 230.4 230 0.17
Outside winding voltage (V) 225.9 225.7 0.09
Voltage ratio 0.980 0.981 -0.10
Excitation current (A) 19.4 17.6 9.28
Excitation current’s phase (deg) -87.9 -87.6 0.34
Volt-amperes (VA) 4464 4054 9.18
Real power (W) 160 167 -4.37
Power factor 0.04 0.04 0
There is good agreement between the measured and calculated results with the largest difference
being in the excitation current. The error in the current causes a similar error in the volt-amperes
calculation as this is proportional to the current. The other calculated results are very close to
the measured values.
The results show that there is a much larger excitation current, approximately 30% of full
load current, than would be expected if this was a full core transformer. This current causes a
voltage drop across the series impedance of the primary winding, largely due to leakage reactance,
resulting in a reduced secondary winding voltage. This is the reason why the open circuit voltage
ratio is not equal to the turns ratio of the transformer.
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Figure 6.3 Open circuit voltage against excitation current.
Figure 6.3 is a plot of the open circuit voltage against the excitation current. This is a typical
result for a PCT, and shows a linear increase in excitation current with applied voltage. The
result also indicates that magnetic saturation of the core is not occurring in the HTSPCT. The
onset of core saturation would be seen as a “flattening out” of the open circuit voltage/current
relationship in Figure 6.3.
6.3.2 Short Circuit Test Results
A short circuit test is used to measure the impedance and the load losses of a transformer.
When the secondary of a transformer is short circuited, its series impedance, (a2(R2 +X2)), is
in parallel with the shunt impedance, (Xm ‖ Rc). Because the shunt impedance is much larger
than the series impedance, the losses measured are almost entirely related to the load current.
IEC 60076-1 Section 10.4 describes the test procedure, stating that “the losses shall be measured
at rated frequency with approximately sinusoidal voltage applied to the terminals of one winding,
with the terminals of the other winding short circuited. The supplied current should be equal to
the relevant rated current but shall not be less than 50% thereof.” For the short circuit test the
outside winding was shorted using 95mm2 cable to insure a low impedance connection. The
supply was connected to the inside winding and the voltage increased while monitoring the
supply current. Table 6.2 gives a summary of the test results for the short circuit test along
with calculated values using the modelling from Chapter 4.
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Table 6.2 Short Circuit Test Result Summary.
Parameter Measured Calculated % Difference
Inside winding voltage (V) 21.1 21.1 0
Inside winding current (A) 66.9 67.2 -0.45
Inside winding current’s phase (deg) -88 -87.5 0.57
Outside winding current (A) 66.1 66.8 -1.06
Volt-amperes (VA) 1411 1417 -0.43
Real power (W) 65 61 6.15
Power factor 0.05 0.04 20
Impedance volts (%) 10.9 10.9 0
There is good agreement between the measured and calculated results. The biggest percentage
error is in the power factor with 20% error, although this result is misleading, as the power
factor is very small in both cases and the actual error is small. There is also a difference between
the ratio of currents and the reciprocal of the turns ratio. Once again this is because of the
magnetising current component adding to the primary winding current.
Figure 6.4 is a plot of the short circuit voltage against short circuit current. This shows a linear
increase in short circuit current with applied voltage.
Figure 6.4 Short circuit voltage against short circuit current.
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6.3.3 Resistive Load Test Results
The purpose of the resistive load test is to ascertain the performance of the HTSPCT as a power
transformer over a range of operating load. This sort of testing is not usually performed on
larger transformers as the power supply requirements are usually not achievable. However, as
the HTSPCT has a 15 kVA rating, a suitable size load and power supply were available, and the
test could proceed.
Several characteristics of the transformer are discernible with the resistive load testing. For
example, by measuring the supply power and load power, the efficiency of power transfer over
a wide load range is found. Load current through the HTSPCT results in a voltage drop across
the series impedance. The ratio of the no load voltage to the load voltage, known as voltage
regulation, can be found with this test. In addition, the power factor as seen from the supply
side for varying load, is also a useful operating parameter found during this test.
The resistive load test was performed with the outside winding connected to the adjustable
resistive load bank depicted in Figure 6.2(c), and the inside winding connected to the single
phase voltage supply. The supply was brought up to rated voltage, and measurements of the
primary voltage and current were taken as the load resistance was varied. The quench detection
system of Section 5.4.6 was also used during this test to protect the HTSPCT from damage.
The test was performed over several hours with the load varied from a light load up to just
above the full transformer rating. The cooling system of Section 5.4.5 was used to keep the
HTS conductors submerged in LN2 throughout the testing. A summary of the measured results
for the resistive load test are given in Table 6.3 and compared with calculated values using the
modelling from Chapter 4.
Table 6.3 Resistive Load Test Result Summary.
Parameter Measured Calculated % Difference
Inside winding voltage (V) 230 230 0
Inside winding current (A) 68.5 67.7 1.17
Inside winding current’s phase (deg) -22 -20 9.09
Outside winding voltage (V) 223 222.7 0.13
Outside winding current (A) 64.5 64.4 0.16
Outside winding current’s phase (deg) 0 0 0
Volt-amperes (kVA) 15.7 15.6 0.64
Real power (kW) 14.7 14.6 0.68
Power factor 0.93 0.94 -1.08
Load Power (kW) 14.4 14.3 0.69
Efficiency (%) 98.2 98.1 0.10
Voltage regulation (%) 2.86 3.27 -14.3
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Figure 6.5 Measured efficiency of the HTSPCT for varying load current.
There is good agreement between the measured and calculated results with the largest errors
occurring in the primary current’s phase and the voltage regulation calculation. Both these
errors can be attributed to the error in the magnetising current from Table 6.1. The difference in
magnetising current is directly related to magnetising reactance, Xm, which has been calculated
to be slightly higher than that measured. The higher magnetising current results in the primary
current lagging the voltage more, as seen in the results. In addition, the difference in voltage
regulation is related to the difference in no load voltage, which is again caused by the magnetising
current.
Figure 6.5 gives the measured efficiency of the HTSPCT for varying load current. At very
low loading, the no load losses measured in Section 6.3.1 dominate and the efficiency of power
transfer is poor. When the load gets above 10A, equivalent to 15% of the rated load, the
efficiency increases to the high 90%s where it remains across a wide load range.
Figure 6.6 shows the measured voltage regulation of the HTSPCT over the load range tested.
The plot shows an increasing trend in the measured voltage regulation as the load is increased.
The voltage regulation is also affected by the power factor of the load, with a lagging power
factor increasing the voltage regulation, while a leading power factor can cause the secondary
voltage to increase, resulting in negative voltage regulation. These aspects were not measured,
as suitably rated inductive and capacitive loads were not available.
Figure 6.7 shows the relationship between the supply and the load currents for the HTSPCT
under load and compares it to the measured power factor at the supply end. At very low loads,
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Figure 6.6 Measured voltage regulation of the HTSPCT for varying resistive load.
Figure 6.7 A plot of the measured supply current (circles) and power factor (crosses) for various resistive load.
the excitation current dominates, as compared with the load current. Because the excitation
current is in quadrature with the load current, the power factor for this loading is poor. As the
load is increased, the difference between the supply and the load current decreases to less than
5A at high loading. As the load is resistive, the load current is in phase with the secondary
voltage and the power factor improves to near unity.
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Figure 6.8 Photograph of the test setup for the insulation resistance test.
6.4 OTHER EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Several other tests were conducted on the HTSPCT in addition to those mentioned in Section 6.3.
Some of the tests, such as the insulation and dc resistance tests, were performed on the HTSPCT
before those of Section 6.3 as they ensure the device is electrically safe to energise. Some of
the other tests, like the fault ride through test, were performed later as they were considered
potentially damaging to the transformer.
6.4.1 Insulation Resistance and DC Resistance Tests
The first test performed on the HTSPCT was an insulation resistance (IR) test. This was
performed with a S1-5005 insulation tester from Megger shown in Figure 6.8. The insulation was
tested between the inside and outside windings from the bushings both prior to and after filling
the LN2 chamber, as shown in the circuit diagram of Figure 6.9. Because the main transformer
assembly was made from g10 fibre, IR tests were not performed between the windings and the
tank. The test voltage was 500V for 60 seconds. The results from the IR testing were 128GΩ for
the dry test and 9.1GΩ for the wet test. This was a pass in both tests although the significant
reduction in resistance was noted and is discussed in Section 6.6.4.
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Figure 6.9 Circuit diagram for the insulation resistance test.
The second test performed was a dc resistance test for each winding using a MPK254 Digital
Micro-Ohmmeter from Megabras. This test was performed both prior to and after filling the
LN2 chamber. Measurements were taken from between the winding’s bushings. The results for
the dry test were 4.133Ω and 4.741Ω for the inside and outside windings respectively. The dc
resistance under LN2 was measured as 2.3mΩ for the inside winding and 2.5mΩ for the outside
winding. This result indicates that the HTS wire was superconducting and that the combined
resistance of the copper lead-outs, busbars, and bushings was small.
6.4.2 Overload Test Results
The transformer was tested for an extended period of time with a 1.1 per unit resistive load.
The original purpose of the test was to perform a high load endurance test of the transformer.
However, the losses at this operating point causing LN2 boil off were such that the test could
only be run for 9 hours.
Cooling of the windings during the test was from a continuous-flow type cryostat system, where
the LN2 level was maintained using the cooling system of Section 5.4.5 fed from a 160L LN2
Dewar. Approximately half of the LN2 was used to fill the HTSPCT Dewar for the test, the rest
was consumed during the testing of the transformer through mechanical and electrical losses.
The transformer performance was stable throughout the testing and it is believed that with an
adequate cooling system, the transformer could run continuously at this load level. A summary
of the results for the overload test are given in Table 6.4.
These results given in Table 6.4 are comparable to those from the resistive load test of Sec-
tion 6.3.3. The current, volt-amperes and real powers have all consistently increased in the
overload test from the resistive load test, while the voltages and phase angles have remained
constant.
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Table 6.4 Overload test measurements.
Parameter Measured
Test duration (hours) 9
Inside winding voltage (V) 231
Inside winding current (A) 71.5
Inside winding current’s phase (deg) -22
Outside winding voltage (V) 224
Outside winding current (A) 67.5
Outside winding current’s phase (deg) 0
Volt-amperes (kVA) 16.5
Real power (kW) 15.4
Power factor 0.93
Load Power (kW) 15.1
Efficiency (%) 98.1
Voltage regulation (%) 2.86
6.4.3 Separate Source AC Withstand Voltage Test
This test was performed in accordance with IEC 60076-3. Figure 6.10 shows a circuit diagram of
the test setup. The secondary side of the HTSPCT was tied to earth and the primary winding
connected to the test voltage. The test voltage was 3029V and the test duration was 60 seconds.
The test voltage was supplied from a 230V to 11 kV distribution transformer fed from a variable
ac source, and the test frequency was 50Hz. Figure 6.11 shows the test setup with the 11 kV
distribution transformer on the left.
Figure 6.10 Circuit diagram of the test setup for the separate source ac withstand voltage test.
Although not necessary for this test, the high voltage current was not able to be measured due to
the very low capacitance of the HTSPCT insulation. The low voltage side current was measured
instead and converted to the high voltage current via the distribution transformer turns ratio.
The low voltage current was measured at 109mA which converted to 2.27mA on the high voltage
side. This gives an estimated insulation capacitance of 2.4 nF resulting in a resonant frequency
of approximately 16 kHz.
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Figure 6.11 Photograph of the test setup for the separate source ac withstand voltage test.
6.4.4 Fault Ride Through
The final test performed on the HTSPCT was a fault ride through test. This test was performed
last as it was considered to have the highest potential for transformer failure. In this test, the
HTSPCT secondary winding was connected to the 15 kW resistive load shown in Figure 6.2(c).
The rated voltage was applied to the primary winding through the 600A supply without the
70A variac in the circuit. The secondary winding was then short circuited via the manually
operated switch also shown in Figure 6.2(c).
The voltage and current for the primary and secondary windings was monitored with a four
channel oscilloscope. The quench detection system was used to protect the transformer. When
the manual switch was operated, the secondary voltage was reduced to zero. This resulted in
the voltage regulation increasing above the threshold of the quench detection system, and a
contactor was opened cutting power to the circuit. The measured fault level was approximately
350A rms. This lasted for about 7 cycles before the contactor was operated.
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Figure 6.12 Oscilloscope traces of the primary voltage, (V), and current, (A), during the fault ride through
test.
Figure 6.13 Oscilloscope traces of the secondary voltage, (V), and current, (A), during the fault ride through
test.
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Figure 6.14 Photograph of the HTSPCT windings after the fault ride through testing showing no visible
damage.
Oscilloscope traces of the primary voltage and current for one particular measurement are shown
in Figure 6.12. From the trace, it is apparent that the inception of the fault occurred approx-
imately 0.01 seconds before the oscilloscope triggered at time equal to 0 seconds. A slight
reduction in the voltage magnitude as the fault current appears is apparent, which is due to
the voltage drop across the impedance of the supply. The transient nature of the waveform is
entirely dependent on the point of the wave where the fault occurs.
Figure 6.13 shows the measured voltage and current of the secondary winding for the same
instance. At the time the fault is applied, the secondary voltage reduces to zero. The measured
secondary current is very similar to that of the primary winding, with approximately the same
magnitude and transient component.
A visual inspection was carried out on the transformer upon completion of the testing. The
transformer was allowed to return to room temperature prior to opening the tank to prevent
moisture from damaging the windings. Figure 6.14 shows a photograph of the of the HTS
windings. The transformer suffered no visible damage as a result of this test.
IR and dc resistance tests were performed on the transformer at room temperature. The winding
resistances for the inside and outside windings were measured as 4.144Ω and 4.753Ω respectively.
These results are similar to those taken earlier. However, the insulation resistance was measured
at 450MΩ, a much smaller value than measured earlier. A second IR test was performed a few
hours later and measured 380MΩ, which is still a pass at this voltage rating. The reason for
this change is unclear at this stage.
6.5 COMPARISON WITH MODEL
Results from the key performance tests were compared to the modelling given in Chapter 4. For
each of the key tests; open circuit test, short circuit test, and resistive load test, the calculated
losses were compared to the measured losses. These comparisons are presented in Figures 6.15,
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Figure 6.15 Comparison between the measured and modelled open circuit power loss.
Figure 6.16 Comparison between the measured and modelled short circuit power loss.
6.16 and 6.17.
Figure 6.15 compares the measured and calculated losses for the open circuit test against the
open circuit voltage. The model shows good agreement with the measured data with the model
slightly overestimating the losses near the rated voltage where the model predicts about 130W
of core losses and about 38W of winding losses attributed to the primary winding. The bulk of
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Figure 6.17 Comparison between the measured and modelled resistive load test power loss.
the winding losses, approximately 33W, are due to magnetising loss in the perpendicular field.
These results are expected as the core losses would be high due to rated voltage being applied,
and the winding losses would be due to a strong radial field component.
Figure 6.16 compares the measured and calculated losses for the short circuit test against the
short circuit current. The model again shows good agreement with the measured data with the
model slightly underestimating the losses near the rated current. According to the model, at
rated current, the losses are dominated by the winding losses with 60W of losses spread evenly
across the primary and secondary windings (there is less than a Watt of core losses). The model
suggests the losses are mainly due to self field losses, 35W, and dynamic resistance in a parallel
field, 10W.
Figure 6.17 compares the measured losses from the resistive load testing with those calculated
with the model. The model shows good agreement with the measured data, with the model
slightly overestimating the losses for high loadings. According to the model, at rated load, there
are 128W of core losses; about 70W of primary winding losses and about 62W of secondary
winding losses. The losses are split between magnetising loss in the perpendicular field, 33W,
dynamic resistance losses in the perpendicular field, 49W, and self field losses, 34W.
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6.6 DISCUSSION
6.6.1 Open Circuit Test
In Chapter 2, the differences in magnetising current between full core and partial core trans-
formers were discussed. The main differences were that the magnitude is larger for a PCT and
the amount of harmonic distortion is less. Figures 6.18 and 6.19 show the harmonic magnitudes
of the open circuit voltage and current respectively up to the 30th harmonic. For clarity, the
magnitude of the fundamental has been cropped, they were 230.3V and 19.4A, so that the
higher harmonics can be seen.
The plots show that despite the applied voltage having distortion, (this is an unfortunate effect
of the supply at UoC caused by a large number of computers) the excitation current distortion
is very low, less than 2.5% THD. The open circuit current is also in quadrature to the applied
voltage as apparent from the measured phase in Table 6.1.
Even though the magnetising current is large when compared to a full core transformer, no onset
of core saturation is evident in the results. This result was expected as the designed peak flux
density was 0.7T. However, the larger magnetising current for the HTSPCT has resulted in a
reduction in the open circuit output voltage due to winding losses and leakage flux. This is
modelled as a voltage drop across the series components of the primary winding which primarily
consists of leakage reactance.
Figure 6.18 Plot of the harmonic content of the open circuit voltage up to the 30th harmonic. The fundamental
voltage of 230.3 V has been cropped.
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Figure 6.19 Plot of the harmonic content of the open circuit current up to the 30th harmonic. The fundamental
current of 19.4A has been cropped.
6.6.2 Short Circuit Test
The percentage impedance volts of the HTSPCT measured during the short circuit test was
about 11%. This is about twice the value compared to the 15 kVA distribution transformer used
in the separate source ac withstand voltage test. This is not necessarily a detrimental aspect to
the transformer, as a high impedance voltage can act to limit fault currents. However, it also
increases the voltage regulation of the transformer.
The primary reason for this is due to the 2mm inter-layer insulation used. This insulation was
required to keep the windings sufficiently cool during operation, but this adds to the leakage flux
by placing the windings further apart. This is confirmed by looking at the measured equivalent
series impedance. The measured equivalent series resistance was 0.015Ω and the measured
equivalent series reactance was 0.315Ω. This means that the majority of the series impedance
consists of leakage reactance.
6.6.3 Resistive Load Test
The resistive load test proved successful, in that the HTSPCT did not fail under full load
conditions. This was a significant improvement on the original prototype design which failed
after a few minutes at full load. This illustrates the benefits of the improved insulation design.
There is an expectation that because superconductors have zero resistance, a transformer made
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with superconductor windings will be 100% efficient. This is not the case because there are
core losses, and ac losses in the HTS windings. The HTSPCT efficiency was measured at 98.2%
at just over full load. This is a high value for a transformer of this size and could be further
improved using better transformer steel to reduce core losses and improving the series losses of
the HTSPCT. The transformer was also efficient over a large loading range. Unfortunately, the
measured electrical efficiency is not the true efficiency of the transformer because the winding
power loss, about 50% of the total losses at full load, is occurring at a cryogenic temperature.
According to the second law of thermodynamics, the best possible performance of a cryogenic
system operating between Th and Tc is the Carnot efficiency,
ηc =
Tc
(Th − Tc) (6.1)
where Tc is the cold temperature in Kelvin and Th is the hot temperature in Kelvin. The Carnot
efficiency for the HTSPCT is 34.8%, which means every 1W dissipated at 77K requires 2.87W
of cooling. The reality is that most cryocooler efficiencies are only a few percent of the Carnot
value and the actual cooling power requirement is several times greater [Shu et al. 2000]. More
discussion on the HTS losses is given in Section 6.6.5.
The voltage regulation of the HTSPCT is reasonably constant, only varying by less than 1% over
the whole load range. When compared to the 15 kVA distribution transformer, the HTSPCT
would have a larger variation in output voltage due to its higher series impedance, although the
output voltage is still within 5% of nominal. If the HTSPCT was to be used in a power system,
additional winding taps could be beneficial.
The plot of Figure 6.7 demonstrates the ability of the partial core design to still perform as
a power transformer despite having a very large magnetising current component compared to
traditional full core transformers. While the magnetising current is a significant component at
the lower load levels, when the load is increased above 30A, 45% of rated current, the power
factor of the HTSPCT is comparable to similar rated full core designs.
6.6.4 Other Results
While the HTSPCT passed the insulation resistance test for both dry and wet conditions, the
test provided a significant finding. This was the drop in insulation resistance by an order of
magnitude from the dry test to the wet test. This was an unexpected result as the dielectric
strength of LN2 measured by O’Neill in [O’Neill et al. 2000b] and shown in Section 3.3 of this
thesis was > 10 kVm−1, whereas the breakdown of air is around 1 kVm−1. The reason behind
the drop in resistance is not clear at this this stage and will require more research.
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The overload test demonstrated the ability of the HTSPCT to operate at very high levels for an
extended period of time. This showed the effectiveness of the insulation design to keep the HTS
windings cool even though the rate of LN2 boil-off was high.
The separate source AC withstand voltage test proved the insulation design’s ability to withstand
voltages in excess of the rated voltage. This result was expected as the inter-layer insulation was
designed for the cooling of the conductors and far exceeds the voltage insulation requirements.
The maximum inter-layer electric field during normal operation is 81.3Vmm−1 and the maximum
turn to turn voltage is only 1V, whereas the breakdown of the LN2 is > 10 kVm
−1 and the turn
to turn insulation is 400V.
The fault ride through testing demonstrated the HTSPCT’s ability to withstand short circuit
forces. Even though the transformer showed no damage from this test, it must be noted that
the layer winding design used in the HTSPCT is considered a mechanically weak design. For a
transformer with concentric windings, forces acting on the windings during a short circuit fault
try to pull the inside winding turns into the center of the transformer while pushing the outside
winding turns outwards [de Azevedo et al. 2007]. If the forces are great enough, this can result
in a collapse and/or buckling of the windings. For this reason, most large transformers use a
pancake winding design and pre-load the windings. However, the forces generated in smaller
transformers are usually not large enough to cause this damage and a layer winding design,
which is significantly easier to manufacture, is often used.
Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show that the switching of the fault did not occur at the worst possible
point in the supply waveform, namely the voltage zero crossing. This switching was considered
close enough being that the switching was conducted manually and a synchronous switch was
not able to be used.
In addition, the current amplitude was far in excess of the critical current of the HTS wire. The
HTS wire would no longer be superconductive and would be in the resistive state. Therefore,
it is likely that the majority of the fault current was traveling through the silver matrix of the
tape resulting in very high current densities in the silver. For this reason, the fault ride through
was limited to the response time of the protection circuit rather than longer tests as sometimes
specified in factory acceptance testing.
6.6.5 HTS Losses
Table 6.5 lists the losses calculated from the model for the open circuit, short circuit and resistive
load test. The calculated losses for the core and each winding are given, as well as the losses
calculated for each part of the HTS ac loss model across the whole winding.
The open circuit test fully magnetises the core to its designed value without having a strong field
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Table 6.5 Calculated Losses.
Power Loss Open Circuit Short Circuit Load Test
Core 130 0.063 128
Inside Winding 38.0 30.3 77.7
Outside Winding 0 30.1 70.6
PB,‖ 0.32 8.82 8.94
PB,⊥ 33.0 1.25 33.1
Pdr,‖ 0.047 9.54 9.57
Pdr,⊥ 2.11 5.60 58.0
Prl 4.33× 10−12 783 × 10−6 0.045
Psf 2.50 35.2 38.6
in the winding air gap as there is no current in the secondary winding. This results in the flux
having a strong radial component, as seen in the PB,⊥ calculation, while the current carrying
component of the losses is small, reflected in the Prl and Psf calculations.
The short circuit test in traditional transformers provides a good indication of the winding losses
for the transformer under load. Unfortunately, this is not strictly the case with HTS conductors.
This is because of the influence of the magnetic field on the ac losses of the HTS wire and the
high anisotropy of those losses. Under short circuit conditions, the flux in the transformer in
mainly in the air gap between the primary and secondary windings. This flux is predominantly
in the axial direction, with only a comparably small radial component. This is reflected in
the calculations which show a strong axial component, PB,‖, as well as larger current carrying
components, seen in the increases of Pdr, Prl, and Psf compared to the open circuit calculations.
The resistive load test calculations are a combination of the open and short circuit cases with
the individual loss components almost a sum of the open and short circuit calculations. The one
notable exception to this is the Pdr,⊥ which makes up nearly half of the total calculated losses.
This is due to the combination of both high currents and high radial magnetic field.
Figure 6.20 illustrates the total calculated HTS ac losses for each turn in the HTSPCT, where
turn 1 is the topmost turn and turn 80 is the lowest turn and layers 1 to 8 are numbered from
the closest to the core outwards. As shown in the figure, the losses are greatest at the ends of
the windings closest to the core. This is where the strongest radial flux is found. The FEA
software modelled the peak radial flux density at this point as being 0.04T. This flux density
would reduce the dc critical current to around 89A. The peak current of 91A at full load exceeds
this value suggesting that the rated value of the transformer should be lower.
It is apparent from this analysis that the radial component of the magnetic field is a significant
contributing factor to the ac losses of the HTSPCT. Also, the quantity of losses developed at
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Figure 6.20 The total HTS ac losses calculated for each turn in the HTSPCT.
LN2 temperatures are too high to make this design viable in a commercial environment when
the ”cooling penalty” (mentioned above) is taken into account. For these reasons, it would
be advantageous to research ways to reduce the radial component of the field, for example
incorporating the use of flux diverters into the design [Al Mosawi et al. 2001].
6.6.6 Model Limitations
There are some limitations to the modelling used in this thesis. While aspects of the model
were based on measured data such as the magnetising losses PB and the resistive losses Psf ,
other parts of the model were unable to be verified through experiments. These include the
parameters λ‖ and λ⊥ in the dynamic resistance model and q and Csf in the self field losses
model. λ‖ and λ⊥ were estimated to be 0.95 and 0.94 respectively and q and Csf were adjusted
to give a reasonable fit with the measured data with q = 1.5 and Csf = 45600. As the dynamic
resistance and self field losses made up a significant portion of the calculated losses, this is not
the preferable solution.
Another limitation with the model lies with the finite element analysis of the magnetic field.
The non linear effects of the core and of screening currents in the HTS itself were not modelled.
The effect of these aspects on the global flux distribution was assumed to be negligible but this
may not actually be the case. This could be a reason for the difference between calculated and
measured excitation current as Xm is the main contributing factor to this current magnitude.
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Despite these limitations, the model has been able to give a reasonable approximation to the
measured data across a wide range of operating conditions. This suggests that although the
calculated losses may not be exactly right for their individual components, the overall sum of
the losses is probably correct.
6.7 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter presented the experimental setup and testing of the new prototype HTSPCT.
Details of the experimental safety procedures and of the equipment used during the testing were
given. Special mention of the LN2 filling procedure and of important measurement techniques
were also detailed.
The HTSPCT was extensively tested to ascertain its electrical performance. The key operating
characteristics were found using open circuit, short circuit and resistive load tests. A linear
relationship between the open circuit voltage and current was found indicating that saturation
of the core did not occur. The series impedance of the HTSPCT was found to be larger than a
similar rated 11 kV distribution transformer and was due to the inter-layer insulation increasing
the leakage flux. The HTSPCT was found to be 98.2% efficient at full load, with 2.86% voltage
regulation.
Additional tests included an insulation resistance test which found a drop in resistance between
the dry and wet conditions. An overload test demonstrated the validity of the new insulation
design to cool the windings over an extended period under very high loading. The separate source
ac withstand voltage test proved the dielectric strength of the insulation system is sufficient for
the rated voltage. The fault ride through test showed how the HTSPCT was able to withstand
short circuit forces without damaging the windings.
The tests results were compared to the modelling from Chapter 4. There was good agreement
between the measured and the calculated results. The various components of the modelling
results were discussed with reference to the current and magnetic field distribution in the winding
space, and the limitations to the modelling were examined. The major contributing factor to the
HTS losses is believed to be the radial component of the magnetic field around the end winding
space of the transformer.
The testing has shown that despite being a partial core design with the resulting large mag-
netising current associated with these designs, the HTSPCT was able to perform well as a
power transformer. The power factor, voltage regulation, and efficiency of power transfer during
resistive load testing were all acceptable for a transformer of that power rating.
The new winding design was successful at maintaining mechanical strength under large forces
and thermal cycling. This was proven by the ability of the transformer to withstand short
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circuits applied to the secondary terminals during full load as noted in Section 6.4.4. It should
be noted however, that transformers with much larger power ratings would likely be unsuitable
for the layer type winding design presented here. The forces under fault conditions would be
enough to cause deformation of the windings. An alternative design using pancake coils would
be more structurally robust.
The winding design also demonstrated the benefits of improved contact between the HTS wire
and the LN2 as was shown by the performance during the overload testing in Section 6.4.2.
During this test, the peak currents were expected to be approaching the magnetic field reduced
critical current of the tape although no failure of the windings occurred. This is a significant
improvement of the previous generation of HTSPCT which was discussed in Chapter 3.
The ac losses of the HTS wire were found to be present at even at current levels well below the
critical current of the tape. As discussed in Section 6.6.5, radial flux present in the HTSPCT
design was found to be the most significant contributing factor to the ac losses. Some proposed
methods for loss reduction of the HTSPCT are given in Chapter 7 as possible future research
areas.
Because of the HTS ac losses, setting the rated current of the transformer is not about critical
current, but rather a loss management issue as it is in most other electric power devices. This
is further complicated with the ac HTS losses occurring at cryogenic temperatures and the
cooling power requirements associated with this as discussed in Section 6.6.3. The designer of
the transformer has to find a balance between the energy throughput of the transformer and the
refrigeration power retirements.
Chapter 7
FUTURE WORK
7.1 MODEL REFINEMENT
As discussed in Chapter 6, there were some aspects of the modelling presented in this thesis that
could be improved upon. This includes parts of the ac loss model and parts of the magnetic
field modelling.
7.1.1 HTS AC Losses
The most significant aspects of the ac loss model for the HTS wire that need refinement include
the parameters λ‖ and λ⊥ in the dynamic resistance model and q and Csf in the self field losses
model. These aspects of the model were unable to be specifically measured while researching
this thesis. There has been quite a lot of research conducted in this area, such as the work from
Rabbers et al. and Oomen et al. However, there does not seem to be a lot of agreement in the
literature as to the correct modelling methods. The wide variety in quality and performance of
the HTS wire available from manufacturers further complicates these issues.
A more robust model would be of benefit to future work in HTSPCT design. The research would
involve experiments to be set up that can measure the ac losses on a variety of sample tapes for
various ac transport currents, to determine self field losses. In addition, the effect of dc and ac
magnetic fields at various angles on the transport current losses should be investigated to evaluate
the effect of dynamic resistance. Possible methods for making the ac loss measurements are found
in many papers including [Schmidt 2000, Rabbers et al. 2001b, Jiang and Amemiya 2004, Nguyen
et al. 2005].
Finally the validity of the superposition assumption made should be investigated. Are the
different aspects of the ac losses such as magnetising loss, self field loss and dynamic resistance
truly independent of each other? If so, then the current modelling method is suitable to use, if
not, then an alternative method should be investigated.
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7.1.2 Finite Element Model
Another limitation with the model lies with the finite element analysis of the magnetic field.
The difference between the calculated and measured shunt impedance of the HTSPCT is largely
due to the reactance, Xm. Previous use of the FEM had shown it to be more accurate in pre-
dicting the magnetising reactance of a PCT [Bell and Bodger 2007, Lapthorn and Bodger 2009].
However, the non linear effects of the core, and the screening currents and Meissner effect in the
HTS windings, were not modelled. The effect of these aspects on the global flux distribution
have resulted in a larger difference between the measured and calculated magnetising current.
A new finite element model that takes into account some of these aspects could be investigated.
Comparisons could be made with existing models to determine which aspects have the greatest
impact on the HTSPCT performance.
7.2 HTSPCT LOSS REDUCTION
The results from the experiments have shown that efficiency of the HTSPCT needs to improve
if the design is to be viable to use in the industry. Examples of ways to improve the design are
given below and include using flux diverters, a radially stacked laminated core, an amorphous
steel core or a coreless transformer.
7.2.1 Flux Diverters
The radial magnetic field components in the HTSPCT have been shown to be a major contributor
to the ac losses in the HTS windings of the HTSPCT. The largest radial magnetic flux density
was found to be located near the ends of the windings near the core, the same location as the
largest HTS losses.
A possible way to limit the radial field and therefore the ac losses in the HTS wire is to use
flux diverters. In [Al Mosawi et al. 2001], two powdered iron flux diverters were used inside
a cryostat of a 10 kVA HTS full core transformer. The diverters were placed at both ends of
the superconducting winding in order to reduce the radial component of leakage flux density in
the HTS tapes. The use of the flux diverters was shown to reduce the AC losses by 40% at
the nominal current. Figure 7.1 shows the effect of the Al-Mosawi et al. flux diverters on the
magnetic field distribution.
In [Li et al. 2008], finite element analysis of the effect of flux diverters on the radial magnetic flux
density showed a 16% reduction in the maximum radial flux density. These papers demonstrate
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Figure 7.1 Filed plot with and without flux diverters [Al Mosawi et al. 2001].
that the use of flux diverters would result in a significant reduction in the ac losses of HTS
windings in the HTSPCT, albeit at the cost of installing the diverters.
7.2.2 Radial Core
One of the contributing factors to the core losses measured in the HTSPCT was because of eddy
current losses associated with inter-laminar magnetic flux. This effect was modelled in Chapter 4
and referred to as flux in the b direction. One way to reduce these losses is to construct the core
with radially-oriented laminations.
In [Bell 2008], a radially-stacked laminated core was constructed and compared to a similar
sized core with parallel-oriented laminations, as seen in Figure 7.2. Tests were conducted on a
resonant PCT tuned to 1.1µF using the different core configurations and the losses monitored.
Testing showed that there was a reduction in losses of the transformer with the radial core used
compared to the traditional parallel core. In addition, the heating effects of the two core designs
were examined and the greatest heating was found to be on the ends of the parallel-stacked core
(a) Radially-oriented laminations. (b) Parallel-oriented laminations.
Figure 7.2 Photographs comparing the two core construction methods used in [Bell 2008].
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where there was the greatest inter-laminar magnetic flux.
A radially-stacked laminated core could be built for the HTSPCT as a replacement to the existing
parallel-stacked core. Tests could be conducted and comparisons made between the two core
designs.
7.2.3 Amorphous Steel Core
Amorphous metals are metallic materials with a noncrystalline liquid-like molecular structure.
They are formed in long and thin strips by rapidly cooling molten metal to prevent crystallization
of the material during solidification. Transformer cores made from amorphous materials have
been shown to have significantly reduced losses compared with silicon steel cores [Luciano and
Kiminami 1997, Bodger et al. 2002b].
An amorphous steel core could be built for the HTSPCT as a replacement to the existing
parallel-stacked core. Tests could be conducted and comparisons made between the two core
designs.
7.2.4 Coreless Transformers
Another way to reduce the losses of the HTSPCT is to remove the core altogether. With no core
present, there can be no core losses. However, removing the core greatly increases the reluctance
of the magnetic circuit, and therefore the inductance will be greatly reduced. This requires more
ampere-turns to produce the needed magnetic flux. The output power and efficiency of an air-
core transformer increases with the primary current, the frequency, and the mutual inductance
between the transformer windings.
Traditionally, air-core transformers have been used in high frequency applications where eddy
current losses in a core would be too large and to keep the power transfer and efficiency to
acceptable levels. With the development of HTS wire, very high current densities are possible.
Combined with near zero resistance, this makes the possibility of an efficient mains frequency
air core transformer a reality.
A number of researchers have been investigating mains frequency, HTS, air-core transformers. In
[Chen and Jin 2009], a brief summary is given on various air-core superconducting transformer
designs from around the world, some of which are shown in Figure 7.3. Problems still exist with
high leakage flux and high excitation currents in these devices and more research is needed.
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(a) A solenoidal air-core HTS transformer
[Sua´rez et al. 2005].
(b) A toroidal air-core HTS transformer
[Pe´rez et al. 2003].
(c) A double pancake air-core HTS transformer
[Song et al. 2008].
Figure 7.3 Photographs of various air-core HTS transformer designs.
7.3 2G HTS WIRE
The design of the HTSPCT windings is such that they can easily be removed from the trans-
former main assembly. This was done in part so that other winding designs can be trialled using
the same vacuum Dewar. One such winding design that could be investigated would be using
second generation (2G) HTS wire made from yttrium barium copper oxide (YBCO).
YBCO HTS has several advantages over 1G HTS in power transformer devices including higher
critical current densities, improved mechanical properties and lower critical current anisotropy
[Sytnikov et al. 2007]. Despite these advantages, devices made from 2G HTS wire are only just
starting to be researched around the world. This is in part related to HTS manufacturers’ ability
to deliver 2G HTS tapes in commercial lengths at suitably high critical current densities, which
has only been achieved in the last couple of years [Selvamanickam et al. 2009].
A new winding made from 2G HTS could be constructed and compared to the 1G HTS winding
presented in this thesis. If the new winding was constructed to have the same dimensions and
number of turns as the 1G winding, a direct comparison could be made and the benefits of the
2G HTS wire could be investigated.
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7.4 THREE PHASE HTSPCT
A single phase HTSPCT is a useful and cost effective basis for research into novel supercon-
ducting power transformers. However, as the modern power system is based on three phases, a
logical progression of the research would be to study three phase HTSPCTs.
Figure 7.4 Diagram of the arrangement for a three phase HTSPCT.
If three identical HTSPCT windings are constructed and arranged in an equilateral triangular
configuration as shown in Figure 7.4, they can be connected as a three phase HTSPCT. The
magnetic flux from each partial-core would return through the remaining two cores reducing the
magnetic reluctance.
An analysis of a three phase air-core superconducting power transformer is given in [Yamaguchi
et al. 1999] and research into three phase partial core transformers at room temperature is given
in [Bell 2004]. These can be used as a basis for research into three phase HTSPCTs.
Chapter 8
CONCLUSIONS
This thesis began by introducing some basic transformer theory. An ideal transformer was
discussed first and then the losses in the transformer were developed based on the Steinmetz
equivalent circuit. The differences between full core and partial core transformers were then
discussed, the most significant difference being the magnetising reactance value which is much
smaller in the partial core transformer. Superconductors were then introduced where the origins
and the basic theory of superconductivity were discussed. Then high temperature superconduc-
tivity was compared to conventional superconductors and some of the differences highlighted
such as operating temperature and the high anisotropy of high temperature superconducting
wires.
The previous research at UoC leading to a prototype high temperature superconducting partial
core transformer was then presented. This included early partial core design and material
testing at cryogenic temperatures. This early research lead to the design and construction of
the first high temperature superconducting partial core transformer although it was unable
to be fully tested at that time due to a Dewar failure. Repairs to the Dewar by the author
enabled several electrical tests to be conducted on the transformer to determine its performance.
The transformer failed while testing under full load with the primary winding becoming open
circuit. An investigation into the failure mechanisms lead to the conclusions that operating near
critical limits combined with insufficient cooling were main contributing factors. An alternative
winding design with greater emphasis on conductor cooling was then trialled in a full core high
temperature superconductor design. This design, while not optimised, was tested successfully
at rated load and demonstrated the benefits of the new winding design.
A model for high temperature superconducting partial core transformers was then developed.
The model was based on previous research on the reverse design method which determines the
transformer’s performance from the dimensions and properties of the materials used. The RDM
modelling used a combination of circuit theory and finite element analysis to determine the
equivalent circuit components of the Steinmetz transformer circuit. An ac loss model for the
high temperature superconducting wire was also developed by the author. The model combined
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empirical and theoretical models of different aspects of the ac losses along with time harmonic
finite element modelling of the transformer’s magnetic field to determine an equivalent resistance
for each winding. This method for modelling the ac losses of HTS devices have never before
been attempted and represents the core theoretical advance for this thesis.
A computer program was then written that uses the developed model to determine the perfor-
mance of a high temperature superconducting partial core transformer. The program was used
to design a replacement transformer to the prototype that failed. The new design had several
aspects in common with the failed prototype including the core and liquid nitrogen containment
vessel. The winding design used an improved version of the successfully tested cooling system
employed in the full core high temperature superconductor transformer.
The new prototype high temperature superconducting partial core transformer was then built
and a series of electrical tests were performed two determine the transformer’s performance
characteristics. The tests were based, where applicable, on international transformer testing
standards. The key operating characteristics were found using open circuit, short circuit and
resistive load tests. A linear relationship between the open circuit voltage and current was
found indicating that saturation of the core did not occur. The transformer was found to
be 98.2% efficient at full load, with 2.86% voltage regulation. Additional tests included an
insulation resistance test which found a drop in resistance between the dry and wet conditions.
An overload test demonstrated the validity of the new insulation design to cool the windings
over an extended period under very high loading. The separate source ac withstand voltage test
proved the dielectric strength of the insulation system is sufficient for the rated voltage. The
fault ride through test showed how the transformer was able to withstand the short circuit forces
without damaging the windings.
The tests’ results were compared to the modelling. There was good agreement between the
measured and the calculated results. The various components of the modelling results were
discussed with reference to the current and magnetic field distribution in the winding space,
and the limitations to the modelling were examined. The major contributing factor to the HTS
losses is believed to be the radial component of the magnetic field around the end winding space
of the transformer.
The research contained in this thesis demonstrates that the partial core transformer concept
can be used with HTS wires to produce a working power transformer. The concepts introduced
such as the RDM for transformer design, the modelling of the transformer performance and
the inter-layer insulation design could be used by future users to develop their own HTSPCT
designs. The RDM in particular shows great promise in being a useful design tool that can be
used by transformer designers in industry today. It enables them to design transformers based
on available materials and using specifications such as size and weight as design parameters
rather than simply voltages and power ratings of traditional design methods.
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The author believes that HTSPCTs used as power transformers will eventually become widespread
throughout the world as benefits of reduced size and weight, simplified construction and less ma-
terials used see them become a more cost effective solution over traditional designs. Two barriers
currently exist that are preventing the commercial viability of the HTSPCT design. Firstly is
the availability and cost of the HTS wire which is currently prohibitively expensive and difficult
to get in suitable sized lengths for transformer use. HTS wire is a relatively immature technol-
ogy and the costs and manufacturing difficulties are likely to reduce greatly as the technology
matures. Secondly are the losses associated with the radial magnetic field of the PCT affecting
the efficiency of the device. This will require more research into how to limit these losses. Some
of the possible methods for loss reduction are discussed in Chapter 7 and include 2G HTS wire,
radial cores and flux diverters.
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Appendix A
TRANSFORMER DESIGN PROGRAM OUTPUT
This appendix provides details on the output of the transformer design program for the 15 kVA
high temperature superconducting partial core transformer. The Figures A.1 through to A.4
show the output from the the various worksheets of the transformer design program. A brief
description of each of the variables is given along with the Figures.
A.1 INPUT DATA WORKSHEET
The input data worksheet is where the inputs for the reverse design method is made. It contains
the dimensions and properties of the materials used in the design as well as load and supply
specifications. Figure A.1 contains the data used for the 15 kVA HTSPCT.
A.1.1 Material Specifications
Core Properties
Core type The core type of the transformer. Options are Core type (a full core transformer),
and Partial Core. The shell type full core transformer has not been implemented yet.
Core shape The shape of the limb of the core. Options are Square and Circular.
Core stacking type The lamination stacking orientation. At the time of writing only parallel
stacked laminations have been implemented. Radial stacked laminations, (see Chapter 7),
are planned to be included in the future.
Lamination thickness The thickness of an individual core lamination in millimeters.
Stacking factor The ratio of core material to lamination insulation.
Relative permeability The relative permeability of the core material used in the modelling.
Resistivity at 20◦C The resistivity of the core material at room temperature in ohm meters.
Thermal resistivity coefficient The amount the resistivity of the core material changes in
ohm meters per degree Celsius.
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Figure A.1 The Input Data Worksheet.
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Operating temperature The steady state temperature of the core in degrees Celsius.
Material density The density of the core material in kilograms per cubic meter.
Material cost The cost of the core material in dollars per kilogram.
Core Dimensions
Length The axial length of the core in millimeters.
Inner radius The radius of a hole in the center of a circular core in millimeters. Zero if no
hole is present.
Outer radius The radius of a circular core in millimeters.
Width 1 (breadth) The breadth of a rectangular core in millimeters.
Width 2 (depth) The depth of a rectangular core in millimeters.
Former
Material The material of the former.
Thickness The distance from the core the the first winding layer.
Overall
Length The axial length of the winding section in millimeters.
Layers The number of winding layers in that winding section.
Wire
Material type The material used in the winding section. Options are copper, aluminium or
Bi2223.
Shape The wire shape of the winding section. Options are rectangular or round.
Diameter The wire diameter for round wire in millimeters.
Radial width The width in the radial direction for rectangular wire in millimeters.
Axial width The width in the axial direction for rectangular wire in millimeters.
Insulation thickness The wire insulation thickness in millimeters.
Insulation relative permeability The relative permeability of the wire insulation in millime-
ters.
Stacking factor (axial direction) The ratio of wire, wire insulation and air in the axial di-
rection.
Operating temperature Operating temperature of the winding section.
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Resistivity at 20◦C The resistivity of the wire at room temperature, (0◦C for HTS), in degrees
Celsius.
Thermal resistivity coefficient The amount the resistivity of the wire changes in ohm meters
per degree Celsius.
n-value in self field at 77K The n-value for HTS conductors at 77 Kelvin in self field.
Critical current in self field at 77K The n-value for HTS conductors at 77 Kelvin in self
field.
Material density The density of the wire section material in kilograms per cubic meter.
Material cost The cost of the wire section material in dollars per kilogram.
Inter-Layer Insulation
Thickness The radial thickness of the inter-layer insulation for the winding section in millime-
ters.
Circumferential overlap The amount of circumferential overlap of the inter-layer insulation
for the winding section in millimeters.
Winding ends overlap The overlap in the axial direction of the inter-layer insulation for the
winding section in millimeters.
Material weight per CSA The weight in kilograms of one square meter of the inter-layer
insulation for the winding section.
Material cost per CSA The cost in dollars of one square meter of the inter-layer insulation
for the winding section.
Inter-Section Insulation
Thickness The radial thickness of the inter-section insulation for the winding section in mil-
limeters.
Circumferential overlap The amount of circumferential overlap of the inter-section insulation
for the winding section in millimeters.
Winding ends overlap The overlap in the axial direction of the inter-section insulation for
the winding section in millimeters.
Material weight per CSA The weight in kilograms of one square meter of the inter-section
insulation for the winding section.
Material cost per CSA The cost in dollars of one square meter of the inter-section insulation
for the winding section.
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Superconductor Fitting Parameters
Ic parallel field turning point The fitting parameter B‖ from Equation 4.55.
Ic perpendicular field turning point The fitting parameter B⊥ from Equation 4.54.
Ic parallel field slope The fitting parameter P‖ from Equation 4.55.
Ic perpendicular field slope The fitting parameter P⊥ from Equation 4.54.
n-value parallel field turning point The fitting parameter for the n-value similar to B‖.
n-value perpendicular field turning point The fitting parameter for the n-value similar to
B⊥.
n-value parallel field slope The fitting parameter for the n-value similar to P‖.
n-value perpendicular field slope The fitting parameter for the n-value similar to P⊥.
A.1.2 Winding Connections
Winding Section
Primary winding connected (Yes/No) Denotes whether the winding section is connected
to the primary.
Secondary winding connected (Yes/No) Denotes whether the winding section is connected
to the secondary.
A.1.3 Supply Conditions
Supply Specifications
Voltage The rms vale of voltage applied to the primary winding in volts.
Frequency The fundamental frequency of the supply voltage in hertz.
Voltage for short circuit test The rms value of voltage applied to the primary winding dur-
ing the short circuit test in volts.
A.1.4 Load Conditions
Load Characteristics
Load resistance The value of the resistive component for the loaded test in ohms.
Load reactance The value of the reactive component for the loaded test in ohms. Negative
value denotes capacitive loading.
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A.1.5 File Locations
Main File Name The filename used for saving the input data sheet when the Save Data Sheet
routine is run.
A.2 DESIGN REVIEW WORKSHEET
The Design Review Worksheet contains the results from the Design Calculations & CTM and
FEM routines. The inputs for these routines are from the Input Data Worksheet. Figures A.2
and A.3 contain the output for the 15 kVA HTSPCT.
A.2.1 Supply Specifications
Voltage The rms vale of voltage applied to the primary winding in volts.
Frequency The fundamental frequency of the supply voltage in hertz.
A.2.2 Physical Parameters
Core
Core Type The core type of the transformer. Used in size calculations.
Number of laminations The number of laminations based on core size, lamination thickness
and stacking factor.
Resistivity The resistivity of the core at the operating temperature in ohm meters.
Cross sectional area The cross sectional area of the core in square meters.
Volume The volume of the core in cubic meters.
Weight The weight of the core in kilograms.
Cost The cost of the core material.
Winding window width The width of the winding area for core type transformers in mil-
limeters. Includes windings, insulation and former thickness.
Winding Sections - Overall
Designation Indicates if the winding section is primary connected (P) or secondary connected
(S).
Length The axial length of the winding section in millimeters.
Layers The number of layers in the winding section.
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Figure A.2 The Design Review Worksheet.
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Figure A.3 The Design Review Worksheet continued.
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Thickness The radial thickness of the winding section in millimeters.
Space factor the ratio of conductor to insulation in the winding section.
Outside width 1 The outer breadth of the winding section for square core transformers in
millimeters. Outer diameter for circular cores.
Outside width 2 The outer width of the winding section for square core transformers in mil-
limeters. Outer diameter for circular cores.
Winding Sections - Wire
Turns per layer The number of turns per layer of the winding section.
Turns total The total number of turns in that winding section.
Conductor cross sectional area The cross sectional area of the wire in winding section in
square millimeters.
Resistivity The resistivity of the wire in winding section at the operating temperature in ohm
meters.
Length The length of the wire in the winding section in meters.
Weight The weight of the wire in the winding section in kilograms.
Cost The cost of the wire in the winding section in dollars.
Winding Sections - Inter-Layer Insulation
Length The circumferential length of the inter-layer insulation for the winding section in meters
.
Breadth The breadth of the inter-layer insulation for the winding section in meters.
Weight The weight of the inter-layer insulation for the winding section in kilograms.
Cost The cost of the inter-layer insulation for the winding section in dollars.
Winding Sections - Inter-Section Insulation
Length The circumferential length of the inter-section insulation for the winding section in
meters .
Breadth The breadth of the inter-section insulation for the winding section in meters.
Weight The weight of the inter-section insulation for the winding section in kilograms.
Cost The cost of the inter-section insulation for the winding section in dollars.
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Primary / Secondary Winding
Primary winding total turns The total number of turns of the primary connected windings.
Secondary winding total turns The total number of turns of the secondary connected wind-
ings.
Primary winding length The total length of wire of the primary connected winding in meters.
Secondary winding length The total length of wire of the secondary connected winding in
meters.
Winding thickness factor The radial thickness of the windings and insulation.
Aspect ratio Ratio of the maximum axial height of the windings and the winding thickness
factor.
Mean perimeter of primary winding The average circumferential length of the primary
winding in millimeters. Parameter l1 in Figure 4.5.
Mean perimeter of secondary winding The average circumferential length of the secondary
winding in millimeters. Parameter l2 in Figure 4.5.
Mean perimeter of interwinding space The average circumferential length of the inter-
winding space in millimeters. Parameter l12 in Figure 4.5.
Primary winding thickness The radial thickness of the primary winding and insulation in
millimeters. Parameter d1 in Figure 4.5.
Secondary winding thickness The radial thickness of the secondary winding and insulation
in millimeters. Parameter d2 in Figure 4.5.
Interwinding space thickness The radial thickness of the inter-winding space in millimeters.
Parameter ∆d in Figure 4.5.
Turns Ratio
Primary / secondary The ratio between the primary winding total turns and the secondary
winding total turns. Referred to as a in the thesis.
Secondary / primary The ratio between the secondary winding total turns and the primary
winding total turns.
Weight
Winding The total weight of the winding material in kilograms.
Core The total weight of the core material in kilograms.
Insulation The total weight of the winding insulation material in kilograms.
Other The total weight of any other materials used in the transformer in kilograms.
Total The total weight of the transformer materials in kilograms.
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Cost
Winding The total cost of the winding material in dollars.
Core The total cost of the core material in dollars.
Insulation The total cost of the winding insulation material in dollars.
Other The total cost of any other materials used in the transformer in dollars.
Total The total cost of the transformer materials in dollars.
A.2.3 Skin Effect Parameters
Core
Penetration depth at fundamental frequency The distance of one skin depth in the core
laminations at the fundamental frequency in millimeters.
Maximum frequency for complete flux penetration The maximum frequency of “uniform
flux density” in the core lamination in Hertz.
Cross sectional area (inc. sf and skin depth) The effective cross sectional area of the core
taking into account the stacking factor and skin depth in square meters.
Core effective volume The effective volume of the core taking into account the stacking factor
and skin depth in meters cubed.
Winding Sections - Overall
Penetration depth at fundamental freq The distance of one skin depth in the winding sec-
tion material at the fundamental frequency in millimeters.
Effective cross sectional area The effective cross sectional area of the winding section ma-
terial taking into account the skin depth in square millimeters.
Maximum frequency for radial flux penetration The maximum frequency for “uniform
flux density” in the radial direction of winding section material in Hertz.
Maximum frequency for axial flux penetration The maximum frequency for “uniform flux
density” in the axial direction of winding section material in Hertz.
Winding resistance The effective winding section resistance taking into account skin effect in
ohms.
A.2.4 Core Flux Density
Maximum flux density from V1 at fundamental frequency The maximum flux density
in the core at the fundamental frequency in tesla.
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RMS flux density estimate The estimated rms flux density in the core at the fundamental
frequency in tesla.
A.2.5 Circuit Theory Model Parameters
Leakage reactance correction factor The factor calculated from Equation 4.49.
Magnetising reactance correction factor The factor calculated from Equation 4.48.
Length of core magnetic flux path The length of the magnetic flux path through the core
material in meters.
Core flux reluctance The magnetic reluctance of the core in turns per henry.
Air flux reluctance at each end The magnetic reluctance of the air path for partial-cores in
turns per henry.
Core effective relative permeability The effective relative permeability of the magnetic flux
path taking into account the air flux reluctance.
Core hysteresis loss The hysteresis losses in the core at the supply voltage in watts.
Flux Spreading Factor The factor L′ calculated from Equation 4.7.
Flux Spreading Length The factor Kec calculated from Equation 4.8.
Eddy current loss resistance The equivalent resistance Rec for eddy current losses in ohms.
A.2.6 Finite Element Model Parameters
Leakage flux (energy method) The leakage flux using the energy method given in [Bell 2008].
Permeance Matrix The permeance matrix P defined in Equation 4.40.
Inductance Matrix The inductance matrix L defined in Equation 4.41.
Coupling matrix A matrix of the magnetic coupling between winding sections.
Primary / Secondary winding reluctances
Primary winding total flux reluctance The magnetic reluctance of the primary winding in
turns per henry.
Primary winding leakage flux reluctance The leakage flux reluctance of the primary wind-
ing in turns per henry.
Secondary winding total flux reluctance The magnetic reluctance of the secondary wind-
ing in turns per henry.
Secondary winding leakage flux reluctance The leakage flux reluctance of the secondary
winding in turns per henry.
Primary / secondary mutual flux reluctance The mutual flux reluctance between the pri-
mary winding and the secondary winding in turns per henry.
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Primary / Secondary winding inductances and coupling
Primary winding self inductance The self inductance LP of the primary winding in henrys.
Secondary winding self inductance The self inductance LS of the secondary winding in
henrys.
Primary - secondary mutual inductance The mutual inductance MPS between the pri-
mary winding and the secondary winding in henrys.
Primary - secondary coupling The coupling between the primary winding and the secondary
winding.
A.2.7 Equivalent Circuit Parameters
Turns Ratio The ratio between the primary winding total turns and the secondary winding
total turns. Referred to as a in the thesis.
Primary resistance at fundamental frequency Equivalent resistance R1 of the primary
winding.
Secondary resistance at fundamental frequency Equivalent resistanceR2 of the secondary
winding.
Secondary resistance referred to primary The equivalent resistance of the secondary wind-
ing referred to the primary a2R2.
Circuit Theory Model
Hysteresis loss resistance The equivalent resistance Rh for the hysteresis losses in ohms.
Core loss resistance The equivalent resistance Rc for the total core losses in ohms.
Primary leakage reactance The equivalent leakage reactance X1 for the primary winding in
ohms.
Secondary leakage reactance The equivalent leakage reactance X2 for the secondary winding
in ohms.
Secondary leakage reactance referred to primary The equivalent leakage reactance a2X2
for the secondary winding referred to the primary winding in ohms.
Total leakage reactance referred to primary The total leakage reactance X12 referred to
the primary winding in ohms.
Magnetising reactance The equivalent magnetising reactance Xm in ohms.
Finite Element Model
Hysteresis loss resistance The equivalent resistance Rh for the hysteresis losses in ohms.
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Core loss resistance The equivalent resistance Rc for the total core losses in ohms.
Primary leakage reactance The equivalent leakage reactance X1 for the primary winding in
ohms.
Secondary leakage reactance The equivalent leakage reactance X2 for the secondary winding
in ohms.
Secondary leakage reactance referred to primary The equivalent leakage reactance a2X2
for the secondary winding referred to the primary winding in ohms.
Total leakage reactance referred to primary S&M Method The total leakage reactance
X12 referred to the primary winding in ohms using the series mutual method described in
Chapter 4.
Total leakage reactance referred to primary energy method The total leakage reactance
X12 referred to the primary winding in ohms using the series mutual method described in
[Bell 2008].
Difference between leakage inductance methods The percentage difference between the
series mutual method and the energy method.
Magnetising reactance The equivalent magnetising reactance Xm in ohms.
Has finite element model been run? Variable to check if the FEM routine was run. 0
means not run 1 means has been run.
A.2.8 High Temperature Superconductor Losses
Magnetisation Loss Parallel Field The magnetisation losses for the winding section calcu-
lated using Equation 4.69 in a parallel field in watts.
Magnetisation Loss Perpendicular Field The magnetisation losses for the winding section
calculated using Equation 4.69 in a perpendicular field in watts.
Dynamic Resistance Parallel Field The dynamic resistance losses for the winding section
calculated using Equation 4.64 in a parallel field in watts.
Dynamic Resistance Perpendicular Field The dynamic resistance for the winding section
calculated using Equation 4.65 in a perpendicular field in watts.
Resistive Loss The resistive losses for the winding section calculated using Equation 4.62 in
watts.
Self Field Loss The self field losses for the winding section calculated using Equation 4.67 in
watts.
Total AC Loss The total ac losses for the winding section calculated using Equation 4.50 in
watts.
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A.3 TEST RESULTS WORKSHEET
The Test Results Worksheet contains the results from the Test Results routine. This solves the
steinmetz equivalent circuit for various load conditions. The HTS Model routine also writes
to this worksheet updating it with the HTS ac losses. Figure A.4 contains the output for the
15 kVA HTSPCT.
A.3.1 Open Circuit Performance
Primary winding voltage The rms value of the primary winding terminal voltage under open
circuit conditions in volts.
Secondary winding voltage The rms value of the secondary winding terminal voltage under
open circuit conditions in volts.
Magnetising current The rms value of the primary winding current under open circuit con-
ditions in amps.
Primary current’s phase The phase angle of the primary winding current under open circuit
conditions with respect to the voltage in degrees.
Volt-amperes The apparent power from the supply under open circuit conditions in volt-
amperes.
Real power The real power from the supply under open circuit conditions in watts.
Power factor The power factor on the supply side under open circuit conditions.
Equivalent parallel resistance The equivalent parallel resistance to draw the calculated cur-
rent from the supply in ohms.
Equivalent parallel reactance The equivalent parallel reactance to draw the calculated cur-
rent from the supply in ohms.
Primary winding real power The real power dissipated in the primary winding in watts.
Secondary winding real power The real power dissipated in the secondary winding in watts.
Core real power The real power dissipated in the core in watts.
A.3.2 Short Circuit Performance
Primary winding voltage The rms value of the primary winding terminal voltage under short
circuit conditions in volts.
Primary winding current The rms value of the primary winding current under short circuit
conditions in amps.
Primary current’s phase The phase angle of the primary winding current under short circuit
conditions with respect to the voltage in degrees.
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Figure A.4 The Test Results Worksheet.
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Secondary winding current The rms value of the secondary winding current under short
circuit conditions in amps.
Secondary current’s phase The phase angle of the secondary winding current under short
circuit conditions referred to the primary in degrees.
Volt-amperes The apparent power from the supply under short circuit conditions in volt-
amperes.
Real power The real power from the supply under short circuit conditions in watts.
Power factor The power factor on the supply side under short circuit conditions.
Equivalent series resistance The equivalent series resistance to draw the calculated current
from the supply in ohms.
Equivalent series reactance The equivalent series reactance to draw the calculated current
from the supply in ohms.
Primary winding real power The real power dissipated in the primary winding in watts.
Secondary winding real power The real power dissipated in the secondary winding in watts.
Core real power The real power dissipated in the core in watts.
A.3.3 Loaded Circuit Performance
Primary winding voltage The rms value of the primary winding terminal voltage under
loaded conditions in volts.
Primary winding current The rms value of the primary winding current under loaded con-
ditions in amps.
Volt-amperes The apparent power from the supply under loaded conditions in volt-amperes.
Real power The real power from the supply under loaded conditions in watts.
Power factor The power factor on the supply side under loaded conditions.
Equivalent series resistance The equivalent series resistance to draw the calculated current
from the supply in ohms.
Equivalent series reactance The equivalent series reactance to draw the calculated current
from the supply in ohms.
A.3.4 Voltages
Primary terminal voltage The rms value of the primary winding terminal voltage under
loaded conditions in volts.
Primary voltage per turn The rms value of the primary winding voltage per turn in volts.
Primary voltage per insulation layer The rms value of the maximum voltage per insulation
layer in volts for the primary winding.
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Insulation gradient The maximum electric field experienced by the primary winding insula-
tion in volts per millimeter.
Referred to secondary The primary voltage referred to the secondary in volts.
Internal referred to primary The rms value of the internal induced voltage referred to the
primary winding.
Internal referred to secondary The rms value of the internal induced voltage referred to the
secondary winding.
Secondary terminal voltage The rms value of the secondary winding terminal voltage under
loaded conditions in volts.
Secondary voltage per turn The rms value of the secondary winding voltage per turn in
volts.
Secondary voltage per insulation layer The rms value of the maximum voltage per insu-
lation layer in volts for the secondary winding.
Insulation gradient The maximum electric field experienced by the secondary winding insu-
lation in volts per millimeter.
Referred to primary The secondary voltage referred to the primary in volts.
Primary/secondary terminal ratio The ratio of the primary to secondary terminal voltage.
Secondary/primary terminal ratio The ratio of the secondary to primary terminal voltage.
Voltage regulation The percentage voltage regulation of the transformer under loaded condi-
tions.
A.3.5 Currents and Densities
Primary winding current The rms value of the primary winding current under loaded con-
ditions in amps.
Primary winding current’s phase The phase angle of the primary winding current under
loaded conditions with respect to the voltage in degrees.
Primary winding cross sectional area The cross sectional area of the primary winding wire
in square millimeters.
Primary winding current density The current density in the primary winding in amps per
square millimeter.
Secondary winding current The rms value of the secondary winding current under loaded
conditions in amps.
Secondary winding current’s phase The phase angle of the secondary winding current un-
der loaded conditions referred to the primary in degrees.
Secondary winding cross sectional area The cross sectional area of the secondary winding
wire in square millimeters.
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Secondary winding current density The current density in the secondary winding in amps
per square millimeter.
A.3.6 Power Generation
Core The real power dissipated in the core in watts.
Primary winding The real power dissipated in the primary winding in watts.
Secondary winding The real power dissipated in the secondary winding in watts.
Load The real power dissipated in the load in watts.
Total The total real power drawn from the supply in watts.
Efficiency of transfer The percentage of power delivered to the load from the supply.
A.3.7 Real Power Densities
Core surface area The power dissipated in the core over the surface area of the core in watts
per square meter.
Primary winding surface area The power dissipated in the primary winding over the surface
area of the primary winding in watts per square meter.
Secondary winding surface area The power dissipated in the secondary winding over the
surface area of the secondary winding in watts per square meter.
Core volume The power dissipated in the core over the volume of the core in watts per meter
cubed.
Primary winding volume The power dissipated in the primary winding over the volume of
the primary winding in watts per meter cubed.
Secondary winding volume The power dissipated in the secondary winding over the volume
of the secondary winding in watts per meter cubed.
Core weight The power dissipated in the core over the weight of the core in watts per kilogram.
Primary winding weight The power dissipated in the primary winding over the weight of
the primary winding in watts per kilogram.
Secondary winding weight The power dissipated in the secondary winding over the weight
of the secondary winding in watts per kilogram.
Total loss/volume The total power dissipated in the transformer over the volume of the trans-
former in watts per meter cubed.
Total loss/weight The total power dissipated in the transformer over the weight of the trans-
former in watts per kilogram.
Total loss/cost The total power dissipated in the transformer over the cost of the transformer
in watts per dollars.
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Total supply/volume The total real power supplied in the transformer over the volume of
the transformer in watts per meter cubed.
Total supply/weight The total real power supplied in the transformer over the weight of the
transformer in watts per kilogram.
Total supply/cost The total real power supplied in the transformer over the cost of the trans-
former in watts per dollars.
A.3.8 Apparent Power Densities
Core surface area The apparent power in the core over the surface area of the core in volt-
amps per square meter.
Primary winding surface area The apparent power in the primary winding over the surface
area of the primary winding in volt-amps per square meter.
Secondary winding surface area The apparent power in the secondary winding over the
surface area of the secondary winding in volt-amps per square meter.
Core volume The apparent power in the core over the volume of the core in volt-amps per
meter cubed.
Primary winding volume The apparent power in the primary winding over the volume of
the primary winding in volt-amps per meter cubed.
Secondary winding volume The apparent power in the secondary winding over the volume
of the secondary winding in volt-amps per meter cubed.
Core weight The apparent power in the core over the weight of the core in volt-amps per
kilogram.
Primary winding weight The apparent power in the primary winding over the weight of the
primary winding in volt-amps per kilogram.
Secondary winding weight The apparent power in the secondary winding over the weight of
the secondary winding in volt-amps per kilogram.
Total supply/volume The total apparent power supplied in the transformer over the volume
of the transformer in volt-amps per meter cubed.
Total supply/weight The total apparent power supplied in the transformer over the weight
of the transformer in volt-amps per kilogram.
Total supply/cost The total apparent power supplied in the transformer over the cost of the
transformer in volt-amps per dollars.
Appendix B
EXAMPLE TAILGATE FOR HTSPCT TESTING
Figure B.1 A scan of a hazard identification form used in testing.
